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Questions of assemblage persistence, resiliency arid continuity

in time were investigated with data fran seasonal bottctn trawl

surveys conducted by the Northeast Fisheries Center, Woods Hole,

Massachusetts, fran 1963-1978. Cluster analysis proved to be a

useful statistical method for delineating assemblage boundries and

corresponding resident demersal fish catponents fran Georges Bank,

northeastern coast, USA. Assemblages re continuous and per-

sistant over the long term and changed spatial configuration only

slightly on a seasonal basis. Responses of assemblage species

ranged fran mild to severe with respect to declines in biaiiass,

numerical density and changes in relative abundance. Assemblage

directional changes were triggered by intense fisheries during

this time period as well as inherent trophic dynamics of cxxponerit

species. This study has potentially niportant nRlltispecies manage-

ment connotations and the assemblage concept is a useful potential

operational definition or working hypothesis framework for further
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applications of management and nodeling.

Linear programning analyses with catch maximization objective

functions shczed that the goal of attaining total sunnied quotas

within specific asseirblages was highly dependent on species can-

position, relative abundance and distribution. A nultispecies

model of the shallow asseiTbiage on Georges Bank was constructed to

answer specific questions concerning the assenbiage species can-

position changes we had observed. We were interested in determin-

ing whether observed trends in species ccuposition and abundance

in this assenbiage could in part be explained 1' sinpie ecological

machanisms. Results fran nodel sinulation runs indicate that can-

petition and predation could account for sa of the varibility in

bicinass that we had observed in the shallow assenbiage. These

findings suggest that interspecific interactions may be inportant

determinants of fish population abundance in this type of marine

assenbiage.
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Long-term teLrVoral perspectives for the demarsal fish assenlages

of Georges Bank with implications for managnt and nx1eling.

Overview

Exploitation of world marine fishery resources has progressed

through a series of rapid changes since the early 1900's, where

near shore species specific fisheries have been for the nest part

replaced by large scale otter trawl fleets that exploit many

species in canirn. Gradually soiisticated dcinestic vessels were

developed and large di8tant-water ships were able to leave their

hate countries to catch the many valuable fish stocks of former

reiiote iccations. Consequently, the landings frau the oceans of

the world rose dramatically frau a few million tonnes to 50 mu-

liau tonnes in the mid 1970's (Barney 1980). These trends

developed largely through econcxnic incentives and technological

innovations, although biological and political considerations were

also important.

The causes for these changes in world marine landings can per-

haps best be described by using an example that illustrates the

course of developtent for many fisheries. The haddock fishery of

New England serves as a good case study. The salt cod industry on

Georges Bank eventually gave way to the fresh fish market (Clark

et al. 1982). The invention of better gear and preservation

methods caused a subsequent increase in the supply of haddock.

High danestic landings in the 1920 's were followed by a period of

lower catch, but rather tranquil equilibrium frau 1935-1960 (Clark



et al. 1982). In the early 1960's a large distant-water fleet

began exploiting the haddock stock, causing a precipitous decline

in abundance during the period 1965-1966. The age structure of the

stock was destroyed, recruitment failure resulted, and the popula-

tion declined to extrly low levels. Sc:xne stock recovery occur-

red in the mid 1970's, but the species is now landed as one can-

ponent of a rtultispecies otter trawl fishery. This same or a

similar scenario aptly describes deve1oent of many of the large

scale demersal fisheries of the world.

Concaninant to world fishery development, the science of

fishery management progressed fran its initial efforts to replen-

ish rovals and declines through stocking, to present thinking

based on ecological principles, population dynamics, and assess-

ment techniques. Management methodologies were developed and im-

plimented to deal with problems as they arose on a dclTstic or in-

ternational basis. For the nost part sirtle yield nodels based on

maxinum sustained yield (tSY) were the main biological tool used

to manage fisheries. Catch effort data and a sinpie logistic

relationship gave an estimate of the MSY of a particular stock

(Graham 1935, Schaefer 1954). Subsequent developments in this

nodel led to refinements that increased its applicability to

broader problems (Pella and Tanlinson 1969; Fox 1974). However,

these nx1e1s only described equilibrium fishery states and did not

deal adequately with fluctuations in stock size caused by unequal

year class strength.

A population dynamics approach, based on the tradeoff between
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growth and nortality, provided the foundation for management with

another nodel (Ricker and Foerster 1948; Beverton and Holt 1957).

Although the latter provided for recruitment fluctuations, in

practice the technique was applied to strictly equilibrium coridi-

tions, failing also therefore to account for the large variations

in recruitment that occur in many marine fish populations.

As this evolutionary process continued a method known as an

analytical assessment cane into widespread use in the north

Atlantic (ICNAF 1975). This technique involved the application of

analytical nodels based on long-term age structure analysis (Gui-

land 1965; Pope 1972). The results of these virtual population and

cohort analyses were then linked with recruitment estimates and

used in nodels that predicted stock conditions based on different

catch siimiiatjons (Anderson 1979; Clark et al. 1982).

This method was useful for dealing with the ronequilibrium

conditions present in alnost all marine fisheries. Although these

procedures met with sate success, they still all suffer fran a

number of problems. The nature of these methods is entirely single

species oriented: they fail to account for interspecific interac-

tions and exploitation of nvltiple stocks by canton fisheries, and

also have large data requirements. As a result sane of the major

fisheries of the sorld have declined (FAQ 1977). The usefulness of

the single species approach to fishery management has cane under

increasing criticism in the literature. Simple single species

fisheries nodels, although appropriate at the time and still use-

ful for the assessment of sate fish stocks, are in many cases in-
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adequate Larkin (1977); Gulland (1978); Sisseriwine (1978). May et

al. (1979) state that " !4SY aj1ied to each species individually

cannot serve as a guiding principle when harvested species have

strong interactions". Thus in many xnanagatnt situations it is

necessary to account for interspecific and technological interac-

tions (FAD 1977). Even nonequilibrium methods are inadequate here.

The problen of nodern day fisheries are nuch nre cxxrçlicated

than in previous years when the catch was primarily one or t

species. It is r necessary to begin to manage many fisheries on

a multispecies or ecosystem basis.

Multispecies fisheries studies have proceeded along several

different pathways, fran sinpie extensions of single species sur-

plus production xiodels to cceplex ecosystem nodels that utilize

size-selective predatory mechanisms

It is possible that under certain conditions, surplus produc-

tion nodels may be useful for providing estimates of yield fran a

coaplex of species (FAD 1977). Brc'n et al. (1976); Halliday and

Doubleday (1976); and Pinhorn (1976) used this approach to nodel

the total finfish bianass of several large ICV\F subareas and

statistical areas in the northwest Atlantic. These studies shed

that considerable overfishing of the total biau3ss in these areas

occurred because the sum of the individual species quotas resulted

in a catch that substantially exceeded the system yield predicted

fran these nodels. One of the main points illustrated was that due

to species interactions or camon exploitation, the total system

yield was not necessarily equal to the sum of its caponent parts.
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These studies served as a good preliminary foundation to system

response, but in many ways they lack realism because a variety of

species, regardless of their linkages, were lumped together in a

ccxrçosite analysis. 1n extension to the siuple surplus production

itodel described above involves the addition of interspecific in-

teraction terms to the si.nple logistic nodel. A series of coupled

differential equations is oonstructed for a particular group of

species. Walter (1971); Pope (1976); May et al. (1979) used this

idea to assess the yield potential of different fishery systeme.

Another approach has been to use nodels that investigate in-

terspecific interactions via their effect on the pculation

dynamics of a species. Lett and Kc*iler (1976) studied the effects

of cctEpetitiorl and predation by Atlantic mackerel on the recruit-

merit of Atlantic herring. Winters (1976) also studied herring arid

mackerel interactions, but he iasized density dependent effects

on grrth, recruitment arid maturation rates.

The nost recent innovations in nultispecies nodeling arid

assessment use predatory mechanisms to mDdel the various species

being investigated. (e of these methods uses predation coef-

ficients in a nodified cx*iort analysis or legion analysis (Pope

1979,Majkciski 1981, Sparre 1980). The other, nore cctnplex appli-

cation, uses predatory mechanisms in a multispecies system nodel.

This intricate numerical nodel describes species interactions in

the North Sea by using size specific predation as the mechanism

for interspecific interaction (Anderson arid Ursin 1977). Un-

fortunately this type of nodel becc*res large rapidly, and



frequently it is very difficult to track behavior of the system

variables. It also suffers fran the problem of too meny Un-

estimatable paramsters and processes, further caplicated by large

age class structure requirements.

1"bst of these nultispecies methods in sate way or another lack

substance primarily because they lack organization. They are not

based on principles of system organization and thus have no op-

erational foundation or general paradigm to follow. To nake pro-

gress in the area of nultispecies and system nodeling it is neces-

sary to develop system perspectives (Overton 1975). For example,

if one does not have an underlying concept of structure such as

the unit stock definition (Cushing 1970) in single stock assess-

ment work, it is impossible to go forward with further meaningful

system analyses because we need knowledge of ho.., the system and

its subsystems are coupled together. The need for unifying con-

cepts is clear, we cannot rely on the popular notion that nxdeling

a system is merely an exercize in reconstructing the whole fran

the myriad of disorganized parts (Lane et al. 1975). We need to

develop a nore holistic approach to deal with the problems of

fishery systems, to discover nore about the internal and external

structure of fisheries subsystem couplings. We need to ascertain

the mechanisms that hold systems together and interface this with

long-term temporal perspectives. If progress is to be made in un-

derstanding the intricacies of fisheries systems and their sub-

units, it will be necessary to develop sar simple and useful

working hypotheses S
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Tyler (1971); Knight and Tyler (1973); Gabriel and Tyler

(1980) cultivate the idea of fish assenbiages as useful devices

for studing ccimiinities of fishes. The term assthlage has been

used by meny authors, but here it refers to a group of species

that are distributed in the same geographic area and habitat type

for rrst of the year. The species are subject to the same environ-

mental regimes, utilize riton feeding areas and in meny cases are

linked trcçtticafly. There are meny fields of study, such as can-

nunity ecology assessment and nodeling, where this concept pro-

vides the organizational opportunity for further analyses. In this

context then it was the goal of this study to develop and irivesti-

gate the usefulness of applying the assenlage concept to the

denrsal fish caununity of Georges Bank.
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Chapter 1: Georges Bank Demsrsal Fish As emb es, Cluster

Results and Cctrniunity Ecology.

Introduction

The concept of co-occurring groups of organisms called OQI-

nunities has long permeated the literature and plant ecologists

can claim nost of the credit for the original interpretations.

This occurred because terrestrial plant ecosystems daninate the

landscape, providing an accessable group of species for observa-

tion and study. Scientists could readily observe the long-term

nature of a climax forest or the successional changes that ushered

it into being. As notoriety for this paradigm increased, plant and

animal ecologists began to apply the idea to groups of species

they observed in a variety of ecohabitats, resulting in a

voluminous number of nitions, terms and descriptions. Mills

(1969) provides a nice review of this progression arid also

eliminates associated confusion by clarifying and catbining the

conceptual thoughts of several authors to produce a useful defini-

tion of a cc*miunity. This discussion of course presupposes the ex-

istence of discrete cczmiunities of species, while in fact tso dif-

ferent viewpoints exist. The continuum school embraces the idea

that species are distributed rather loosely along geographic and

environmental gradients while the zonal school espouses sharp dis-

continuities between associations (Krebs 1978).

As cainunity interpretations became prevalent it was necessary

to change emphasis fran a strict observational perspective to one

involving sate statistical rigor, so that the existence and can-
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parisori questions could be investigated. Tyler (1974) examined a

number of statistical omiunity methodologies, enphasizing that

cluster analysis is particularly useful for resolving group

definition problems. The contagious distribution of benthic

species is well documented and denersal fish in particular are

often distributed in a non-randan fashion (Taylor 1953; Tyler

1974; Pennirigton and Grosslein 1978). Investigating these associa-

tions to determine whether species are aggregated has iiortant

fishery management consequences (Gabriel and Tyler 1980). Regard-

less of whether the discrete or continuous hypothesis is accepted,

the species in question can still be classified into useful assein-

blages (Krebs 1978).

1'kst cauiuinity ecological studies have necessarily con-

centrated on the short term aspects or seasonality of species

assemblages. Typically one to three years of field measurements

are analyzed with information theory, niche breath procedures or

multivariate statistical methods. Demersal fish assemblages have

been investigated in a number of locations Tyler (1971); Oviat arid

Nixon (1973); Ste*ienson and Dredge (1976); Ebff and Ibara (1977);

Gabriel and Tyler 1980; Inglesias (1981). The recurrent theme in

nost of these studies centers around seasonally varying diversity

due to environmentally induced migration, temperature acting as

the' dcrninant driving variable. Gabriel and Tyler (1980) stress

bathymetric effects on distribution as well as the operational or

organizational aspects of the assemblages they investigated. Un-

fortunately many interesting questions cannot be addressed in

these studies. Are the assemblages actual aggregations? Are they
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spatially continuous in the long-term tetçoral scale? It is im-

portant for a nunter of reasons to consider the long-term

ramifications of fishery system responses, especially where mans

activities are involved. The toral scale here does not refer to

geologic time, but rather ecological time, the span of years dur-

ing which the decisions of fishery ecologists evoke system

responses. Fishery managers are limited in their ability to func-

tion within this time frame. For instance, a plant ecologist could

predict with sai certainty the type of climax forest that &ould

eventually occupy a cleared site, if left undisturbed, but I know

of no such analogous ability for fishery biologists, especially in

the marine environment.

Are fish assexrblages stable? I, they persist over time? Fk,w

does a system respond to exploitation? Rolling (1973) investigated

system responses to mans' activities, showing that in closed

systems, such as freshwater lakes, the propensity to remain stable

is high, but not infallible. tith (1972) critiqued the Great

Lakes experience, concluding that the activities of man, notably

fishing and pollution, when coupled with biological interactions,

caused significant cc*ntvnity alterations in this system. Other in-

vestigators (Dix 1957; Mech 1962) have studied succession in fore-

sts and animal interactions with vegetation cocinunities respec-

tively, Very few marine studies with the exception of Soutar et

al. (1969); Sutherland (1980) and socre general overview papers

Brawn et al. (1976); Richards (1978); and Grosslein (1980) have

stressed the long-term trporal arid spatial aspects of marine

system response. A few sets of appropriate marine fish data do ex-
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ist, but have not been investigated with a catmnity approach

(Richards et al. 1978; Pope 1979; Azarovitz 1981). Inçortant ten-

poral and spatial questions were examined with data frcm research

conducted at the Northeast Fisheries Center (Grosslein 1969). Con-

centrating on Georges Bank, I used cluster analysis to produce

yearly fall and spring dendrogran for the period 1963-1978 and

1968-1978 respectively. Assemblages were defined, canponent

species were identified, distributional maps plotted, and the in-

formation was examined to elucidate long-term taoral and spatial

patterns. Further analyses led to trajectories of species catch

per unit effort (CPUE), assemblage total biaass, estimates of

intra-asseixblage diversity, and other measures of cxmivnity

response.
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Methods:

Standardized research otter trawl surveys of the northwest

Atlantic continental shelf from Nova Scotia to Hudson Canyon began

in the autunn of 1963, were extended southward to Cape Hatteras,

North Carolina in 1967 and occurred in consecutive years to the

present. Spring surveys ccinenced in 1968. encaassed the same

area and also had yearly coverage. In addition several sunnier and

winter cruises were undertaken during this time on an intermittent

basis. Grosslejn (1969) and Azarovjtz (1981) describe the details

and justification for the surveys, but a brief sunniary is

appropriate.

The objective of the surveys was to obtain statistically

meaningful abundance estimates of the offshore marine fish popula-

tiorts in the aforementioned areas. Secondary objectives included

the collection of data for distribution studies, age and grcrth

determinations, predator-prey interactions and a host of special

purpose investigations. The potential area was divided into zones

(strata) based on depth and biological considerations. Stratified

rarxkzn sanples were selected based on the proportion of total area

in the strata and 2 by 2.5 minute blocks served as the site

locator. Loran bearings were employed to locate the station and a

30-minute sample with a standardized research buttc*n trawl with a

1.25-an ozdend liner was accatplished. All fish as well as major

invertebrates were sorted to species, weighed, measured, and sam-

pled for other analyses. A canpiete log for each station was

recorded and later processed on shore for use in fishery analyses.
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Occasionally catches were so large that it was impossible to

obtain the entire breakdcn, in these cases appropriate subsartpl-

ing nethods were ployed and station totals were calculated for

those particular species. Due to tine and financial considera-

tions, sanpling frequency averages about one station for every 200

square miles or roughly 400 locations in a normal survey fran Cape

Hatteras to Nova Scotia.

Data fran a selected portion of this tine series was used in

cluster analyses that defined denersal fish assethlages.

Specifically a group of 38 species representing the daninant

fishes on Georges Bank, were chosen as the focus for the in-

vestigation. This choice was based on a preliminary examination of

the data to determine which species were nost inportant in terms

of bianass and numerical density. Biatass rather than nunbers was

chosen as the unit of study, because it is the measurent of nost

interest to the biologist and fisherman. Catches (kg) for each of

the species f ran every station in a particular cruise were

organized into a data matrix and processed with an agglanerative

cluster analysis program (Keniston 1978). To renove skewness in

the species matrices I transformed the data prior to clustering by

using a ln(x+1) conversion. This is a standard statistical method

for danping skewness in contagiously distributed bicxass data

(Elliot 1971, Pennington and Grosslein 1978). Station dis-

similarities were calculated by using the Bray-Curtis dis-

similarity index, a widely used ecological distance measure that

is sensitive to dc*ninant species (Clifford and Stephenson 1975,

Boesch and artz 1977). The dissimilarity matrix produced with
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this distance coefficient was used in a group average fusion

strategy to carbine stations with similar species distributions

(Clifford and Stephenson 1975). This fusion technique crxnbines the

stations that are nost alike, through an iterative averaging pro-

cess until all the stations are linked. These station cathinations

were displayed in dendrograms, a graphical method useful for the

separation of cluster groups. Dendrograxns were examined and assem-

blage groups were chosen by ts criteria, large scale separations

and dissimilarity levels. Stations fran these assemblage groups

were plotted on cruise maps fran the original sanpling plan and

areas were delineated. This process was repeated for all the years

in the spring and fall data set so that a consecutive series of

maps was available. These yearly assemblage naps were then inspec-

ted for spatial similarities over the tine sequence to see if

there was any continuity. Finally, assemblage stations fran

several consecutive years were pooled in order to have enough

points to delineate a map of each area and assemblage names were

chosen based on nearby geographic features or depth zones.

This set of hierarchical cluster methods has been shan to be

generally useful for classifying contagious bottcni trawl data

(Stephenson and Dredge 1976; Gabriel and Tyler 1980), but it was

helpful to have an objective spot check of cluster results. To

ascertain whether meaningful groups were being produced, a rrul-

tivariate analysis of variance was used to test cluster dif-

ferences for to cruises, (conducted in years 1966,1973), chosen

at randan fran the fall data set. As a further check, a dis-

criminant analysis of the same data sets was used to produce
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several scatter plots that were helpful for gauging group separa-

tion. Subsequent to these analyses, winter and surriner cruises that

were available on a nore intermittent basis, were examined for

agreement with the previous spring and fall results. Assemblage

species lists were prepared fmn the areas outlined in the pooled

cluster results and further analyses yielded information on the

structure of each group. Length frequencies frcxn species in the

different assemblages were used to separate life history stages

and mean catch per tow s1x,ed trends in distribution arid

abundance. Examination of food habits data gave further insight

into assiblage structure. Trajectories of assthlage CPUE for

selected species were plotted and examined for long-term trends.

Total assemblage CPUE was also investigated and ccnpared with pre-

vious trends reported by other authors for the region. To track

possible temporal directional bicmass changes in the Shallow and

Slope and Canyon assemblages, I used CPUE vectors frm each fall

survey in another cluster analysis to see if any clear time trends

in species ccxrposition and abundance were apparent.

Several measures of cctmiunity response were enployed to answer

intra-assemblage dynamics questions. McIntosh information indices

were utilized to nonitor diversity changes in several Georges Bank

demersal fish assemblages (McIntosh 1967). Data sets representing

numerical densities of selected species fran the Slope and Canyon,

Northeast Peak (NP), and Shallow assemblages for the fall time

series were proportionalized to rerrove the effect of sanple size

fran the analysis (Karentz and Mclntire 1977) and used in diversiy

estimates. The McIntosh diversity index is given as follows:
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The Mclntosh diversity index is given as follows:

2
MDI=N-/

1=1 1

Where:

N=total number of all species

ni=number of species i

s=nurrber of species

This index is not only sensitive to species richness and rela-

tive abundance, but it also tracks density, an important measure-

ment in exploited fish populations.

Several gradient analyses were also performed with the objec-

tive of trying to explain species distributions based on a set of

location, physical, and chemical variables. Canonical correlation

analyses using information on latitude, longitude, depth, bottom

temperature, bottom oxygen, and bottom salinity, were employed to

define possible gradients that might be useful indicators of

species distribution (Pimental 1979). Data for the autumn cruise

was obtained fran measurements of bottctn temperature and depth

made aboard the RV Albatross IV, USA, Oct 20 to Nov 5, 1976 and

corresponding information on bottom salinity and oxygen from the

RV Anton Dohrn, Federal Republic of Germany, Nov 14 to Dec 1,

1976. Information for the spring cruise was procured from measure-

ments of bottom temperature and depth from the RV Albatross IV,

April 17 to May 3, 1978 and salinity and oxygen data that was
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obtained on the RV Argus, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

fran April 13-28, 1978. These tj data sets were chosen because

they were the only available source of salinity and oxygen data

that corresponded even sanewhat closely in tima to the available

station information. 33 species were used in the fall 1976 part I

analysis. 14 selected gadoids and flounders in the 1976 part II

breakdown and 29 species in the spring analysis.
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Results

Figure 1 shows Georges Bank with other iiortant geographic

locations and (Table 1) lists the major species that were used in

the various statistical and caiainity ecological analyses. These

38 species were deemed the principal fishes after carefully ex-

amining the data set arx deciding that if a species was rt pre-

sent in 3 or nore ts and or represented at least 2 kg total

bicinass, it was rot included in the investigation. It was beyond

the socpe of this rk to a&lress the problem of rare species sim-

ply because the nature of the study was rot conducive to a clear

resolution of this particular problem. Dendrograrns, of the type

displayed in Fig 2, were produced fran species-station matrices

and used to define assentlage groups. The type of large-scale dif-

ference observed at a dissimilarity of 0.7 in Fig 2 was used to

separate the groups. For the purposes of this study, coarse

separations were the desirable product because an area wide assem-

blage plan for Georges Bank would be too ccilicated if all the

cluster subunits were included.

Cluster group sites were highlighted on original cruise sta-

tion maps and outlined to give a rough açroximation of spatial

and geographic zones (Fig 3). Figure 3 s1u's the distribution of

the five nost inportant assemblage groups present on Georges Bank

in the fall of 1963. For reference, I name these groups: Slope and

Canyon, Intermediate, Shallci,Gulf of Maine Deep, and Northeast

Peak. As subsequent fall cruises were examined and plotted, an in-

teresting spatial and tenporal pattern began to emerge. The same



Figure 1. Georges Bank with associated geographical landmarks.
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Table 1: Species cited by common name in the text (AFS 1980)

Spiny dogfish
Winter skate
Little skate
Smooth skate
Thorny skate
Sea herring
Alewife
Offshore hake
Silver hake
Atlantic cod
Haddock
P01 lock
White hake
Red hake
Cusk
American plaice
Summer flounder
Pourspot flounder
Yellowtail flounder
Winter flounder
Witch flounder
Windowpane flounder
Gulfstream flounder
Atlantic mackerel
Butterfish
Bluefish
Red fish
Blackbelly rosefish
Mailed sculpin
Longhorn sculpin
Sea raven
Cunner
American sand lance
Atlantic woiffish
Ocean pout
American goosefish
Short finned squid
long finned squid

(Squalus acanthias)
(Raja ocellata)
(Raja erinacea)
(Raja senta)
(Raja radiata)
(Clupea harengus)
(Aloes pseudoharengus)
(Merluccius albidus)
(Merluccius bilinearis)
(Gadus morhua)
(Melanogrammus aeglefinus)
(Pollachius virens)
(Urophycis tenuis)
(Urophycis chuss)
(Brome broeme)
(Ilippoglossoides platessoides)
(Paralichthye dentatus)
(Paralichthys oblongus)
(Lirnanda ferruginea)
(Pseudopleuronectes americanus)
(Glyptocephalus cynoglossus)
(Scophthelmus aquosus)
(Citharichthys arctifrons)
(Scornber scornbrus)
(Poronotus ttiacanthus)
(Pomatus saltatrjx)
(Sebastes marinue)
(Helicolons dactylopterus)
(Triglops ominatistius)
(Myoxcephalus octodecemapinosus)
(Hemitriperuø americanus)
(Tautogolabris adepereus)
(Ammodytes ainericanus)
(Anarhichas lupus)
(Macrozoarceg americenus)
(Lophius americanus)
(Illex illecebrosus)
(Loligo pealei)

N.)



Figure 2. Typical dendrogram, Fall 1966, shci4ng station cluster groups
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Figure
. Cluster groups from Fall 1963 as roughly outlined on theorigionaj. cruise track.
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five groups appear to have been present in similar locations since

1963. Figures 4 and 5 solidify this point by shcwing the distribu-

tion of the 5 assexrblages during years that occurred at

approximately mid and endpoints of the fall time series. The

groups appear to change their spatial configuration slightly on a

year to year basis, but it is difficult to attribute this to a

change in species abundance since the nuuber of stations was not

constant and they were chosen by stratified ranckn methods.

Species ocupositions of the assenblages are given in (Table 3).

It was desirable to delineate the total area that each assem-

blage enccupassed through tiite (years). Pooled consecutive years

of intra-assenbiage stations yielded plots for the spring and fall

represented by Figures 6-10 and 11-15 respectively. The groups

overlaped surprisingly little through time with the exception of a

few border stations along adjacent assenbiages. It appears that

the Shallcw and Intermediate assenblages were saewhat dynamic

with respect to each other and the assenbiages that occupy the

western part of the bank also intermingle slightly. The Shallai

assenbiage contains t large shoals (unsanpled areas) represented

by the openings present in Figs 8 and 13 for spring and fall

respectively. This area , known as Cultivator Shoals, has never

been sarpled by the groundfish surveys.

Ccntposite maps of general asserrblage areas for the spring and

autunn time series are shown in Figs 16 and 17 respectively. The

Slope and Canyon assenblage appears to encompass a similar area

regardless of season while other areas shciv slight seasonal



Figure 4. Cluster groups from Fall 1970 as roughly outlined on the
origional cruise track
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- Figure 5. Cluster groups from Fall 1976 as roughly outlined on the
origional cruise track.
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Figure 6. Pooled station distribution for the Slope arid Canyon assem-
blage, Spring 1968-1973
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Figure 7. Pooled station distribution for the Intermediate assemblage,
spring 1968-1973
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Figure 8. Pooled station distribution for the Shallow assemblage, Spring
1968-1971
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Figure 9. Pooled station distribution for the Northeast Peak Interior
assrb1age, Spring 1968-1972
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Figure io. Pooled station distribution for the Northeast Peak-Gulf of
Maine Deep assethlage, Spring 1968-1974
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Figure 11. Pooled station distribution for the Slope and Canyon assem-
blage, Fall 1963-1968
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Figure 12. Pooled station distribution for the Intermediate assemblage,
Fall 1963-1970
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Figure 13. Pooled station distribution for the Shallow assemblage, Fall
1963-1967
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Figure 14. Pooled station distribution for the Northeast Peak assenbiage,
Fall 1964-1970
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Figure 15. Pooled station distribution for the Gulf of Maine Deep assem-
blage, Fall 1963-1971.
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changes. The Shallow asseit,1age covered ziost of Georges Bank in

the spring (Fig 16), but. yielded saw of its' area to the Inter-

itdiate and Northeast Peak assethlages in the fall (Fig 17). The

Intermediate assetb1age is about 2 times larger in the fall (Fig

17), suggesting a slight migration of this species cxxnplex toward

shallower water as the year progresses. Assenb1ages in the spring

appear to follow depth axitours resulting in the elongate shape of

the groups at this time (Fig 16). The Northeast Peak Interior

(NPI) and Northeast Peak- Gulf of Maine Deep (NP-GM Deep) assea-

blages s1 definite seasonal spatial changes when canpared with

the Gulf of Maine Deep (GM Deep) and Northeast Peak asseTtblages in

the fall (Figs 16 and 17). The general shape and location of the

fall assemblages suggests that a different set of oceanographic

and biological forcing factors are the important determinent of

distribution. The Northeast Peak assemblage for instance spans

several depth zones and encroaches on the Shallow assemblage

reducing its area during this part of the year.

A suggested metbx for validating the authenticity of cluster

groups was to use several randctn cruises in multivariate analyses

of variance to assess if statistical differences between assem-

blages existed. Results fran this analysis are presented in Table

2, showing a clear trend between the assemblages in question. The

groups then have dissimilar species ccnçosition and bianass.

Further proof of this is shown in Fig 18, a discriminant function

map (Nie et al 1975) with group centroids, where group separation

is also suggested. These analyses, although saiwhat predispo.iød,

help reinforce the idea that meaningful and useful cc*nnunity



Figure 16. Caiçosite map of Spring Georges Bank asse!Tblages..
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Figure 17. Caiiposite xtap of Fall Georges Bank assenblages....
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Table 2: Results of inultivariate analysis of variance

for fall l966 1973 data.

Year Wilks Approx DF Significance
Larnda F Of F

1966 .00464 2.35566 102 .00001
1973 .00023 5.14327 143 .00001
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Figure 18. Discrimi.nant function scatter plot shcMing group separation,
with group centroids
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groups were produced with this clustering procedure.

The assemblage maps presented in (Figs 16 and 17) were useful

for organizing the 38 species of (Table 1) into their correspond-

ing assemblage subunits (Table 3). There are four basic catagories

of Georges Bank species that are present in the various assem-

blages. These include several, ubiquitous species, resident

species, periodics and those present in several assemblages, but

as different life history stages. Ubiquitous species such a ocean

pout, goosefish, sea raven, and Atlantic cod were found with

regularity in alnost all of the assemblages. Resident species such

as little skate, winter skate, longhorn sculpin, yellcitail

flounder, winter flounder, American plaice, and witch flounder

were present in only one or two assemblages in abundance. Periodic

or seasonal migrants include bluefish, butterfish, mackerel as

well as short finned squid and long finned squid. These species

noved in and out of the various assemblages on a seasonal basis

with tençerature being a likely daninant force, and were often

highly variable in terms of their abundance (Fig 19). A nunber of

species including silver hake, red hake, white hake, and haddock,

were present in nore than two assemblages as different life

history stages. Silver hake for exanpie are found in the Slope and

Canyon and Shallcii assemblages, with adults on the average occurr-

ing nore frequently in the Slope and Canyon assemblage, while

juveniles are nore abundant in the Shallc assemblage. (Figs 20

and 21) show silver hake length frequencies fran these assem-

blages, eipbasizing this differential life history distribution.

White bake adults similarly are found in the Slope and Canyon



Table 3: Assemblage species associations from cluster results

Slope arid Canyon:

Silver hake
White hake
Red hake
Gulfetream flounder
Offshore hake
Fourspot flounder
Plackbelly rosefish
Goose fish

Intermediate:

Winter skate
Little skate
Red hake
Silver hake
Cod
Haddock
Sea raven
Goosefish
Ocean pout
Longhorn sculpin
Yellowtail flounder

Shallow:

Winter skate
Little skate
Silver hake
Cod
Haddock
Pollock
White hake
Red hake
Summer flounder
Yellowtail flounder
Winter flounder
Windowpane flounder
Longhorn sculpin
Sea raven
Ocean pout
Sand lance
Gooaefish

GM Deep:

Thorny skate
Mnerican plaice
Witch flounder
White hake
Silver hake
Cod
Haddock
Cu sk

I¼tlantic wolffjsh

Northeast peak:

Thorny skate
Cod
Haddock
Pollock
White hake
Winter flounder
Ocean pout
Longhorn sculpin
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Figure 20. Silver hake length frequency frcrn the Slope arkd Canycri ass-
blage, Fall 1969, N=200
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figure 21. Silver hake length frequency fran the Sha1lc assenbiage, Fall
1969, N635
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asseithlage while the smaller fish tended to concentrate in the

Shal10 assenbiage (Figs 22 and 23) respectively. Atlantic cod can

be contrasted to these species with length frequencies that show

similar length distribution in the Shallow and Northeast Peak

assent)lages (Figs 24 and 25) It appears that for many of the

abundant fish species on Georges Bank, adult stocks occupy the

deeper peripheral assenblages while juveniles of these sama

species occupy the shallc,zer zones during nch of the year.

Assenbiage Trajectories

Assenbiage CPUE indices were calculated for several of the

spring and fall assenbiages and were useful for studying tençoral

trends in both total assenblage catch as well as CPUE for the

intra-assexrblage species. The spring trend for the Slope and

Canyon assenbiage in terma of total catch of silver hake, fourspot

flounder, red hake, white hake, and blackbelly rosefish remained

nearly stable over the period 1968-1975 and increased to over

twice this level by 1978 (Fig 26). This abrupt increase can be

alnost entirely attributed to increased catches of silver hake in

those later years. The total catch for the fall tima series shows

a similar stable trend for nost years with the exception of the

years 1974-1976 (Fig 27). A clearer perception of these overall

catch trends was obtained by examining trends in the individual

species catches. For the spring period 1968-1978, the catch of

blackbelly rosefish, fourspot flounder, and white hake remained

a]Jnz)st constant with very snail fluctuations (Fig 28). Red hake

and silver hake on the other hand, although initially equally

abundant, showed sate rather pronounced changes in biauass. Red



Figure 22. Wnite hake length frequency frc the Slope and Canyon assn-
blage, Fall 1969, N=12e
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Figure 23. lhite hake length frequency fran the Shallar assenbiage, Fall
1969, N=190
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Figure 24. Atlantic Cod length frequency frcri the Sha1lc,.i assethlage, Fall
1969, N=29.
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Figure 25. Atlantic Ccxl length frequency frart the Northeast peek assem-
blage, Fall 1969, N=92
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Figure 26. Slope and Canyon assemblage total mean Catch/tow (kg), Spring
1963-1978, for selected species
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Figure 27. Slope arri Canya1 assetb1age total nan atdh/tO.'J (kg), Fall
1963-1978, for selected species
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hake decreased in abundance frcn 1972-1976 and reached very low

levels by 1978 (Fig 28). Silver hake showed an increasing trend

frc*n 1972-1976 and dczninated the asserthiage in 1977-1978 (Fig 28).

The fall trend in absolute abundance for fourspot flounder and

blackbelly rosefish remained fairly constant at 1CM levels of

abundance except for an increased value for blackbelly rosefish in

1977-1978. White hake in contrast to the spring picture was one of

the nore daninant species in this assenblage fran 1964 to 1971 and

decreased in inçortance in the later years. Silver hake and red

hake displayed a reversed trend dnen canpared to the spring time

series, silver hake exerting bianass dczninance fl:cEn 1964 to 1973

yielding to increasing anounts of red hake in the research catch

thereafter (Fig 29). When Slope and Canyon species trajectories

based on percent weight and percent nunber for the fall were ex-

amined, a similar and perhaps clearer pattern emerged. Fig 30

shs the trends in percent by weight for the five species in-

dicating the switch in bicuass dczninance for silver hake and red

hake as well as the position of inportance that white hake played

in the earlier years of the series. Blackbelly rosefish and

fourspot flounder showed the sane trends in abundance as in the

absolute abundance case, but these t species clearly represented

nore of the catch on a percent weight basis in the later years of

the fall time series (Fig 30). Gulfstream flounder was actually

one of the nore important species numerically, during the mid

years of the series (Fig 31, Table 4,7). The same reversing trend

for red and silver hake is apparent, as is the clear numerical

danination of silver hake in the early to mid 60 s (Fig 31). Fluc-
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Table 4. Slope and Canyon Assemblage Proportion of Total Species Composition
By Number for Selected Species, with McIntosh Diversity Indices (I)

Species 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78

Silver hake .368 .432 .665 .308 .533 .649 .824 .411 .539 .503 .031 .272 .079 .108 .138 .152White hake .013 .009 .024 .108 .089 .032 .094 .074 .065 .004 .006 .010 .000 .000 .011 .011Red hake .483 .112 .060 .019 .074 .027 .020 .120 .235 .043 .006 .195 .152 .405 .389 .219FourSpot f1ourder .016 .052 .026 .025 .027 .027 .023 .023 .012 .037 .075 .036 .055 .041 .025 .078Culfstream flounder .007 .003 .026 .025 .047 .048 .035 .063 .058 .850 .270 .036 .006 .276 .034 .066Blackbelly roseflsh .019 .024 .024 .076 .000 .000 .012 .025 .001 .046 .107 .221 .037 .187 .145 .226

N 2287 660 388 315 257 188 257 567 778 563 159 195 164 148 442 1135No. species 23 19 21 20 15 14 21 18 23 16 13 20 11 7 18 24MDI 1436.65 484.29 212.44 265.19 176.65 106.31 213.19 443.95 504.50 381.09 121.37 161.75 134.37 108.09 348.72 973.43



Table 5. Shallow Assemblage Proportion of Total Species Composition by Nuniber
For Selected Species, with McIntosh Diversity Indices (MDI)

pcies 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78
Winter skate .099 .017 .064 .048 .051 .044 .032 .065 .031 .106 .103 .016 .012 .088 .135 .054Little skate .163 .021 .134 .074 .168 .066 .053 .076 .049 .085 .187 .043 .030 .130 .186 .158Silver hake .021 .009 .034 .039- .021 .194 .157 .018 .436 .057 .106 .603 .552 .269 .241 .322Atlantic cod .019 .000 .001 .026 .091 .012 .007 .059 .013 .047 .035 .001 .008 .009 .031 .013Haddock .445 .780 .471 .290 .203 .027 .006 .133 .023 .013 .002 .000 .076 .000 .001 .014Red hake .008 .035 .052 .038 .002 .044 .115 .078 .108 .003 .131 .118 .019 .096 .008 .127Yellowtail flounder .129 .083 .080 .140 .186 .258 .146 .096 .065 .025 .039 .016 .003 .007 .011 .013Wtter flounder .016 .000 .005 .053 .024 .022 .019 .080 .017 .040 .014 .002 .018 .070 .032 .027Windowpane flounder .016 .008 .024 .062 .075 .031 .082 .024 .038 .384 .228 .179 .097 .303 .206 .116Longhorn sculpin .056 .030 .082 .146 .141 .259 .207 .266 .204 .028 .126 .004 .020 .006 .003 .030

N 2836 4330 2762 3206 3063 3822 4054 3350 3874 1098 4791 11645 6286 1391 2873 8652No.species 24 19 23 21 23 20 25 24 23 20 22 20 23 17 23 21MDI 2109.40 1650.40 2037.95 2738.30 2628.75 3126.72 3538.08 2916.59 2894.84 867.58 4097.53 6842.47 4114.39 1108.13 2416.19 7170.41

0,



Table 6. Northeast Peak Assemblage Proportion of Total Species Composition by NumberFor Selected Species, with McIntosh Diversity Indices (MDI).

Soecies 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78
Thorny skate .010 .038 .038 .023 .032 .017 .017 .059 .099 .051 .042 .068 .027 .002 .013 .007
Atlantic cod .044 .052 .031 .048 .095 .131 .030 .032 .071 .187 .145 .163 .014 .090 .055 .063
Haddock .787 .647 .403 .131 .155 .099 .025 .123 .164 .118 .263 .085 .108 .882 .769 .629
Pollock .004 .014 .007 .191 .003 .009 .010 .011 .293 .034 .032 .014 .000 .000 .066 .020
Mailed sculpin .006 .016 .051 .226 .530 .313 .803 .313 .226 .429 .002 .294 .000 .000 .029 .044
Longhorn sculpin .071 .031 .263 .104 .022 .045 .016 .333 .022 .084 .031 .097 .057 .013 .038 .025

N 2225 425 744 1463 317 352 1896 751 464 1102 524 503 859 2633 4604 1845No. species 28 22 24 28 13 19 27 22 20 22 25 23 20 14 22 25MD! 829.93 242.25 558.49 1249.40 214.72 300.07 665.50 578.27 379.75 832.17 439.55 430.81 574.79 563.46 1837.0 1070.1



Table 7. Slope Canyon Assemblage Mean Number/Tow, Fall 1963-1978, for Selected Species

Species 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 11 72 13 74 75 76 17 18

Silver hake * 25.91 36.29 12.13 19.57 13.56 9.22 25.89 69.83 41.17 1.00 4.82 2.60 2.29 10.17 9.05
White hake * 0.55 1.29 4.25 3.19 0.67 2.67 4.67 0.67 0.33 0.20 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.83 0.63
Red hake * 6.73 3.29 0.75 2.71 0.56 0.56 7.56 30.50 4.00 0.20 3.45 5.00 8.57 28.67 13.05
Pourspot flounder * 3.09 1.43 1.00 1.00 0.56 0.67 1.44 1.50 3.50 2.40 0.64 0.82 0.86 1.83 4.63
Culfatreats flounder * 0.18 1.43 1.00 1.71 1.00 1.00 4.00 7.50 23.50 8.60 0.64 0.11 5.00 4.00 3.95
Blackbelly roseUsh * 1.45 1.29 3.00 0.00 0.33 0.33 1.56 0.17 4.33 3.40 3.91 0.55 4.00 10.67 13.47



Table 8. Shallow Assemblage Mean I'umber Per Tow, Fall 1963-1978, for Selected Species
Species 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 13 74 15 16 77 78

Winter skate 25.55 5.62 13.69 8.50 6.74 7.64 6.45 10.22 0.32 6.47 27.44 10.76 4.67 7.69 17.64 14.47Little skate 62.09 7.15 28.54 13.22 22.35 11.41 10.65 13.09 1.20 5.16 49,72 29.29 11.00 11.31 24.23 42.75Silver hake 3.45 2.85 7.31 6.94 2.74 33.68 31.90 3.48 3.35 3,47 28.16 413.24 204.18 23.38 31.45 86.94Atlantic cod 4.91 0.08 0.31 4.61 12.13 2.00 1.45 8.00 0.00 2.34 9.28 0.65 3.12 0.75 4.05 3.63Haddock 114.82 259.92 100.08 1.72 21.04 4.77 1.25 11.35 1.80 0.79 0.50 0.12 28.24 0.00 0.14 3.88Red hake 2.09 11.54 11.00 6.78 0.30 7.73 23.30 12.52 1.95 0.16 34.78 80.71 7.18 8.31 1.05 34.22Yellowtail flounder 33.66 27.54 17.00 25.00 24.83 44.82 29.60 13.52 19.45 1.53 10.39 11.29 1.29 0.63 1.50 3.59Winter flounder 4.09 0.15 1.00 9.39 3.17 3.82 3.85 12.74 0.00 2.42 3.73 1.35 6.65 6.06 4.23 7.31Windowpane flounder 4.09 2.77 5.08 11.06 10.00 5.45 16.65 5.26 0.25 23.42 60.72 122.82 35.11 26.33 26.91 31.34Longhorn Sculpin 14.45 9.92 17.46 26.06 18.78 44.91 41.95 42.48 3.80 1.74 33.44 2.65 1.41 0.56 4.32 8.16

N)



Table 9. Northeast Peak Assemblage Mean Number/Tow, Fall 1963-1978, for Selected Species
Species

63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 22 73 74 75 76 77 78
Thorny skate 3.83 2.67 7.00 3.78 2.50 1.00 2.54 5.50 7.67 11.20 3.67 6.80 3.29 1.50 5.80 1.30AtlanUc cod 16.50 3.61 5.75 7.78 7.50 7.67 4.39 3.00 5.50 41.20 12.67 16.40 1.71 59.25 25.20 11.60Haddock 293.17 45.83 75.00 21.33 12.25 5.83 3.62 11.50 12.67 26.00 23.00 8.60 13.29 580.50 3S4.00 116.10Po1J.ock 1.67 1.00 1.25 31.00 0.25 0.50 1.46 1.00 22.67 7.60 2.83 1.40 0.00 0.25 30.60 3.70Mailed sculpin 2.33 1.17 9.50 36.67 42.00 18.33 117.15 29.38 17.50 94.60 0.17 29.60 0.00 0.00 13.20 8.20Longhorn sc1pin 26.50 2.17 49.00 66.89 1.75 2.67 2.39 31.25 1.67 18.60 2.67 9.80 7.00 8.25 17.70 4.60

C.)
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tuations in white hake nunters appear to mimic the percent weight

infotmation as do the trends for blackbelly rosefish, except that

this later species apparently has undergone a pronounced increase

in nunters since 1972.

Total catch for the Shallow assent,lage during the spring

1968-1978 showed a fairly stable trend between 1970 and 1977 (Fig

32). This assethlage was ITuch nore diverse in its demersal fish

cC*ninmity than the Slope and Canyon assenbiage. The major species

of jrr,ortance were Atlantic cod, winter flounder, windowpane

flounder, winter skate, longhorn sculpin, little skate, yellowtail

flounder, and haddock. When the fall tine series for this assem-

blage was examined a better tine perspective was obtained. Mean

catch per tow declined dramatically fran 202 kg in 1963 to 22 kg

in 1972 and subsequently rose to 99 kg in 1978 or about 1/2 the

1963 value (Fig 33). Trends in absolute abundance for the in-

dividual species (Fig 34) showed different responses depending on

the species of interest. Winter flounder, longhorn sculpin and

winter skate appear to have remained fairly constant in abundance

over the time period, while Atlantic cod, windowpane flounder, and

little skate displayed an increasing trend in bianass (Fig 34).

Yellowtail flounder and haddock showed declining mean catches over

this interval (Fig 34). Pgain the fall tine series, being the

longer of the two, served to clairify sane of the observed spring

trends. Figs 35 and 36 are exactly the sane except the 1973 point

has been renoved in Fig 36. This expanded view of species temporal

responses shows that ccxl and winter flounder CPUE remained

relatively stable over this time period. Windowpane flounder,



Figure 32. Shallow assemblage total mean catch/tow (kg), Spring1968-1978, for selected species
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Figure 33. Shallow assemblage total mean catch/tow (kg), Fall 1963-1978,for selected species
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Figure 34. Shallow assemblage cumulative absolute abundance, mean catch/tow (kg), Spring 1968-1978
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winter skate and little skate appear to have increased since 1972.

Haddock CPUE on the other hand declined dramatically frau 97.3 kg

in 1963 to 0 in 1972, remaining at very 1c levels of abundance in

the later years (Fig 36). YellcMtail flounder fluctuated frau 15

kg in 1963 to a l of 6 kg in 1966, experienced a gradually in-

creasing trend frau 1966-1969 and began a precipitous decline that

lasted through 1978 (Fig 36). The decline in the haddock biamass

was the undisputed cause of the trend in total catch observed in

(Fig 33). As with the Slope and Canyon assemblage sate interesting

species trends were revealed in cunulative percent by weight and

number trajectories for the ShallcM assemblage. &st of the

species follo.qed the same directional changes as observed in the

previous cunulative absolute abundance analysis, but the changes

were accented for sate species. Atlantic cod cczrprised a fairly

constant proportion of the species bianass for all the years ex-

cept 1964 and 1965. Longhorn sculpth, yellowtail flounder and to a

lesser extent winter flounder, made up an increasing part of the

bianass of this assemblage during 1966-1971 and then all declined

in importance (Fig 37). Haddock as previously noted, experienced

pronounced decline in abundance fran the early 60' s and was only

present at very 1cM levels fran 1972-1978. Winter skates, little
skate and windowpane flounder accounted for an increasing percent

of the bianass in this assemblage frau the early 1970's onward

(Fig 37). when cunulative percent by number was investigated, sil-

ver bake and red hake became important thi1e cod had very low

densities and therefore do not appear in the analysis. Silver hake

numbers showed a general increasing trend throughout the tine in-
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terval and were the numerical dcxninant through rrrst of the mid and

late 70's. This trend was due entirely to increased numbers of

juvenile silver hake that represented an insignificant anount of

bicruass. This same phencznenon applies to red hake, which enjoyed

several periods of increased abundance as a proportion of the

total numerical density frc*n 1963 to 1978. Winter skate numbers

remained relatively unchanging fran 1963 to 1976 and then rose

slightly in the late 70's. Trends for windowpane flounder,

longhorn sculpin, little skate, yellowtail flounder, and haddock

match favorably with the cumulative absolute and percent weight

data (Fig 38, Table 5.8).

The other Georges Bank asseitbiages were investigated using the

sane techniques, but on a much less intense scale. Total mean

catch/tow for the Intermediate, GM Deep and Northeast Peak assem-

blages is displayed in (Figs 39,40,41). respectively for the fall

surveys 1963-1978. The trends in total CPUE follow the sane basic

patterns for all three groups, a high initial period followed by a

decline and subsequent recovery in the mid to late 70's. Decreased

CPtJE for the intermediate assemblage can be attributed to a

general decline in all the species present, while the recovery

period was produced by increased catches of winter skate, little

skate, red hake, and longhorn sculpin. Trends in total catch in

the .GM Deep assemblage were also produced by general declines in

the total denersal cxinmnity, but thorny skate, cod, haddock, p01-

lock, and white hake decreases were the nost inportant con-

tributors. General decreases in the catch of thorny skates and cod

were partly responsible for the downward slide in CPUE for the
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Figure 39. Intermediate assemblage total mean catch/tow (kg), Fall
1963-1978
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Figure 40. Gulf of Maine Deep assthlage total nan catch/tcYi (kg), Fall
1963-1978, for selected species
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Figure 41. Northeast peak assemblage total mean catch/tow (kg), Fall1963-1978. for selected species
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Northeast Peak assenbiage, but fluctuations in the haddock stock

were responsible for this as well as the succeedir recovery that

occurred in the late 1970's. Spring inforimition fran this assem-

blage basically mirrors the trends observed in the fall time

series with the exception of a sharp decline in 1970 (Fig 42).

When cunulative absolute abundance data for the GM Deep assem-

blage, fall 1963-1968, were exanined, an interesting trend was

observed. With the decline of haddock and thorny skate in the

early 1960's, the assenbiage CPtJE for the other species had the

oorturiity to equilibrate, such that by the late 1970's, the

catch of all the inortant species was nuch xmre equally dis-

tributed (Fig 43). The Northeast Peak assenblage in contrast was

nuch sinpier in species cxxnpositicn and although sane fluctuations

in cunulative percent by weight occurred, the sane four species

remained dominant over the period (Fig 44).

Tine sequence cluster analyses were useful as further in-

dicators of tenporal trends in these groups. Species bianass for

the Slope and Canyon asseablage did not aear to follow any clear
long-term terr!poral trend, although sane nearly consecutive blocks

of years did cluster together (Fig 45). When the results of this

dendrograin are interpreted by using Fig 29 the reasons for this

emerge. Enough fluctuation in CEk)E occurred to mask any trend, the

dendrogram shows the years that are similar, but does not establ-
ish any coherent pattern that can be usefully followed in the

long-term. Conversely, this same analysis on the Shallow assem-

blage, showed three distinct teaporal clusters, and interestingly

enough the within group structure was xposed of consecutive



Figure 42. Northeast Peak assenbiage total xan catch/tcr (kg), Spring
1968-1978, for selected species
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Figure 43. Gulf of Maine Deep assemblage cumulative absolute abundance,mean catch/tow (kg), Fall 1963-1978
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Figure 45. Slope and Canyon time sequence cluster analysis dendrogram,Fall 1963-1978
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years (Fig 46). Using this perspective and Figs 36 and 37, there

appear to have been three periods of significant species relative

abundance and cc*rosition change during the fall time series ; an

initial period dcininated by haddock, intermediate period with high

yellowtail ,longlm sculpin and winter flounder catches and a

final group with little skate, winter skate and windowpane

flounder cxztprising the daninant bic*rass.

Diversity

McIntosh information indices, representing the intra-

assnblage change in diversity by numbers of fish over the autunn

period 1963-1978, were used to follow trends in the Slope and

Canyon, Shallow and Northeast Peak assemblages. These analyses

were useful for following changes in density and relative

abundance over the long-term. The indices in many cases followed

trends in bicrnass, but in several inportant instances they yielded

n insight into assemblage changes.

Diversity in the Slope and Canyon assemblage dropped frcnt a

peak value of 1438 in 1963 to a lost of 106 in 1968, followed by an

increasing trend with a peak at 505 in 1971, a decline to 108 in

1972 and a rapid rise to 973 in 1978 (Fig 47, Table 4). This trend

was caused primarily by fluctuations in total numbers of fish

caught and to a lesser extent by species and relative abundance

shifts (Table 7). The peak 1963 value represented 2287 specimens

and 23 species, and the subsequent low value in 1968 had only 188

fish canprizing 14 taxa. Silver hake and red hake dctninated the

assemblage in 1963 and were found in large nuiTbers while in 1968,



Figure 46. Shallow assemblage time sequence cluster analysis dendrogram,
Fall 1963-1978
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Figure 47. Slope and Canyon assemblage McIntosh diversity trends, Fall1963-1978.
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silver hake were dcginant , but only 15% as abundant as in 1963

(Fig 31; Table 7). The smaller peak of 1971 was caused by an in-

crease in numbers to 778 fish and a return to 23 species, while

the decline arid 4 year lc trend frau 1973 to 1976 occurred when

numbers again dropped to a low of 148 in 1976 with only 7 species

being taken. (Fig 29) shows that although silver hake were still

dcininant in 1971, red hake again had a major share of the relative

abundance. However, although the relative abundance ratios of

blackbelly rosefish, gulfstream flounder, red hake, and silver

hake were nore nearly similar in 1976, the low nunlers of fish arid

species caused a decline in diversity (Table 4). The rapid rise in

diversity in 1978 resulted because numbers recovered to 1135 fish

and the nurrber of species recorded increased to 24. Relative

abundance at this tima reached a high degree of parity, but

species daninance had shifted substantially fran the early 1960's,

red hake arid blackbelly rosefish were codcminant with silver hake

3rd in abundance (Fig 31; Table 4,7).

Shallow assemblage diversity showed a nvch different direc-

tional trajectory than the Slope and Canyon assemblage. Diversity

in this assemblage peaked at 3538 in 1969 after experiencing a

period of slow increase in the early 1960's. This peak was fol-

bowed by a steep decline to 867 in 1972, followed by rather large

oscillations that resulted in peaks of 6842 and 7170 in 1974 and

1978 respectively (Fig 48; Table 5). These fluctuations in

diversity fran 1963-1978 were caused primarily by changes in

numerical abundance of haddock arid silver hake arid to a lesser ex-

tent windowpane flounder, longhorn sculpin, yellowtail flounder,



Figure 48. Sba11 assetb1age McIntosh diversity , Fall 1963-1978
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and little skate, with relative abundance changes and species

shifts playing a nore minor role (Fig 38; Table 5,8). Haddock

daninated the assemblage in the early 1960's and diversity in-

creased steedily as the percentage of haddock declined. The lcr

diversity value of 1971 reflects a drop in both total catch/tow

and numbers (Fig 33 ;Table 5,8). Species ccztposition through this

period had changed dramatically fran total dcxnination by haddock

to a state of equivalence where many species were represented (Fig

38; Table 5). The rapid increases and decreases in diversity that

occurred in the mid to late 1970's were caused by changes in the

catch of silver hake, windcipane flounder, and little skate (Fig

48). By 1978 not only had the species percent carosition changed

substantial1y, but density appeared to be nuch nore variable than

it had been in the earlier years of the tima series.

Long-term diversity in the Northeast Peak assemblage was

characterized by rapid changes without prczninent trends, although

a gradual increase occurred fran 1967 onward (Fig 49). This assem-

blage was also daninated by haddock fran 1963-1965 and the 1966

peak in diversity occurred because haddock declined, total numbers

increased and relative abundance ratios for the other ieportant

species were nore nearly similar (Tables 6,9). Fran 1967 to 1974

the assemblage diversity ranged fran 215 to 832 and species can-

position, although dcxninated at timas by mailed sculpin, was

characterized by fairly even distribution of several species

(Table 6,9). This tendency began to change in 1975 and by 1976 the

assemblage was again dcininated by haddock. Mean catch/tow in num-

bers for haddock had increased to well above the early 1960 's
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levels and the relative proportion of the total species ccrnposi-

tiori for this species had returned to former levels (Table 6,9).

Diversity in 1976 remained low because of a decrease in species

nurrber as well as the above mentioned haddock danirtance. The large

increases in diversity that occurred in 1977 and 1978 relative to

the former period, were caused 1y continued high values in mean

catch/tow for cod and haddock, but also because relative abundance

and species richness showed an upward novement (Table 6,9).

Gradient Analysis

Gradient analyses of two selected Georges Bank data sets did

not prove to be as useful as was hoped, but sane information and

insight were gained and the dimensionality of the large nul-

tivariate data sets involved was raich reduced. The location, phy-

sical and chemical data set used in the fall 1976 canonical cor-

relation analysis accounted for about 26% of the variation in

species distribution for 33 species of interest. The variables in-

cluded in the analysis were latitude, longitude, depth, bottan

teniperature, bottcm salinity, and bottan oxygen. The first 3

canonical axes accounted for 73.9% of this total, a cunulative

redundancy of 19.0% (Table 10). The first canonical variable (CV)

reflects the i.nçortance of depth and to a lesser degree bottan

salinity, in determining the distribution of these species.

Although none of the correlation loadings for CV1 are particularly

high, the gadoids as a group show a positive trend. Many of the

shallow water species such as little skate, winter skate and nost

of the flounders showed negative correlations with this canonical

variable. The other two CV's reflect the location variables of



Table 10. Canonical Variable Loadings for Fall 1976 and Spring 1978 gradient analyses,
with canonical correlation coefficients (Rc), amount of variation explained
by each canonical axis (%variation), and total variation in species distri-
bution explained by the environmental data.

Fail 1976 I Fall 1976 Ii Spring 1978 1Canonical
VI CV2 CV3 CVI CV2 CV3 CV! CV2 Cv3

Species 15 -.509 .149 .232 -.089 .105 .11122 .101 .091 -.046
23 -.263 .342 -.244 -.176 -.377 .058
26 -.428 .113 -.163 -.015 -.437 .14227 .5S2 -.117 -.144 .333 .210 -.20428 .387 .017 .063 .534 .416 .188
32 .003 .081 .053 .084 -.147 .06833 -.023 .097 .161 .433 .086 .10469 .456 -.408 -.100 -.147 .613 .284
72 .285 .203 .536 .607 .332 .027 -.237 .637 -.328
73 .059 .544 .195 .600 -.263 .048 .262 -.534 .177
74 .370 .525 .131 .647 -.069 -.235 .383 -.300 .072
75 .337 .158 .199 .439 .274 .167 .425 .209 .01S
76 .564 -.022 .341 .447 .614 .083 -.030 .527 .055
71 -.109 -.109 .034 -.220 -.043 -.460 .303 .616 .057

102 .281 .048 .362 .395 .365 .141 .409 -.035 -.026
103 -.245 -.124 -.102 -.246 -.111 .126 -.427 .309 .303
104 -.235 -.265 .210 -.326 .051 -.588 -.417 .418 .366
105 -.158 .324 -.083 .115 -.419 -.095 .080 -.442 .144
106 -.145 .364 .073 .29S - .324 .114. .109 - .301 .040
107 .179 -.267 .140 -.107 .407 -.187 .363 .138 -.225
108 -.326 .16S -.351 -.087 -.439 .504 -.527 .041 .251
131 -.379 -.415 .405
156 .359 -.544 .050 -.295 .529 -.199
163 -.078 .432 -.136 .101 .478 .063
164 -.034 .432 -.092 -.500 .034 .194
176 -.082 .198 .023
181 -.134 .043 -.079 .130 -.125 .224
192 .011 .240 .106 .233 .073 .353
193 -.043 .265 .122 -.133 -.316 .034
197 .145 -.073 .184 -.261 .414 -.039
502 .249 .284 .303 -.275 .169 .072
503 -.471 -.239 -.379 - .256 .399 -.077

Variables
Latitude .306 .922 .074 .904 -.333 .066 .873 .012 -.131Longitude -.458 -.164 .597 ...004 .064 .118 .240 -.032 .474
Depth .885 -.432 .049 .030 .849 -.071 -.107 .792 -.448
Bottom Temp. -.179 -.696 -.233 -.590 .258 .366 -.252 .120 -.465801. salinity .463 -.547 .422 -.101 .753 -.586 -.374 .909 -.133
Dot. oxygen . -.316 .450 -.581 .041 -.613 .407 .199 -.908 .144
RC .975 .961 .874 .871 .841 .750 .979 .968 .943S variation 8.2 7.2 3.6 11.1 9.1 4.3 9.2 11.8 2.8
Total
variation 25.7 28.3 32.6

Significance pf .001 p ( .001 p( .05 p( .001 p( .001 p( .05 p( .001 p( .001 p( .001
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latitude and longitude as well as bottcxn oxygen and salinity.

Since the gadoids and flounders appeared to shci a group

response to these distribution variables,I decided to use them in

another analysis, excluding the other species. The right hand or x

data set explained 28.3% of the total variation in distribution

for this selected set of 14 species (Table 10). Again 3 canonical

axes were inçortant, accounting for 86.6% of the total explained

variation. The first canonical variable had a high correlation

with latitude (r=.904) and the gadoids as a group were highly

positively correlated with this canonical variable (Table 10). It

appears that although Georges Bank spans only about 2 degrees in

total north-south latitudinal variation, this variable is useful

for defining centers of gadoid bicrnass. CV2 expresses a depth and

bottcxn salinity gradient as did CV1 in the first analysis,with

correlations of .849 and .753 rexpectively. Here again the gadoids

generally s1'ed a positive loading, while the sha1lc water

flounders expressed a negative correlation, suggesting the dif-

ference between these shelf break and shallcw species respectively

(Table 10).

The third analysis did not reveal any new trends, accounting

for 32.6% of the variation in species distribution and defining 3

ilTportant canonical axes that explained 73% of this total.

Canonical variable 1 again expressed a latitudinal gradient and

CV2 showed a positive relationship with depth, bottan temperature

and bottn salinity.



In general, then, although significant orthogonal canonical

axes were defined in each of three data sets, the anount of varia-

t.ion that was actually explained by these canonical variables was

small. There appear to have been trends in the distribution of

sai gadoid and flounder species, but the strength of these

relationships was hardly fixm. Most of the variation in species

distribution was related to latitudnal, salinity and depth dif-

ferences.
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Discussion

Important questions in marine ccnunity ecology remain Un-

answered and uninvestigated. Questions of cc*ununity persistence

and stability are meaningful xt only for general understanding

and kncledge, but also because resource managers are faced with

the dileitrr of making decisions that may alter future ccitinunity

structure. Fishery managers in particular are unable to deal with

the long-term consequences of their management decisions because

they lack specific knledge of ecosystem responses. For example,

the application of single species assessment technologies to

assexnblages of fishes may result in simplification of the can-

munity such that less productive fish populations are reduced

dramatically (Tyler et al 1982). If this occurs, important trophic

linkages may be precluded, econcinic viability may suffer, and

management options may be renoved indefinitely. At the present

time the argument of these central issues is proceeding s1c.i1y in

the literature and few if any management agencies are considering

these types of questions in their decisions. We need therefore to

begin to investigate the long-term temporal scale of ocinnunities

so that ecologists and managers can begin to function in terms of

ecological time instead of just a short term reaction to a poten-

tial problem.

Declines in total finfish abundance on the continental shelf

of the northeastern USI\ reached unprecedented levels over the per-

iod 1961-1972. Not only had total effort on this cai1ex of

species increased six times, but bianass had declined to 55% of
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former levels (Brcin et al 1976). 1)iring this same time period

seasonal bottui trawl surveys nonitored trends in finfish

abundance over the area frau the Gulf of Maine to Cape Hatteras.

This survey proved invaluable to fish stock assessment rk

because changes in the relative abundance of nost of the caimer-

cial species were fo1lcred closely and were highly correlated with

cannercial catch, effort and other indices (Clark 1979). Other

species of ecological, perhaps not catinercial in!portance, were

also routinely and closely nonitored over this time. The Spring

and Autn bottan trawl survey provided an excellent means for

assessing camunity or assemblage responses over this time period.

Cluster analysis, with the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index and

group average fusion method, proved to be very helpful for defin-

ing demersal fish assemblages fran the Georges Bank region. This

nultivariate method has been shc,zn to be generally useful for

defining species cxxtplexes frau contageously distributed demersal

fish data (Gabriel and Tyler 1980; Tyler et. al 1982). Multivariate

analysis of variance results also confirmed the discrete nature of

the cluster groups and recent studies confirm the value and

ap1icability of the Bray-Curtis index (Bloan 1981). This method

provided a means for collapsing the nultidimensional nature of the

spring and fall Georges Bank survey cruises into smaller nore

eaily interpreted units. It was then possible to investigate not

only long-term tenporal and spatial persistence questions, but

also intraspecific responses within the particular assemblage of

interest.
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Not only did seasonal Georges Bank assenbiages maintain their

tenporal integrity over the period 1963-1978 in the fall and

1968-1978 in the spring, but they also appear to have retained

their spatial configuration as well. The results of this study in-

dicate that although changes in species cxnposition and relative

abundance occurred in varying degrees in all the assenbiages, they

remained continuous in ti and space. The Slope and Canyon assem-

blage appears to be seasonally invariant in spatial area while the

Shallow and Intendiate grow and subside slightly on a seasonal

basis. The Northeast Peak and Gulf of Maine Deep assenbiage appear

to exchange depth zones, resulting in elongated spring groups.

The reasons for the seasonal changes in area that occur in all

the assenbiages except the Slope and Canyon are uot known.

Gradient analyses accounted for only a portion of the variability

in species distribution, but the nature of the data used in the

analyses and other potential bias may have precluded the resolu-

tion of this issue. Encroachmant on the Shallow assenbiage by the

the Intermediate and Northeast Peak asseublages probably occurs

because of localized migration of resident fishes triggered by

warming trends in the late spring. Tyler (1971) concluded that

ten!perature was the mst influential forcing factor in this region

and therefore it is a logical choice for explaining these small-

scale migrations.

P1lthough many of the species on Georges Bank are found in

several asseublages, it appears that each of the five groups has

erxugh large-scale variation in bicznass and relative abundance to



make each of the assemblages unique. Also at least one or two

dctninant Georges Bank species occupy each assemblage, for exanpie

the bulk of the haddock stock occurs in the Northeast Peak group.

Thus even though sate assemblages changed dramatically in terms of

species richness and relative abundance, the spatial integrity of

each ccnplex was preserved over time. In terms of distribution

this ecosystem appears to have species with several strategies for

exploiting the various habitats. Species such as gocsefish, sea

raven, and ocean pout are distributed rather uniformly over the

whole of the region and adult as well as juvenile fish do not

appear to be segregated ky size. In contrast to this, several

species such as silver hake have concentrations of adults or

juveniles in specific assemblages (Alnieida pers ccmn 1982). This

strategy for silver hake is not surprising since they are krxn to

be cannibalistic and many of the other species that utilize the

strategy are also (Langtai and Bnan 1980). There are also

several species such as blackbelly rosefish, witch flounder and

yelkwtail flounder that occur in only one or two assemblages.

These species shci, no life history separation and for the nost

part are invertebrate feeders (Langton and Bciman 1980).

Seasonal migrations of adult resident demersal fish and

recruitment of juveniles to adult stocks may also account for sai

of 'the seasonal variation that occurs in several of the Georges

Bank assemblages. The final group of fish, the periodics. such as

mackerel and bluefish,beccit inportant during the warmer nonths of

the year and their seasonal and long-term taora1 pictures are

correlated with spring warming and general warming trends respec-
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tively (.Tux3erson 1979; Davis 1977). Eesearch CPJE for bluefish and

long finned squid on Georges Bank increased in the mid 1970's, a

period of time when a general warming trend was peaking on Georges

Bank (Davis 1977). This seasonal canponent was not included in any

of the analyses because the species are pelagic and the goal of

this analysis was to ascertain the dynamics of the resident

demersal ccmnunity. Only they are conducive to these types of

assemblage definition procedures. Once the demersal fish groups

are constructed, the contribution of the various pelagic oc*m-

ponents and their assenblage dynamics can be investigated relative

to the assethlage of interest.

The energy budget of Georges Bank serves as another plausible

explanation for the particular species distributions I found.

Georges Bank is a very dynamic ecosystem driven by a ccaiplex and

unique nutrient advectic*-i system. Its shallc' topography and

geographic location, with constant mixing of the water oolunm and

lack of stratification, does not lead to the usual nutrient

limitation of primary productivity (Sutcliffe et al 1976, Cohen et

al 1982). Instead of the usual spring and fall pulse in primary

production observed in many other marine environments, the region

is characterized by high primary productivity over the period frau

April to Noveither. Yearly primary production levels are as high as

45OC/m**2/yr in the shall (less than 100 meters) zone of Geor-

ges Bank (Cohen et al 1982). This sha1lc' mixed zone encaipasses

the same area as the Sha1laz and Intermediate assexrblages

delineated in my cluster analysis results. The area contains fish

assenblages ccxtprised of invertebrate predators as the daninant



caiponent of the demarsal fish biciiass, many of them juveniles and

subadults (Langton and Bowman 1981). Primary prey items for these

species include euphausiids, copepods, mysids, ariphipods and other

invertebrates. This part of the ecosystem is fairly closely tied

to primary production. The other assenblages that I have described
in this analysis occur along the fringes of Georges Bank at the

shelf slope interface. These shelf break groups contain the major

adult demersal fish stocks found in the area with the exception of

yel1ctail flounder. These periera1 assexthlages are daninated by

large predators that are generally piscivorous in nature (Langton

and Bcnan 1981).

Arxther interesting aspect to these distributional hypotheses

involves a nre general examination of these resident assemblage

species, coupled with known trophic ecology. The Shal1ci and In-

termediate asseitbiages aear to have the highest potential for
canpetition to occur because they contain species with similar

food habitats and a high degree of dietary overlap (Langton and

Bowman 1980; Bowman 1980; Langton 1981). The deeper asserthiages on

the other hand contain species that effectively partition their
food resources such that little if any overlap occurs (Langton and

Bowman 1980).

The Shallow asseiiblage in contrast to the others, underwent

profound changes in maan weight and nunber /tow as well as species

caipositiori and relative abundance. The assenbiage was transfoimed

fran one daninated by carrnercially inportant species, yellcMtail
flounder and haddock (largely subadults) in the early 1960's, to a



carq7lex of species that included winter skate, little skate and

windowpane flounder (Fig 34). Total assemblage catch/tow in weight

had recovered considerably by the late 1970's, but the species

ocxnplex becane daninated by elasnobranchs and fish of little

econanic irrportance (Figs 33,34). Haddock daninated all Georges

Bank assemblages, except the Slope and Canyon, in the early 60's

due prinarily to the 1962 and 1963 year classes that were several

times larger than any that were previously observed (Clark et al

1982).

Stability theory as discussed in Hailing (1973); and Suther-

land (1980) is valuable for describing the assemblages responses

that I observed. The Northeast peak, Slope and Canyon, and Shallow

assezrblages all responded differently to perturbations fran fish-

ing fleet activity. These responses can be deccttposed for better

understanding. The Northeast Peak assemblage was apparently fairly

resilient to system changes, although one species, haddock, was

responsible for nost of the fluctuation. The Slope and Canyon

assemblage was also resilient, but did experience sane slight

changes in species caiosition. The Shallow ccitpiex experienced

dramatic changes in species canposition and relative abundance and

also declines in density. This assemblage appears to be unable to

maintain stability under the influence of exogeneous and en-

dogenous perturbations. All three assemblages were exposed to

potential type III perturbations fran the fleet (Sutherland 1980),

but only one, the Shallow assemblage, experienced pronounced

changes in system state. The Northeast Peak assemblage remained

within its danain of attraction (Hailing 1973) or permissible
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region (Overton pers oxtm. 1980) as did the Slope and Canyon

assemblage. The Shallcii assemblage on the other hand was displaced

fran its dcznain of attraction and this cxunity was transformed

into a system state that was far less desirable than the original.

These stability responses can be coupled directly to the preceed-

irg trophic dynamics discussion. I hypothesize that the Shallci

assemblage is irtherently unstable due to the trophic linkages of

its ocirponent taxa, and it uld be expected to respond with

changes in species cxnçosition and relative abundance if pertur-

bed. The peripheral assent)lages conversely are nore resilient to

perturbations because of their uncoupled trophic dynamics.

McIntosh diversity indices were generally useful for follanring

trends in density, species richness and relative abundance for

Georges Bank assemblages . 1bst applications of diversity center

on site specific indices or alpha diversities (Whittaker 1967),

but this study focused on a higher order concept or beta diversity

that represented an intra-camunity measure of species response in

spatially stable zones. The long-term terporal aspect of this

study also allaed yearly ccmparisons of diversity within assem-

blages. Although the index is sensitive to the three previously

mentioned variables, it appears that species richness was the

least inçortant directional determinant in this study. Sane

species sinply disappeared for short periods of time fran

particular assemblages, but on a nore regional scale none actually

vanished fran the Georges Bank area. Distributional shifts, sanipi-

ing inadequacies, and catchability changes may have contributed to

the paucity of species that was observed at times in particular
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asseirblages. changes in numerical density and relative abundance

appeared to account for nost of the changes that occurred The

Shallcsi asserrblage for instance maintained high species richness

throughout the tine periaI, but nevertheless experienced large

fluctuations in diversity in the late 1970's. This trend was

caused by fluctuations in the numerical density of silver hake,

little skate and windowpane flounder. I purposely chose an index

that was sensitive to density because this measurement is

particularly useful to rionitor in exploited fish stocks. Sixpson

heterogeneity measures cri the same data fran the Shallow assem-

blage were rot nearly as informative because they tracked only

species richness and relative abundance. This index indicated that

diversity changed only in 1964 and 1974, when haddock and silver

hake were daninant respectively (Fig 50).

The gradient analysis I perfontd using canonical correlation

on selected spring and fall data sets accounted for only about 25%

of the total variation in species bicinass distribution. This

result was surprising at first since I felt that the variables I

used uld explain rruch nore of the variation than this. There

were several factors that may have influenced the outcane of this

analysis. Although the bottcxn salinity and oxygen data were accu-

rate, the information was not collected at exactly the same time

as the data on species abundance. Local variation may have been

greator than I expected. The coarse spatial nature of the bottan

salinity and oxygen data may have precluded an efficient analysis.

P.lso the local nature of the information, ie. Georges Bank only,

may have deehasized the gradients because ranges in the
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variables were rather narrci. An analysis that included the whole

east coast for instance would probably have accounted for much

nore variation because a wider range of conditions would exist.

Other studies that have successfully explained species distribu-

tions usually occur in habitats with very strong physical or

chemical gradients such as nountain forests or estuaries (Whit-

taker 1967; Mclntire 1973). Either the actual gradients were rot

strong enough to explain nore than a small percentage of the

species distribution or further data collection and analysis is

necessary.

The questions of persistence and stability of denrsal fish

assemblages that were defined and investigated in this study have

direct inplications to the managennt of Georges Bank. Not only

were stable zones with specific resident fishes delineated1 but

they were present over the long-term tençoral record. Seasonal

spatial changes were small and could be accounted for in any

managennt plan. Species cxuiponeats of fall assemblages are in-

dicators of general distributions that represent the location of

major fish stocks during the productive portion of the year.

Long-term responses observed in the Georges Bank cannunity mdi-

cate the propensity for adjustnnt stability or resilience (Holl-

ing 1973) that a particular assemblage might have. Peripheral

asseriblages might be less susceptible to severe species ccttposi-

tion changes because their ccznponent species are less trophically

linked. The Sha110 assemblage aears to be particularly vul-

nerable to perturbations buth inside and outside the area and

therefore managnt decisions could be tailored accordingly. This
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study provides a useful conceptual framework for managing many of

the dersal fish stocks on Georges Bank. Sane particular applica-

tions of these ideas are presented in the ensuing chapters.
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Chapter 2: Linear prograiuning as a Potential Managnt

Methodology for Multispecies Otter Trawl Fisheries.

Introduction

Many of the management problats associated with nultispecies

fisheries fall into the two major categories, technological and

biological interactions. Technological interactions involve

fisheries where the harvest of one species may cause an incidental

catch of another species to occur (FAO 1977). T1se fisheries that

use otter trawis as their priniary gear serve as particularly

salient examples of this type of interplay. Biological interac-

tions on the other hand are simply interspecific dynamic responses

that result in shifts in abundance of two or nore species (FPO

1977). Examples of this mechanism include caipetition, predation,

and trophic feedback networks such as occurred in the Great Lakes

with the introduction of the alewife (Smith 1970). A fishery in

this situation could impact different stocks because of trophic

interactions. These problems are extremely difficult to address

and at the present time no standardized assessment procedures for

calculating yields fran nultispecies ccziplexes are available. A

firm paradigm or at least scxr viable working hypotheses for mul-

tispecies management would be helpful.

tbst multispecies yield studies have necessarily concentrated

on the interaction question by redefining the daiiain of standard

single species inxie1s and then directing them tcx&ard multispecies

cxttplexes. Paulik (1967) used this approach to explore exploita-
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tion rates arid maximum sustainable yields in Pacific salnDn where

several stocks were subject to a cxmon fishery. His study shcied

that exploitation rates that extracted high yields frau a produc-

tive race of salnon might cause a coincident extinction of another

less productive race that was present in the same systen. Other

studies (Brown 1976; Halliday and L)Dubleday 1976; Pinborn 1976;

and Pope 1976; 1979) applied surplus production nodels to nul-

tispecies ccstmunities. These applications assume that ccztçosite

bic&nass responds to effort in a much itore uniform manner than does

each individual stock or that total effort data gives a better in-

dication of total biauass fluctuations than ould effort for any

one species of the group (FA0 1977). Broad spectrum approaches

such as these are valuable, but as previously mentioned they often

are inapplicable in situations where fluctuating species catposi-

tions occur, and they are trmally applied without considering

trophic or spatial linkages.

Another likely approach and one that has been investigated by

several authors is to use optimal control theory to manage mul-

tispecies fisheries. Brown et al (1973) used linear programuing to

describe the multispecies otter trawl fishery of the Northeastern

coast of the United States. They showed that management based on

single species quotas was unrealistic when by-catch occurred in

directed fisheries. The total sumued nultispecies quota was unob-

tainable in these situations. Hilborn (1976) used dynamic program-

ming to explore the salnon mixed stock question in relation to

escapauent policies. His analysis showed that fixed escapenent for

the two stock case was only optimal under very limited circum-
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stances. Other studies have focused on the problem by dealing with

econcinic considerations and parameter uncertainty in nodels by

using optimal control policies (Huppert 1979; Palm 1975).

In order to apply any of these mettods with a goal of

ecological integrity and meaning, one nist consider the spatial

and trophic aspects of the fish cxmiunity of interest. The assem-

blage concepts and analyses described in the previous chapter are

a possible conceptual framework for the solution to this problem.

They provide a goad protocol for coupling the spatial and inter-

specific dynamics of fish ccurrunities. The assent)lages that I

defined are in general agreement with studies of Georges Bank ccitt-

mercial landings data and are therefore appropriate for yield in-

vestigation experiments (Murawski et al 1981).

I used the Georges Bank assemblages in linear progranming ex-

ercises designed to investigate the yield potentials of the

various groups. The mettod was useful for describing the dynamics

of assemblages as related to quota based fisheries and is

applicable even under conditions of fluctuating species caiosi-

tion. Using data frcxt the spring and fall of 1978 and the five

cluster groups defined in the previous chapter, I allocated pro-

portions of the Georges Bank quota for a selected group of

species, to the various assemblages.
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Methozls

The fishing year was simplified by dividing the interval into

two, 6-nonth pericxs, representing the species distributions and

cxpositions that existed in the assentlages defined by the spring

and fall analyses. Quota estimates were obtained frau Northeast

Fisheries Center (NE) assessment documents for species that are

currently being investigated. In the case of species that are pre-

sently assessed as cax)site categories, such as other finfish, or

that have no ongoing analytical study, the actual 1978 catch was

assumed to represent the quota. The asseublage quotas (Q) for

each species were obtained frau the following expression and are

suninarized in (Table 11).

AC
AQ =

I ;j (GBj)
I

where:

PCi= assenlage CPUE for each species

'Ii= total research CPUE for each species

GBi overall Georges Bank quota in metric tons for
each species

i= species of interest

By-catch ratios used in this study were obtained fran three

sources, ICNAF statistical bulletins, Northeast Fisheries Center

groundfish surveys and NEFC sea sarrpling cruises. The 1978 by-

catch ratios frau the ICNAF statistical bulletin were obtained

fran table 5, which lists main species sought arid accanpanying



Table 11: Georges Bank assemblage quotas (000's tnt) and proportion of quota
from survey CPUE estimates, for Fall and Spring, Shallow (Sh),
Intermediate (Inter), Slope and Canyon (S&C), Gulf of Maine Deep
(GM-De) and Northeast Peak (NP)

Fall:

Sh rut Inter nit S&C rot GM-De rut NP nitSilver hake
.095 2.85 .072 2.16 .833 24.99Red hake
.337 2.70 .080 0.64 .583 4.66White hake
.032 0.01 .023 0.01 .045 0.28Yellowtail flounder .134 0.29 .866 1.91Haddock .008 0.08

.119 1.19 .873 6.73Atlantic cod .175 1.93

.300 3.30 .523 5.75Winter flounder .942 2.87 .029 0.09 .029 'O.09Windowpane flounder .976 0.83 .024 0.02Witch flounder
.043 0.02 .008 .004 .949 .047American plaice
.009 0.01 .003 .003 .988 1.14Pollock .113 0.57

.504 2.52 .383 1.92
Spring:

Silver hake
.976 29.28 .006 .180 .018 .540Red hake
.272 2.18 .339 2.71 .389 3.11White hake
.547 .164 .453 .136Yellowtail flounder .693 1.52 .186 0.41 .121 0.27Haddock .219 2.19 .608 6.08 .863 8.63 .710 7.10Atlantic cod .155 1.71 .165 1.82 .044 0.48 .636 7.00Winter flounder .80 2.46

.192 8.59Windowpane flounder .952 0.81 .048 0.04Witch flounder
.229 0.11 .130 v.07 .397 .199 .244 .122American plaice

.768 0.88 .232 0.27Pollock .015 0.08

.051 0.26 . .934 4.67

-J
Q
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by-catches (IcNAF 1980). Mean by-catch ratios for the two 6-uonth

periods were calculated and are suinnarized in Table 12. Research

by-catch ratios were obtained directly fran the fall and spring

surveys by using research CPUE. Sea saspling information was

obtained fran a cruise upon which I participated during the sumnner

of 1979, on a xanercial fishing vessel fran Gloucester, Ma. Tar

by t records of pec, catches, length frequencies, and discard

were obtained on this cruise and were applicable only to the Gulf

of Maine Deep and Shallai assemblages because the vessel utilized

only these areas during the trip.

The aforementioned estimates of assemblage quotas and accan-

panying by-catch ratios, were used in a series of linear programs

with catch maximization objective functions. Two types of linear

programs were utilized, one with constraints that represented

directed fisheries for all the species involved and the other with

directed fisheries for at least two species, with accanpanying

species that were only harvested through incidental catch by the

directed fishery. A directed fishery is one in which effort is

applied taard the particular species of interest, ie. the species

sought by the fleet. The Intermediate assemblage was not in-

vestigated nor were the spring periods fran the Northeast Peak In-

terior and Northeast Peak-Gulf of Maine Deep assemblages. The

linear programs were irrplemented and solved on the Multi-Purpose

Optimization System (MPOS), a system available on the Oregon State

University canputer system. The MPCXS package used the sinplex

method, a standard linear program solution technique, to solve the

assemblage linear programs (Hillier and Lieberinan 1980).



Table 12: Mean bycatch ratios for selected Georges Bank species from ICNAF Table 5, 1978.

tall:

Atlantic Raddock Pollock American Witch Yellowtail Red Hake Silver Hake White Hake WindowpaneCod Plaice Flounder Flounder
Flounder

Atlantic cod 1.000 .381e .183 .055 .024 .073 .008 .020Haddock .227 1.000 .083 .025 .008 .032 .002 .037Pollock .176 .190 1.000 .030 .011 .012 .007 .011American plaice .209 .063 .093 1.000 .154 .095
Witch flounder

.500 1.000
Yellowtail flounder .094 .019 .007 .022 .033 1.000Red hake

1.000Silver hake .051 .037 .023 .012 .003 .009 .011 1.000White hake
1.000Windowpane flounder

1.000
Spring

Atlantic cod 1.000 .385 .133 .056 .018 .110 .003 .006}Laddock .284 1.000 .125 .020 .009 .048 .003Pollock .282 .151 1.000 .031 .060 .015 .004American plaice .185 .122 .064 1.000 .191Witch flounder
1.000

Yellowtail flounder .124 .036 .032 .012 .027 1.000 .004Red hake
1.000Silver hake

1.000White hake

1.000Windowpane flounder

1.000
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Results

A fishery in the Slope and Canyon assemblage during the spring

could catch about 96% of the total projected assemblage quota,

anounting to 100% of the silver hake quota, 40% of the red hake

and 87% of the white hake allotment. (Table 13:1). The only direc-

ted effort would be on red hake and the catch of the other species

would result strictly fran incidental catch in this fishery. The

fall scenario in this assemblage is quite different due to dis-

tribution changes by silver hake. During this season a maxinim of

only 89 mt is possible given the intraspecific quota constraints

shcMn in (Table 13:11). In this case the optimal policy would be

to apply all fishery effort tci,ard catching silver hake, but even

this solution would only harvest 1.1% of the potential silver hake

quota because the smaller red and white hake allotments constrain

the total possible catch. For exaxtple after catching 24 mt of sil-

ver hake, 100% of the white hake quota for the assemblage (lOrnt)

would have been caught. Only 8.6% of the red hake potential har-

vest could be taken (Table 13:11). Table 13:111 represents another

scenario in the Slope and Canyon assemblage where Perican plaice

and witch flounder are found in small quantities. In this case

with potential directed fisheries on the silver hake and red hake

stocks, the optimal policy to fo1lo is a directed fishery on red

hake. This species catosition and quota distribution results in a

total catch of only 76.6 mt or 2.7% of the maxinun possible catch

(Table 13:111).

Under the option of directed fisheries for cod, haddock and
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Table 13. Linear prograrmling results for the Slope arx
Canyon Asslage, 1978.

1. Spring: survey ratios directed fishery for silver hake, red hake, by catch of white hake.silver hake
red hake

Objective function:
1.029 + 34.920

Constraints:
Assemblage Directed Total Actual S byQuota Catch Catch SpeciesSilver hake 1. 1.000 4 33.920 I.E 29.280 0.00 29.280 100.00Red hake 2. 0.029 + 1.000

2,180 863.20 863 39.60White hake 3. 0.005 0.161 12 I.E 160 -- 86.90
Maximum Catch

30282
Maximum POssiale Catch 31548% of maximum

95.99
11. Fall: survey ratios, directed fishery for silver hake, red hake, white hakesilver hake

red hake
13 white hake

Objective function:
3.688 X1 + 1.819 X2 + 7.575 X.

Constraints:
Assemblage Directed Total Actual S byQuota Catch Catch Species

Silver hake 1. 1.000 4 0.579 X2 4 2.411 X3 1 2,160 24.00 24 1.10Red hake 2. 2.273 1.000 2 + 4.164 X3 I.E 640 0.00 55 8.60White hake 3. 0.415 4 0.240 + 1.000 It 10 0.00 10 100.00
Maximum Catch

89Maximum Possible Catch 2180S of maximum 3.20
111. Fall: survey ratios, directed fishery for tilver hake, red hake, by catch of white hake.American plaice, witch flounder.

silver hake
red hake

Objective function:
2.127 X 4 1.579

Constraints:
Assemblage Otrected Total Actual S by

Quota Catch Catch Species
Silver hake 1. 1.00011 +O.S7912 I.E 2,160 0.00 24 1.11Red hake 2. 1.727 4 1.000 I.E 640 42.00 42 6.60White hake 3. 0.4151140.240 2 I.E 10 -- 10 100.00American plaice 4. 0.0111140.00712 I.E 3 -- .3 10.00White flounder 5. 0.011 40.007 12 I.E 8 -- .3 3.80

Maximum Catch 76.6
Maximum Possible Catch 2321S of maximum 2.7
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pollock in the Northeast Peak assth1age, 100% of the total assem-

blage quota could be harvested (Table 14:1). In this situation the

optimal policy is to direct effort tciard all three of these

species. A linear program based on directed fisheries on cod and

haddock with incidental catches of pollocic results in an optimal

strategy that exploits both of the former species. This fishery

could harvest, 96 5% of the total asseiiblage quota and only the

pollock harvest, at 70.7% and 1350 mt, ould be less than the 100%

possible for the other t species (Table 14:11). Under an alter-

native where directed fisheries for cxxi and haddock arid by-catches

of pollock and winter flounder are the possible options, 96% of

the total asseirblage rnaxinum possible catch could be harvested. As

with the t previous fall fisheries in this asseithiage a directed

fishery on cod and haddock is the optimal policy to pursue (Table

14:111). The addition of winter flounder to this paxticular ex-

periment has no effect on possible catches of the other three

species, but results in only 26.7% of the asseithlage quota or 24

mt of winter flounder harvested (Table 14:111). The lar by-catch

ratios of winter flounder in the two directed fisheries did not

constrain catches in the other three fisheries. When bottcxn trawl

survey by-catch ratios were utilized in a linear program that

sirrn.ilated possible directed fisheries on cod, haddock and pollock,

an option similar to (Table 14:1), the directed catch outcc*ne as

well as the total possible harvest were nuch different. The best

choice under the survey constraints is a directed fishery on had-

dock, with only by-catch of the other two species. A directed

fishery on haddock would harvest 100% of this species, i1e taX-
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Table 14. Linear prograxrrning results for the Northeast Peak
Assentlage, 1978w with ICNI½F by-catch ratios.

1. Fall: directed fisheries for atlantic cod, haddock. and pollock.

atlantic cod
82 haddock
83 p011ock

Objective function:
1.567 + 1.310 X2 + 1.366 X3

Constraints: Assemblage Directed Total Actual S by
Quota Catch Catch Species

Cod 1. 1.000 X + 0.227 + 0.176 15 5,750 4042.00 5.750 100.00Maddock 2. 0.384 61 a 1.000 62 a 0.190 It 8.730 7065.00 8.730 100.00Pollock 3. 0.183 X1 + 0.083 + 1.000 63 It 1,920 594.00 1,920 100.00
Maximum Catch 16400
Maximum Possible Catch 16400
S of maximum 100.00

11. Fall: directed fisheries for cod and haddock, by catch of poilock.
X1cod
X2 haddock

0bjective function:
1.384 + 1.227 82

Constraints: Assemblage Directed Total Actual S by
Quota Catch Catch Species

Cod 1. 1.000 1 + 0.227 16 5,750 4128.00 5.750 100.00Haddock 2. 0.384 6 + 1.000 62 16 6.730 1845.00 8.130 100.00Pollock 3. 0.183 4 + 0.083 It 1.920 -- 1,348 70.20
Maximum Catch 15828
Maximum Possible Catch 16400
S of maximum 96.5

111. Fall: directed fisheries for cod, haddock, by catch of pollock and winter flounder.
61 cod

haddock

Objective function:
1.384 + 1.227

Constraints: Assemblage Directed Total Actual S by
Quota Catch Catch Species

Cod 1. 1.000 + 0.227
2 It 5.750 4128.00 5.750 100.00Haddock 2. 0.334 + 1.000
2 It 8.730 7145.00 8,730 100.00Pollock 3. 0.183 Xl + 0.083 Lt 1,920 1.350 70.30',iinter flounder' 4 0.004 X + 0.001 82 It 90 -- 24 26.70

Maximum Catch 15854
Maximum Possible Catch [6490
S of maximum 96.1
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ing 32.6% of the cod and 19.1% of the pollock quota. The total

maximum catch would amrount to 10973.6 mt, representing 66.9% of

the total maximum possible catch (Table 15:1). It appears that the

survey by-catch ratios are much nore constraining than the ICNAF

ratios , a brief examination of (Table 14:I;15:I) shows the dif-

ference in the magnitudes of the various ratios.

The Gulf of Maine Deep assemblage provided same interesting

linear prograzmting results because of its species caposition and

disparity in relative abundance. Tables 16 and 17 show results

fran linear progranining simulations that utilized data fran the

Gulf of Maine Deep assemblage on Georges Bank. In option I (Table

16), directed fisheries for cod, haddock, pollock, American

plaice, witch flounder, and silver hake are examined. This assumes

that a directed fishery for all these species is possible and that

by-catch for the other species would result. The optimal strategy

for this set of criteria is a directed fishery on pollock,

American plaice, witch flounder, and silver hake (Table 16 and

17). This results in 92.9% of the mnaxinuni possible catch being

harvested, a total of 31225 mt (Table 16:1). However, cod, an im-

portant camercial species would only be harvested at about 50% of

its assemblage quota, resulting in a actual catch of 1620 mt for

this species. If this scenario were changed slightly so that

fisheries for cod, haddock, and American plaice were the possible

directed carponents, a much larger proportion of the cod and pol-

lock assemblage quotas could be taken (Table 16:11). In this case

a directed fisherj for cod arid American plaice is the optimal

design to p.irsue. This policy would result in a much smaller per-



Table 15. Linear prcxraiming results for the Northeast Pea)c
Assent)lage, l978 with survey by-catch ratios.

.1. Fall: directed fisheries for cod, haddock, and pollack.

X1 = cod

= haddock

= pollock

Objective function:
5.855 X1 + 1.257 X2 + 29.777 X3

Constraints: Assemblage
Quota

Cod 1. 1.000 X1 + 0.215 + 5.086 X3 LE 5,750
Haddock 2. 4.659 + 1.000 X2 + 23.691 X3 LE 8,730
Pollock 3. 6.197 X1 + 0.042 X2 + 1.000 X3 LE 1,920

Maximum Catch 10973.6
Maximum Possible Catch 16400
% of maximum 66.91

Directed Total Actual % by
Catch Catch Species

0.00 1,877 32.60

8730.00 8,130 100.00

0.00 367 91.10



Table 16. Linear programning results for the GM-Deep Assi1blage
1978, with ICNI½F by-catch ratios.

I. pall: 4nnc9.d fitbot'i.. tar cad, haddock, polluok, 40rIcln plaice, ellob (l..od.. and nob.,, ka..,II cod
haddock

83 pollock
14 Oaarican plaice

a l4I bake

06 .itclt fIvoodar

Objective (unction:
1.44611 l.4601 . 1.41113 1.01901 11260t a I.5OOI

Atavablag. OmItted 101.1 00taal I byQuota Catch Catch Specie.

Cod I. 10000
a 0.32702 0.07603 020904 O0Sl LI 3300 0 1470 49.00HaddOck 2. 0.32101 1.00092 0.19003 0.06304 0.03700 LI 11,0 0 0090 100.00Poli.ck 1. 0.11010 0.01512 1.00053 0.O055 a 0.0331 LI 3520 1179 ISIS 73.020.crio.n plaice 4. 0.00th . O.02t0 a 0.03015 1.00004 a 0.00285 a 0.00004 10 1100 465 1140 100.0001101. (IHondeC S. O.024l . 0.00813 0.01113 0.10401 0.003t 1.00014 LI 470 350 470 000.00lItter hahn 6. 0.t300 a 9.0370 0.0ll0 a l.00Ol LI 24990 24997 24390 100.00

llenlaao catch 312$
Muai. potoible catch 33610
1 60 nacioc. 92,9

II. Fall .,le.ct.d (m.hori.o (or cod. haddock, Aao,lcan p1aice, by catch oF pollath, altcb 1tcn4e0. and alto., hahn.t1 a cod

02 haddoch
13 loorlOan plaic.

Objoctive (unction:
l.1391l 1.75207 1.27113 Ac.o.bta$e Pieocn.d Total AceaI I by

Quota Catch Catch Specie.
Covet r.int.

Cod I. 1.00011 a 0.22701 0,309hz LI 3300 2935 SIlO 932
Hadd001 2. 0.3941, . 1.00003 0.06303 LI tl7J 0 1l90 100.0
0.rbcao p1.1cc 3. 0.0551

a 0.OtSto a 1.00013 11 1140 973 1140 100.11
PelIcok 4. 0.15111 000503 a 0.09513 0.1 3120

. 623 $0
OUch (loondOn 5. 0.02111 a 0.00112 a lUll3 10 170 .. 001 6,,:.111.0, haIr 6. 9.O200 a 0.037l Ui 219911 .. 90 0.1

Haoi talch b011
Maai potaibla 0.004 33610
'0 of ooaia. 19.0

-J
co
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centage of the pollock and witch flounder quota being harvested,

25% vs 72% and 47% vs 100% respectively (Table 16:1 andll). Silver

hake is also under harvested using this strategy, but this occurs

because the by-catch of this species in the cod fishery is small

and none occurs in the American plaice fishery, the to species

designated for directed catch under this option (Table 16:11).

Using this option only 19% of the maximum possible catch could be

harvested without exceeding the haddock and American plaice assem-

blage quotas. This would change dramatically if another linear

program that included a directed fishery for silver hake was in-

cluded because the total assenbiage quota for this species could

be harvested as in (Table 16:1) and approximately 93% of the

maximum possible catch could be taken.

Table 17 outlines the results frcin a sea sanlirtg cruise

aboard a large cc*mercia1 side trawler. In this particular case

only a directed fishery for cod and American plaice, the to

species that this vessel directed its effort trard during this

cruise, were examined using linear prograzauing. The optimal solu-

tion here included directed fisheries on both species. The con-

straints in this run hcever, resulted in a harvest of 3113 mt or

48.8% of the maximum possible catch (Table 17). Haddock and white

hake were harvested at 100% of the total assenbiage catch and this

constrained catches on the other species. A lo.q percentage of the

directed species of interest, cod and American plaice, were har-

vested thder this plan.

A fairly extensive set of seasonal linear prograrmiing options



Table 17. Linear program-ning results for the Gulf of Maine-Deep Asseirbiage,
1978, with sea sanpling by-catch ratios.

I. Fall: directed fishery cod and American plaice, by catch of haddock, with flounder and
white hake.

K1 = cod

= American plaice

Objective function:
1.148X1 + l.643X2

Constraints: Assemblage Directed Total Actual
Quota Catch Catch

cod 1. l.000X1 + O.643X2 LE 3300 940 lOSS

American plaice 2. O.148X1 + 1.000X2 LE 1140 178 314

Haddock 3. 1.182X1 + 0.440X2 LE 1190 -- 1190

Witch flounder 4. O.178X1+ 0.597X2 LE 470 -- 274

White hake 5. 0.148X1+ O.790X2 LE 280 280

Maximum catch 3113
Maximum possible catch 6380
% of maximum- 48.8

% by
Species

32.0

27.5

100.0

58.3

100.0

C
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were investigated using information fran the Shallow assemblage. A

spring fishery with possible directed catches on a subset of the

Shallow assemblage species, cod, haddock, and yellowtail flounder,

resulted in 100% of the maximum possible catch being harvestable,

with directed fisheries on the three aforementioned species being

the optimal policy (Table 18:1). A further analysis based on a

irore realistic set of spring Shallow assemblage species resulted

in a sariewhat different catch. Cod, haddock, and yellowtail direc-

ted fisheries yielded 5265 mt or 60.6% of the maximum possible

catch. The fishery was constrained by the cod, haddock and the

windowpane flOunder catches which would all reach 100% of their

respective assemblage quotas under this particular allocation ex-

ample (Table 18:11). The assemblage quotas for yellowtail and

winter flounder would arront to only 15.7 and 12.7% of their pos-

sible assemblage quotas respectively (Table 18:11).

Table 19 shows the results of several linear programuing ex-

periments using ICNAF by-catch ratios and information fra'a the

fall botta trawl survey. In this trial the assemblage quotas for,

the species of interest vary considerably (Table 17:1). Potential

directed fisheries for cod, haddock, pollock, and yellowtail

flounder and accc*ripanying by-catch constraints result in an op-

timal directed catch policy of pollock, and yellowtail flounder

exploitation. The resulting maximum catch, 859 mt, was only 29.9%

of the maximum possible catch, with cod catches cc*Tprising only

alxut 5% of jtss possible
assemblage quota (Table 19:1). The total

quota for this species ccrnplex was constrained by the haddock and

yellowtail catches and the small cod catch resulted because of



Table 18. Linear prograrrining results for the Shal1os' Assesitlage,
1978. with ICNIiF by-catch ratios.

1. Spring: directed catch for cod, haddock and yellowtail flounder.

11 cod

Xl haddock
X3 yellowtail

Objective function:

149531 1.332X 1.160X3

Constraints: Assemblage Directed Total. Actual S by
Quota C*tch Catch Species

od 1. l.000X1 0.28412 0.12413 I.E 1710 1053 1110 100.0

iaddocb 2. 0.38511 l000X2 * 0.03613 10 2190 1737 2190 100.0

fellowtail 3. 0.11011 0.04812 1.00013
. 1520 1321 1S20 100.0

l.taximuum cstch 5420
11axieum possible catch 5420

of maximum 100.00

It. Spring: directed catch for cod, haddock, yellowtail, by catch of winter flounder andwindowpane flounder.

cod

12 haddock
13 yellowtail

Objective function:

l.49SX 1.33212 1.16033

Constraints:

Cod 1. l.00OX 0.28412

Haddock 2. 0.38511 l.000X2

Yellowtail 3. 0.110X1 0.048X

Winter fl 4. 0.20011 0.22712

Windowpane 5. 0.23111 0.26412

Haxiss*m catch
Maximum possible
S of maximums

0.124X3

0.036X3

1.000X3

2.99313

3.47013

5265
:atch 86911

60.W

I.E

I.E

LE

I.E

I.E

Assemblage Directed local Actual S by
Quota Catch Catch Species

1710 1219 1719 100.0

2190 1720 2190 100.0

1520 21 238 15.7

2460 -- 308 12.5

810 -- 810 100.0

N)
N)
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Table 19. Linear proramiing results for the ShallcM Assemblage,

1978, with ICNAF by-catch ratios.

1. Fall: directed catch for cod, haddock, pollock, yellowtail

X1 - cod

- haddock

- pollock
- yellowtail flounder

Objective function:
1.640 + 1.342 2 + 1.378 X3 + 1.120 X4

Assemblage Directed Total ActualConstraints:
Quota Catch Catch

Cod 1. 1.000 i + 0.227 X + 0.176 1(3 + 0.094 114 18 1,930 0 96
Haddock 2. 0.334 Xj + 1.000 X2 + 0.190 1(3 + 0.019 1(4 I.E 80 0 80

Pollock 3. 0.103 X + 0.083 12 + 1.000 X3 + 0.007 1(4 I.E 570 393 393

Ytltowtatt 4. 0.073 11 4 0.032 2 0.012 13 4 1.000 14 I.E 290 285 290

Maxt.,um catch 859
Maximum possible catch 2,870
Z of maximum 29.9

U. Fall: ditected fishery for cod, yellowtail, by catch of pollack and haddock

cod

X2 yellowtail

Objective function:

1 by
Species

5.0

100.00

69.0

100.00

1.073 X1 + 1.094 2

Assemblage Dttected Total Actual I by
Constraints: Quota Catch Catch Spectea

Cod 1. 1.000 l + 0.094 X2 I.E 1,930 195 221 11.5
Yellowtail 2. 0.073 X1 + 1.000 z 12 290 276 290 100.0
Haddock 3. 0.384 X1 + 0.019 X I.E 80 -- 80 100.0
Potlock 4. 0.183 + 0.007 2 I.E 570 -- 38 6.7

Maximum catch 629
Maximum possible catch 2,870

of n,odmum 21.9

III. Fall: directed catch for cod, yellowtail, bycatch of haddock, olLock, wiocex ltd. windowpane (td.

cod

- yellowtail

Objective function:
1.013 4 1.094 X2

Aaembtage Directed Total Actual I by
Constraints: Quota Catch Catch Specisa

Cod 1. 1.000 X1 + 0.094 1(2 I.E 1,930 199 216 11.2
Yellowtail 2. 0.073 X1 4 1.000

2 I.E 290 181 196 67.6
Haddock 3. 0.384 X1 + 0.019 X2 18 80 -- 80 100.0
Pollock 4. 0.183 l + 0.007 2 I.E 570 -- 38 6.7
Jintar lId. 5. 0.408 Xj + 4.250 18 2,810 -- 851 29.7
Jindowpane lId. 6. 0.400 X1 + 4.150 X2* I.E 830 -- 830 100.0

Maximum catch 2211
Maximum possible catch 6570
1 of maximum 33.7

From survey by catch ratios
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this. If the plan were changed slightly so that cod and yellowtail

flounder were the species receiving directed effort, with haddock

and pollock only harvested as incidental catch in these two

fisheries, an even lower catch incurred. In this case 629 nit or

21.9% of the rnaxirru.im catch was possible and of this total the cod

and pollock catches again were low, 11.5% and 6.7% respectively

(Table 19:11). A third scenario involves possible cod and yellow-

tail directed fisheries along with by-catch of haddock, pollock,

winter flounder, and windowpane flounder. The addition of these

other species probably makes this species ccirplex nore realistic

in terms of the species that would actually be harvested in a

fishery that exploited this assent)lage. The total catch of 33.7%

changes little fran the previous exaniples, but one of the con-

straining species changes fran yellowtail to windowpane flounder.

This results in a lowered anount of yellowtail flounder being bar-

vested, a continued low portion of the cod quota being taken and

only 29.7% of the winter flounder quota possible, the species with

the largest potential assenblage quota (Table 19:11). 2211 nit out

of a possible 6570 nit would result fran this strategy primairly

because such a low percentage of the cod and winter flounder

quotas could be taken (Table 19:111).

By-catch ratios fran the autumn survey appear to produce about

the same results as in the directed cod, haddock, pollock, and

yellowtail flounder fishery that was studied using ICNAF ratios

(Table 19:I;20:I). In this situation a directed fishery for only

yellowtail flounder is t optimal catch policy, and the resulting

catch of 801 nit. is 27.9% of the maximum possible catch. This



Table 20. Linear programning results for the Shal10 Assentlage,
1978, with survey by-catch ratios.

Fall: directed fishery for cod, haddock, pollock, yellowtail

cod
X2 haddock
X3 pollock
K4 = ye11o'tail

Objective function:
l.246X1 10.000K2 + 50.000K3 + 12.962K4

TotalConstraints: Assemblage Directed Actual % by
Quota Catch Catch Species

1. 1.000K1 + 8.029X2 + 40.143X3 + lO.407X4 LE 1930 0 643 33.3

2. O.125X1 + 1.000K2 + 5.000X3 1.296K4 LE 80 0 80 100.0

3. O.025X1 + O.200X2 + 1.000X3 + 0.259K4 LE 570 0 16 2.8

4. 0.076K1 + 0.771K2 3.857K3 + 1.000X4 LE 290 62 62 21.4

Maximum catch 801
Maximum possible catch 2870
% of maximum 27.9

c-fl
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fishery would be constrained by the low available haddock bioss

in this assemblage, a very 1cM percentage of the assemblage quotas

could be harvested (Table 20). The two species with the largest

assemblage quotas, ccxl and pollock, would be greatly underhar-

vested (Table 20). The percentage of the ccxl quota harvested would

increase cctrpared to the sane fishery based on ICNPF by-catch

ratios (table 19:1).
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Discussion

Linear progranrning, one optimization technique in a general

set of decision xt]cing procedures knan as operations research

methods , deals with the probl of allocating limited resources

arrong canpeting activities in the best possible or optimal manner

(Hillier and Lieberman 1980). This method has been generally use-

ful in scientific and industrial applications that required deci-

sions on particular problrs of the type associated with many

variables and possible outcomes. It provides optimal or unique

solutions based on reference to the objective function employed in

the rroe1 (Hillier and Lieberrnan 1980). Linear prograxrrning, as

well as sara of the other operations research methods, offer pos-

sible solutions to the cctplexities of managing a multispecies

fishery.

This particular application of linear progranming addressed

the problem of ho to maximize the total catch of several species,

within an assemblage, when quotas, relative abundance levels, and

by-catch rates were different for each species in the group. This

application dealt strictly with the technological interaction

aspects of multispecies otter trawl fisheries that operated on

particular Georges Bank assemblage groups. The assemblages defined

in the previous chapter were helpful as as organizational tool

that addressed the spatial and temporal distribution problem of

the various assemblage ccztponent species. It also provided a pro-

cedure for estimating intra-assemblage quota levels based on

research vessel CPUE within particular assemblages. Many of the
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aforexontioned studies that dealt with this type of technical in-

teraction problem lacked this type of organization arid were in

nny cases out of spatial and tiiporal phase with the species they

addressed.

As a rthod for the assessnnt of niltispecies trawl

fisheries, this linear prograirrnirig procedure shows pranise, but

rt without the associated problems that acccitany any analytical

fisheries procedure. By-catch ratios, obtained fran ccmnercial

catch information and sea sanpling data, appear to be the best

type of data to use for this particular analysis. Incidental catch

ratios developed fran this source should represent the species

ccmposition that is actually vulnerable to the trawl fishery op-

erating on the particular species carlex in question. Bottcxn

trawl surveys tend to be much itre conservative since the gear

utilized, catches a much larger proportion of small fish than

ould a corresponding catmercial trawl. (Azarovitz et al 1981).

The resulting inflated try-catch ratios tend to constrain the catch

much nre quickly, thus less of the asseithiage quota for certain

species is harvestable Research vessel data can be made nore use-

ful however, by filtering it with ccmnercial length frequency in-

fottion and catch ogive analysis (Mayo et al 1981). The conser-

vative nature of research survey information may be used to good

advantage if a goal of assexnbltge maintanence of a total species

canpiex is the desired outccme. The usefulness of intra-asseitblage

quotas determined fran research CPUE should also be scrutinized

carefully because catchabilities of different species may change

with gear type. Fortunately for this study, CPUE fran this
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research survey has been shown to be useful for following ccmner-

cial trends (Clark 1979). Patterns fran cluster analysis match up

quite nicely with those developed fran camiercial catch informa-

tion (Murawski 1981). Research catch in a particular assenbiage

therefore, was a useful criterion for determining the percent of

the total Georges Bank quota that should be alloted to each group.

Another problem of interest that this analysis addressed was

the seasonal effect of species relative abundance levels on the

maximum harvestable total catch in the various assenblages. It

appears fran ca-tparing cluster results for the four seasons that a

biannual fishing year is an appropriate tenporal scale of resolu-

tion for this problem. Winter species distribution is reflected

nicely by the spring survey while sLutIr distributions are echoed

by the patterns observed in the autumn. Although I concentrated on

linear programs representing the warner nonths of the year, the

shifts in abundance that occur in the other part of the year.

represented by the spring survey ratios, need to be addressed in

this management scheme. The Slope and Canyon assenbiage

illustrates this point because migration of particular assenbiage

species changes the maximum catch as well as the assenblage

quotas. Silver hake concentrate in this assenbiage during the

winter and spring and are nore dispersed in the fall (Table

13: I II). This allows 96% of the total assenblage quota to be har-

vested in the spring, but only 3% in the fall (Table 13:1,11,111).

The fact that only research vessel by-catch ratios, subject to

problems noted previously, were available, may have influenced

this outcane, but the point that seasonal differences must be
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addressed has been sufficiently illustrated. This pattern is also

shown in the Shallow assemblage where increased availability of

haddock and yellowtail due to migration and concentration, pro-

duces a similar spring increase in total maxinu.nn catch (Table

18;19). To successfully menage a particular assemblage using this

method, the seasonal species distribution patterns involved must

be examined and incorporated into the menagement scheme.

An interesting outc of this study was the discovery of the

different prcpensities of particular assemblages for harvesting

the maximum possible catches. In general the catch potential for

the Shallow assemblage aççears low while the oosite trend occurs

in the Northeast Peak and Gulf of Maine Deep assemblages. This

effective ability to harvest close to the maximum is related

directly to the relative abundance of the species as well as the

relative magnitude of the assemblage quotas. Assemblages with

siuple species catositions or low by-catch rates tend to allow a

larger percentage of the maximum possible catch to be harvested

while assemblages having numerous species represented in the can-

mercial catch as well as high by-catch and disparity in assemblage

quotas, tend to produce lower possible catches. The Northeast Peak

assemblage for instance has a rather sirrple species caposition

and the relative magnitudes of quotas for cod, haddock and pollock

areS similar. By-catch rates of pollock and winter flounder are low

in the cod and haddock directed fisheries, resulting in 96% of the

maximum possible catch being harvestable (Table 14:111). The low

winter flounder quota does not constrain the catch because try-

catch rates for this species in the directed fisheries are very
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lc,v (Table 14:111).

The ShallcM assethlage illustrates hc ccitiplex species xxn-

position, unequal relative abundance and assenbiage quotas that

vary by orders of magnitude, at least for the fall period, can

depress the catch potential of a multispecies catplex. A fishery

in this assenbiage could harvest only 22% of the maximum inter-

specific quota in a cod and yellcMt.ail flounder directed fishery

(Table 19:11).

The potential for harvesting multispecies ocuplexes of

denrsa1 fish is clearly related to species cc*nposition, relative

abundance and magnitude of quotas of the various species. Linear

prograinting with catch maximization objective functions is useful

for assessing the potentials of ccmrrcial fisheries with single

species based quota objectives or managemant schemas. Species with

lcw assentlage quotas and high by-catch in directed fisheries tend

to constrain maxinurn possible catches. By-catch ratios fran can-

marcial fisheries appear to be the rrost useful source of informa-

tion, but research vessel data may also be used and can be correc-

ted for catchability bias. Other applications of this mathod with

different objective functions might also be useful in assessing

multispecies potentials. In cases where low quotas of certain

species constrain total catches of other rrre ccxinercially iin-

portant species, the restraining species may be deend unimportant

and excluded fran the analysis. If other objectives such as assexn-

blage maintainence (Tyler et al 1982) were desired, then perhaps

nore conservative strategies based directly on research vessel
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results would be necessary. This analysis shoied that even in

species cai,lexes that meet the above criteria for maxiriLim har-

vest, the potential for obtaining the total sunTned interspecific

assethlage quota is low. This analysis addressed only the system

state that occurred in 1978 on Georges Bank, therefore yearly up-

dates of relative alyundance and quota estimates would be neces-

sary. The recruitnnt of a large haddock year class for instance

could charge the overall picture dramatically. Fortunately linear

prograimirig is extremely flexible, allowing changing conditions to

be easily incorporated into an analysis.
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Chapter 3: Trophic Dynamics and Shallow Assemblage Multispecies

Model.

Introduction

The importance of interspecific interactions to nultispecies

fisheries problems and investigations cannot be stressed enough,

yet little quantitative information is actually available to for-

mulate hypotheses and prcnulgate judgements on the effects of

these species interplays in the marine environment. Much specula-

tion and intuitive thought about ecological linkages has occurred,

but it has been difficult to prove or even postulate how observed

ccmrunity phenanenon were induced. The ecological mechanisms of

ct*rrnunity interactions are not well understood, especially in

marine offshore acmnunities. The difficulty is ccnipounded by a

fluctuating environment, which can in any given year decimate year

classes of even the nDst dczninant fish in a carniunity. Cctnpetition

and predation are thought to be powerful cctmiunity organizational

mechanisms in limnetic, terrestrial and intertidal connu.inities,

but their effect on offshore marine assemblages is only speculated

or based on weak evidence. At present there is a raucity of marine

carrnunity or ecosystem irodels because species couplings are not

well understood and mechanistic theory is lacking. Researchers are

also unable to conduct field experiments in the marine offshore

environment, a further inediment to understanding important

species linkages. Perhaps the solution lies in extrapolation of

results fran nore easily studied environments to the marine case

and hypothesis investigation by constructing system dynamics

xnxlels with proposed mechanisms in place. Adaptive management ex-
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periments in which fishing effort is arranged over assemblages so

that n insight is gained could also be helpful (Tyler et al

1982). These ncdels nay help us to understand why or hc important

fluctuations occur and have possible implications in the manage-

ment of marine fish populations.

tst ccxmtunity or ecosystem nodeling exercises have con-

centrated on predation as the principal ecological mechanism of

interspecific interaction because this enomenon is readily

observable fran food chain investigation studies. t'rthlity, the

dynamic result of predation, is easily ncdeled, while nore subtile

mechanisms such as ccxnpetition are not as clearly understood nor

are the associated feedback structures that actually cause pDpula-

tion change. It would be valuable to couple these mechanisms with

population hcmeostatic responses in cctrinunities of interacting

species . To do this correctly it is necessary to account for spa-

tial and temporal zoogeographical patterns of the species of in-

terest so that the populations are in phase with the proposed

mechanisms.

Georges Bank assemblages, as defined by hierarchical cluster

analysis, were useful as an organizational framework for construc-

ting food web diagrams and system level conceptual nodels. This

conceptual framework, along with several hypotheses of long-term

system change, was used to construct a nultispecies fisheries

nodel of the Sha1lcii assemblage. Simulations fran this nodel were

used to attempt to explain observed historic trends in this assem-

blage by using the simple ecological mechanisms noted above.
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Main Ccponent Food Web

Marine food webs can be so caplex that resolution of im-

portant linkages is of prin importance if progress in understand-

ing system behavior is to be made. Atlantic cod, for instance,

consums over 300 separate food items during their maturation fran

juvenile to adult fish (BcMnlan pers. ccmn. 1982). The Sea raven is

similarly bonded to a host of prey populations during their life

history (Tyler et al 1982). 'lb understand system behavior it is

necessary to investigate interspecific interactions on a coarse

level (Overton pars cairn. Dept. of Stat., 060 1980, Silvert 1982).

This approach preserves relevant dynamic behavior and eliminates

unnecessary ccwplexity that results fran a literal interpertation

of food habits information (Tyler pars cairn. Dept. of Fish. and

Wild., OSU 1981). Coarse assemblage food diagrams were constructed

for the Northeast Peak, Slope and Canyon and Shallow assemblages.

These schematic representations account for inportant predator

prey linkages that affect top level fish predators in each assem-

blage group. They were assembled by using NEFC food habits studies

that were available for the i.xrportant species of each ccmtiunity

(Maurer and Bc,man 1975, Langtcn and Bowman 1980; Bowman 1981;

Langton 1981) and do not: include zooplankton.

The Northeast Peak assemblage, represented in (Fig 51), is

rather simple if only important species interactions are included.

Most of the species in this group are in saie way or another tied

into the Georges Bank herring stock. Even haddock, a rather strict

invertebrate predator, preyed extensively on herring eggs during



Figure 51. Coarse food web structure for the Northeast Peak assem-
blage

-
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fall spawning seasons (Langton and Bomn 1980). The effect of
declining herring bictnass on this assemblage predator prey network

is unknown, but the Aimrican sand lance, a species that recently
reached unprecedented levels of abundance, may have served as a
substitute prey item for these resident predators ( Sherman et al
1981). Atlantic cod are known to prey heavily on sand lance
(Overholtz and Nicolas 1977).

The species cc*tplex in the Slope and Canyon assemblage was
slightly rrore intricate than the Northeast Peak with several nore
seasonal migrants assuming a praiiinent role in cxiiniunity dynamics
(Fig 52). Mackerel, herring, and long-finned squid all migrate
through this assemblage on a seasonal basis and appear to be im-
portant links in the assemblage trophic hierarchy. They also con-
stitute a feeding triangle that operates during different life
history arid distributional stages of each stock. Adult mackerel
feed on larval herring during the spring while young mackerel may

serve as a major prey item for long-finned squid during the suxuier

nonths. Long-finned squid adults consuma adult herring and young

long-finned squid are eaten by adult mackerel during the surriner

(Langton and Bonan 1980). These species as well as euphausiids
are linked to the silver and white hake stocks of this assemblage
(Fig 52). Black belly rosefish, a species of importance in this
group, are not included because it was not routinely sampled for
food habits information. Available information indicates that this
species feeds heavily on crustacean prey, euphausiids are probably
particularly inportant (Maurer and Bowman 1975). As in the

Northeast Peak assemblage, the effect of declining herring bicanass



Figure 52. Coarse food web structure for the Gulf of Maine assem-blage.
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on the Slope and Canyon assemblage is unkncin, but it probably is

less significant since this species is present in the assexit>lage

for only a short tune during the sunmer nonths.

The Shallo.i assemblage appears to be one of the nre cciiplex

of the Georges Bank groups due to the number of species and the

intricate nature of its invertebrate-based food web (Fig 53). The

resident predatory species such as cod, goosefish, and sea raven

are supplemented during the suniner nonths by intermittent levels

of spiny dogfish and long-finned squid. Eight species of inverteb-

rate predators cctnprise the bulk of the bianass in this assem-

blage, utilizing a caiuon invertebrate prey pooi shcrn in Fig 53.

As noted previously the haddock, silver hake and red hake pre-

sent in this assexrblage are generally the juvenile stages of these

three species, the adult stocks being present in other assem-

blages. These juvenile fish as well as the juveniles of the other

stocks present and to sane extent the adults share several cariron

prey items (Langton and Bcrnen 1981; Boman l98Q).

Model Background

As noted in Chapter 1, there were three distinct periods of

species catpsition change in the Shallow assemblage fran

1963-1978. These periods were 1963-1967, 1968-1972 and 1973-1978.

The species caplex in this assemblage noved f ran one daninated by

haddock to a yellowtail flounder-longhorn sculpin intermediate

group to a final state where winter skate, little skate, and

windowpane flounder were the major species. What had caused this



Figure 53. Coarse food web structure for the Shallow assemblage

0
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directional novernerit of the species ccrnposition and relative

abundance? The assemblage had been daminated by caitnercially in-.

portant species, but the resultant system state was one controlled

by species of little econcinic importance.

What mechanisms were responsible for the changes that were

observed in the Shallow assent)lage? Were these trends the result
of the intense fishery that operated on Georges Bank at this tine,

had the environment changed or did interspecific interactions
transform the cannunity state? It is difficult to separate the
effects of these three global influences, but for the purposes of
rrodel building and hypothesis investigation it is necessary and
relevant to decaipose their influences. This allows one to isolate

suspected driving variables and mechanisms in nodels such that
their propensity for generating changes in system states might be
studied.

In the case of the Shallow assemblage the pertinent ecological
question is could sinpie interspecific interactive medhanisrns in

part have initiated the assemblage responses that were observed

fran 1963-1978? This question is interesting because of the irn-
plications it would have on nultispecies management and also since

important inferences concerning this type of marine trophic food
web would be gained. To address these questions it is necessary to
remove the effects of the environment that would confound any

results one might obtain in a sinlation exercise. The ntxlel then
would be used to attempt to explain part of the variability obser-
ved over the long-term, acknowledging that irrprtant environmental
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influences were not. included.

Trajectory Hypotheses

In the early 60's the Georges Bank haddock stock experienced
t successive years of outstanding recruitment such that there
was nearly a three-fold increase in stock weight and a four-fold
increase in stock nunters. Juvenile and subadult haddock danmnated

the Shallow asseirblage during this period. An intense haddock

fishery developed on Georges Bank when foreign distant water

fleets were attracted to the large numbers of 2-3 year-old fish

that were present in 1965 and 1966 (Clark et al 1982). This caused

a drastic decline in the adult stock and corresponding low

recruitment (Clark et al 1982). This decline in recruitment caused

the number of haddock in the Shallci#i assemblage to decrease

rapidly. The likely cctnpetitive release, triggered by renoving
haddock bicznass, allowed the other regular coiçorients of this
assemblage to increase their numbers and biomass. This change in

species cczrposition did not occur at once, but progressed through
a series of gradual changes due to time lags in population dynamic
processes and fishing pressure.

Several scenarios can serve as plausible explanations for the
system state changes that were observed. Competitive interactions

betreen juveniles and subadults of yellowtail flounder, windowpane

flounder, longhorn sculpin, little skate, arid winter skate may

I have accounted for the evential skate-windowpane dominated system.
II Yellowtail flounder arid longhorn sculpin may have responded nore

quickly to the haddock demise due to faster growth and recruitment
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responses than the other three species. This vou1d account for the

pericxl between 1968 and 1972 where these to species sho#ied in-

creases in biaass and numbers (Figs 36,37). The skates and

windcpane flounder hiever, were potentially superior can-

petitors, but with slower groath responses and recruitment

capabilities. It therefore took a longer span of time for these

three species to shcr the increasing trends that were observed

Concatiitant to this proposed explanation, fishing effort on yel-

1ctail flounder had been increasing, resulting in dcnward trends

in this stock (Fig 54), (Parrack 1976). Therefore, the mechanisms

of ccx!petition coupled with fishing pressure on the assemblage may

have been responsible for the observed trends. Long-term prey

responses may also have been an influential factor.

Another possible process that may have contributed to the

directional changes that occurred in this assemblage was predation

pressure on the juvenile stages of these stocks. During the mid

years of this time series, the catch/tø.i of several predators in-

creased dramatically in this assemblage. Cpue fran research

cruises showed increasing trends during the 70's for long-finned

squid, spiny dogfish, and bluefish (Figs 19,55,56). These pre-

dators were only present during several of the warmer rtonths

possibly acting as an intense source of predation in addition to

resident predators such as cod and goosefish. Predation, through

predator selection, density dependence, or sate other response,

may have operated alone or in conjunction with carpetition to in-

itiate the responses that occurred. Juvenile skates and windapane

flounder are potentially less desirable as prey items due to dif-



Figure 54. Yeflc,taj1 flounder cc*nierciaj. atj iiex, (tons per standard
day fished) frait (Clark et al 1981)
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Figure 55. Spiny dogfish research catch/tow (Xg),, Fall 1963-1978
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ferences in behavior, accessability or palatability, while

longhorn sculpin, although perhaps not a desirable prey species as

an adult, is rrore accessable and of a correct size and txxly con-

figuration when it is a juvenile and subadult. Yellowtail flounder

are preyed upon by cod, goosefish, spiny dogfish, and a host of

other predators (Langton and Bo.man 1981).

Overall System Perspectives

Part of general systems theory involves the decciiposition of

the system of interest into its' caionent subsystems to allow for

practical management of the nideling process (Overton 1977). A

subsystem of particular interest can easily be isolated then for

xwdel construction, validation or other purposes, within this

overall structure. This method of hierarchical organization is ex-

tremely useful for dealing with the caiplex problems encountered

in conceptualizing, constructing, and irrlenenting a large system

nodel (Overton 1977)

The target system is addressed within this overall system

organization viewpoint, giving a clearer understanding of the

actual position that the particular subsystem occupies (Overton

1977). Fig 57 represents a hierarchical schematic viewpoint of the

Georges Bank ecosystem as defined by numerical classification

methods. White and Overton (1977) use these diagrams to illustrate

the hierarchical nature of systems. The Georges Bank system in

this case is canposed of the five assemblages, Si.. .S5,

represented in Fig 57. The Shallow assemblage, or Si, is of

particular interest here as a focus for a multispecies nodel.
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Figure 57. Georges Bank systtt hierarchy, with ShallcM

assenIlage subsystems
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particular subsystems, Sli and S12 the subadult and adult sections

of the rtodel, will be approached separately, but ultimately

coupled as shown in Fig 57.

Subsystem Organization

Following Overton (1977) and White and Overtcn (1977), state

variables or X' s were used to nodel particular system states at

given tine intervals. Input variables or Z's are used to nicdel

system driving variables , update functions, g's are used to nodel

system processes and b8 s are system parameters

Subadult Subsystem

Fig 58 shows the basic structure of the subadult subsystem of

the Shallow assemblage that was nodeled using this convention.

Five different fishes, X2. . .X6, ccxnpete for the prey items

available in Xl. The cxxnpetitors were prioritized such that the

feeding order was haddock, skates, windowpane, yellowtail

flounder, and longhorn sculpin. Little skate and winter skate were

lumped together because of similarities in population dynamics and

to facilitate nodel construction. The flow of bicrnass frail Xl to

X2. . .X6 was nodeled by using g functions, qi.. .g5, to update

bianass for each ccnpetitor on a yearly interval. The g functions

are of a general type of analytical nDdeling formulation with

stable properties known as donor-recipient controlled functions

(Hall and Day 1977). (Fig 59) shows that this particular equation

is one of a family of asymptotic relationships that serve as

potential vehicles for nodeling interspecific interactions. The g

U-
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FigUre 58. BasiC subadult subsystem structure from the Shallow assent-
blage model

X1 3PreySpecies

X2 Yellowtail Flounder
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Figure 59. Response curve for typical donor-recipiarit g equations
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functions for the conpetitive species are characterized generally

b1X1/X
(1) = bX(1_e )

where:

gi-lflc of bicinass frait Xl to Xi

Xl=prey bicinass available for predation by Xi

Xi ' sbianass of particular canpetitor of interest

bj' sg age specific parameters

The cateting pec, X2.. .X6, are subject to potential pre-

datiori by spiny dogfish, X7, anI long-finned squid, X8. Another

system sinplification allciied the exclusion of X6, the skate

bianass fran predation by the previously mentioned predators (Fig

58). The g functions for the predators were also used to update

the bicntass of canpeting species over the yearly interval. These

relationships are given by the follaiing general equation.

/Xi)
(2) Yi-1 = bjXj(le 3+22 3+33 3+44 JSS

where:

gi-l=flcw of bicinass fran X2. . . X5 to Xi

Xi=bianass of particular predator

X2...X5=bianass of prey species

bj's=g age specific parameters

i=6, 7

The g functions utilized in this rrodel are density dependent

relationships that are easily adapted to numerous conditions of

1 52
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ccetition and predation. Ccznpetition, nonselective predation and

predator preference are just a few of the possible mechanisms that

can be adapted to this strategy.

X4, haddock bianass and dynamics, was not xndeled explicitly

in this exercise, but input on a yearly basis as a value fran an

age specific Z or forcing function trajectory (Fig 60). This idea

canes fran the hypotheses that were developed concerning the

assenlage responses that were triggered by the decline of had-

dock. Neither were the predator dynamics xrcdeled explicitly, but

were treated as system inputs via driving variable trajectories

(Figs 61,62), which influenced the dynamics of the five canpeting

species

A formal age structure was maintained in the subadult portion

of the Shallow assent)lage imdel because it was felt that rost of

the relevant dynamic behavior of many marine fish populations

occurs in the juvenile and subadult stages of their life history.

The propensity for carpetition, mass nortality, and predation in-

fluences is greatest during the early life history stages of fish.

This idea is in agreement with other studies that have observed

that there are distinct separations between the life history pro-

cesses of adult and juvenile animal populations (Deriso

1978,Deriso 1980).

For the simplified purposes of this nodel, yellowtail

flounder, longhorn sculpin, haddock, and windowpane flounder

matured and recruited to the adult population at age 3. This

agrees with studies on the population dynamics of these species



Figure 60. Haddock biomass (mt) used as an input trajectory for theGeorges Bank Shallow assemblage model
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Figure 61. Spiny dogfish biomass (mt) used as an input trajectory for
the Georges Bank Shallow assemblage model
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Figure 62. Loligo biomass (mt) used as an input trajectory for the Geor-
ges Bank Shallow assemblage model
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(Parrak 1976; Morrow 1951; Clark et al 1982; Dery and Livingstone

1982) respectively. Skates on the other hand were presumed to

mature at age 5 in accordance with Holden (1973) and Waring

(1980). The subadult section of the idel dealt with these young

age groups, all ccs-npetitive and predatory mechanisms were in-

stituted at this level. No larval fish dynamics were addressed in

this ncdel, fish larvae were produced fran species-

specific, stock-larval recruitment relationships. Death occurred

fran constant natural nirta1ity rates, updated nunbers of juvenile

fish were calculated and entered into the first age group of each

species.

Mortality of Subadults

Mortality on the early life history stages of yellowtail

flounder, longhorn sculpin, windowpane flounder, and skates

originated fran to sources, a constant level of natural back-

ground noxtality that occurred over the whole year. and pulsed

predation that occurred over a imith shorter titre interval. The

constant source of natural nortality can be thought of as eminat-

ing fran resident ubiquitous predators such as cod, goosefish, and

sea raven, as well as any diseases or natural events that might

serve as rrortality agents. Pulse predation as previously mentioned

is initiated fran input driving variable trajectories of spiny

dogfish and long-finned squid bicmass. L\ types of predatory

mechanisms are available in the nodel: a strictly density

dependent predator response, and a response that is sensitive to

prey density as well as type. In the former node the predators
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ration is determined by the prey density, while for prey pre-

ference, a ration is reinDved differentially fran the possible prey

reservoir. These mechanisms are evoked by changing the parameters,

bj+2. . . bj+5, in equation (2), depending on the particular response

that is being investigated. For instance the bj's are all equal to

unity when the predatory behavior is based strictly on a cn-

pensatory relationship. This potential predatory mechanism op-

erates during the productive seven nonth period, May through

Novent,er, that the dynamic portion of the subadult nodel focuses

on. Values for parameters, bj.. . bj+i, in equation (2) were

ctained by using 16-year mean values of biaiss fran the X2. . . X5

species, a 16-year mean value for spiny dogfish and a ten year

mean of long-finned squid bictnass. This information was thtained

fran mininum bianass estimates fran the Shallow assemblage. CPUE

fran the shallow assemblage for all the species was corrected for

day-night differences in catchability over the entire 1963-1978

time series (Sissenwine and Bowman 1978). Mininvm bianass

estimates fran these corrected mean catch/tow values were cal-

culated as

(3) B. = WA

a

where:

Bi=minirrum bionass of species i

Wi=mean catch/tow of species i

A=area of the shallow assemblage (20373 km**2)

a=area swept by the survey trawl (.03419 km**2)
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Tyler and Dunn (1976) found that adult marine groundfish

typically consuma between 1 and 2% of their body weight per day. A

ration estimate of 2%/body wt/day was utilized to calculate an up-

per limit to total prey bianass consumed by a particular predator

over a 60 day period. These estimates along with the total firey

bicxnass were used to determine the g6 and g7 relationships based

on the premise that a predator is seldom satiated. 'I\'o predatory

scenarios were parameterized; rroderate and intense predation cases

where 25% and 75% respectively of the predators ration was

obtained from the early life history stages of the X2. . .X5 complex

over a 60 day period. It was felt that for the purposes of xnx1el

parameterization, these predation levels represent an interesting

range for investigation.

Total instantaneous natural nortality during the seven ITonth

period was calculated from conditional nortality rates (Ricker

1975, ppll) as

(4) bN1 =

where:

Niy=Species and age-specific seasonal nortality for 7
nonths

nhij=Species and age-specific nortality fran predation

n2ij=Species and age specific background natural
nortality from resident predators and other sources

This was converted to an instantaneous rate by

(5) bM =
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No source of fishing riortality operated on the young fish in the

subadult ndel. Additional nortality occurs during the five un-

productive rronths of the year from natural causes such as resident

predators.

Growth of Subadults

A change in growth, induced through exploitation of canton

prey resources by, X2.. .X6, was the primary mechanism where by the

effect of caipetition was expressed in this m3del. Dynamic feed-

back on growth resulted in two possible pathways for population

response to occur. Increased growth through a competitive release

of prey bianass could result in a larger mean size of fish of the

particular species and a catlimentary increase in stock bianass.

This would be particularly true for species that have fast growth

and mature at an early age. The other feedback mechanism that

could be triggered by ccxrpetition is a change in recruitment. The

adult spawning stock bianass could increase through increase in

size-at-age, causing a corresponding rise in age-specific

fecundity and recruitment This would occur if the spawning stock

bianass were at a level that allowed for such increases as in the

case of nost exploited populations.

To estimate growth correctly within the framework of the can-

petitive g equations, it is necessary to work with average age-

specific stock size, the arithmetic mean of the initial and final

bianass for each age group (Ricker 1975). This value is given by

the following expression found in (Ricker 1975,pp239).

(6) XB = (X(l+eG1it)Mij))

2
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where:

XBij=age specific mean biomass for the seven nonth
prcñuctive season

Xijbianass at the start of the interval

t(3i j=age specific potential instantaneous growth rate

t14ij=age specific natural nortality rate

i=species

j=age group

These average biatass estimates were used in a system of equa-

tions similar to equation (1), except mzdified to account for

sequentialized feeding effects (Overton pers caun. Dept. of Stat.,

OSiJ 1980). The conceptual ideas discussed in the trajectory hy-

pothesis section were used to establish a feeding hierarchy for

the 5 ccwpeting species. This meant that available food resources

were funnelled through a species based on its position in this

schedule. Haddock had first priority followed by skates, window-

pane flounder, yellotail flounder, and longhorn sculpin. The

total flow of prey biaiiass to a particular competitor was deter-

mined in this relationship through density dependent effects.

These sequentialized dynamic flo. equations were parameterized in

nuch the same manner as the predation equ, except that a

5%/body wt/day upper limit ration was chosen because smaller fish

with larger food intakes on a body weight basis were involved.

This estimate of total prey consumed was used to calculate age

specific rations based on a 210 day productive season.

Ration determined the age-specific weight gain through the

type of functional relationship represented in Fig 63. These



Figure 63. Hypothetical ration-grcsth functional relationship for age
specific weight gain.
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relationships were formulated to relate a continuum of rations to

the corresponding grcvith that uld result at age for each

species. Percent ration ranged fran 1-5%, 1% representing the case

where a species received little food due to intense canpetition,

while a 5% ration represented the converse. These weight gain

relationships were consistent with tjro.ith trends fran aforemen-

tioned assessment documents and studies reported in the

literature.

Adult Subsystem

A schematic representation of the adult subsystem can be found

in Fig 64. Yello,tail flounder, longhorn sculpin, windcMpane

flounder, and skate bianass was mxleled with a modified adult life

history approach as discussed in Deriso 1980. This approach

approximates the behavior of a full age structured model without

the associated burdens of model size and canplexity (Deriso 1980).

This is especially inportant when building a large system nodel.

Several general observations fran population demographic studies

indicate the validity of this method. A paucity of individuals in'

older age groups in species with protracted age structures is a

comion pattern in populations (Deriso 1978). Many adult popula-

tions appear to share camrn mortality trends over most of their

age distribution and mortality agents are quite different during

the juvenile and adult stages of a pec' life history (Deriso

1978). These trends serve as useful sinplifications for dealing

with population dynamics of iteroparous species.

The equation that served as the basis for the life history



Figure 64. Adult subsystem schematic, fran Fig 57, where adult stocks
CX' 8) produce catch (C) and recruits (R)
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stage ncdel is found in (Deriso 1980). Equation 4 from his study

was rrcdified slightly to accamxlate yearly changes in fishing

ntrtality. This yielded as equation that accounted for stock

bictnass changes, calculated generally as

(7) XA11 =

where:

Xld's=adult biomass of species i

bki's=species specific Ford grvth coefficient

bTi's=species specific annual total nortality rate

XEPi=surviving fraction of the catchable stock

XRI s=species specific recruitment biomass from
graduating subadult age groups

In this sulxrodel the adult stocks of the four previously men-

tioned species are subject to a fishery and their bic*nass deter-

mines recruitment from species specific stock recruit

relationships. The fishery is initiated by using an input trajec-

tory that approximates actual yearly instantaneous fishing

nortality rates that occurred from 1963-1978. These rates were

obtained from NEFC asses srrent documents or by inference from

observed trends in other species (Parrak 1976; Waring 1980; Clark

et al 1982). Natural rrortality was assumed constant (40.2) for

the adult stocks, a level consistent with values used routinely to

assess dynamic processes of Georges Bank fish stocks (Parrak 1976;

Clark et al 1982). No attempt was made to node 1 adult haddock

dynamics because few adults actually inhabit this assemblage dur-
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ing the productive season. Recruitment of juvenile haddock to the

Sha1lc assemblage for the mDst part occurred through transport of

larvae frctn spawning grounds located in other asserrblages,

particularly the Northeast Peak assemblage.
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Mortality of Mults

To maintain continuity and incorporate instantaneous rates

frc*ii the species-specific vectors into equation (7), which

describes a fishery in which actual total rtortality operates, it

was necessary to convert to actual nortality rates. Figs 65,66

shcz nortality vectors for yellowtail flounder and skates respec-

tively. Yearly catch fran each adult stock was found by utilizing

actual rates calculated as

(8) bu1 = bFbA

bZ

(9) Xc1 = buXA

where:

Xci=species specific catch in tames (t).

Fi,}1i,bZi,bTd= various nortality rates

Growth of 1dults

Ford growth coefficients were obtained for yellowtail

flounder, longhorn sculpin, windowpane flounder, and skates by

using a corthination of Walford graphs and iterations using the

J3rcxly growth rrcdel (Ricker 1975; Deriso l90). Mean weights at age

used in the Walford graphs were obtained fran available literature

(Parrak 1976; Morrow 1951; Dery and Livingstone 1982; Waring 1980)

respectively. Cstirnated values of k were obtained by using equa-

tion 1 fran (Deriso 1980), given as equation 10 here.

(10) = WkIt(tk)(1P1)
i-p



Figure 65. YelloWtail flounder instantaneous fishing mortality trajec-
tory 19631978
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Figure 66. Skate instantaneous fishing mortality trajectory
1963-1978
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where:

Wi,taverage wt. of catchable adult (i years old) dur-

ing year t.

p=Ford grcth coefficient

k=age of recruitment

Trial values of Ic were substituted into this equation until the

best estimate of mean weight at age was obtained by ccxnparison

with the published results.

Recruitment

Species specific recruitment functions were developed for the

adult stocks by inference frczn life history information available

in the literature. By utilizing information on fecundity,

%maturity, stock size fran minirarn stock bicznass estimates, sex

ratios and mean weight at age of fish in the population, stock

recruit functions were produced. Egg nortality was implicit in the

adult relationships because the functions were parameterized to

produce subadults in the correct order of magnitude relative to

observed stock trends. A constant rrortality was applied such that

the resultant product of the relationships was the nunter of

juvenile fish just prior to entering the rrcdel age structure. A

similar method was used in Walters et al (1980). Survival was set

at 50%, a carçranise fran studies of larval and egg nDrtality On

several species (Saville 1956; Graham et al 1972; Harding and I'al-

bot 1973)
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A l3everton and Holt stock-recruit function was chosen to n'odel

yellcwt.ail and windowpane flounder dynamics. This asymptotic curve

is routinely applied to flatfish stock recruitment problems (Cush-

ing 1973; Ricker 1975). Longhorn sculpin larval output was nodeled

with a Ricker function (Ric}cer 1975). This function was utilized

because of the relatively low fecundity of the species, the

relatively large size of its eggs, their demersal nature, and its

relatively short life history (Morrow 1951; Bigelow and Schroeder

1953). Skates on the other band, as irost elasnobranchs, have a

much different early life history phase than nost teleost fishes.

The genus Raja, of which lxth winter and little skate are members,

has eggs that are fertilized internally (Waring 1980).

Elasnobranch fecundity is extremely low in general due to internal

deve1opent or embryonic protective structures which are limited

by internal size. Little skate fecundity was estimated by (IJolden

1974) to be only 33 eggs/year/female, slightly lower than several

other species with fecundities that ranged between 60 and 150 eggs

per year. (Holden 1971; Waring 1980). These differences coupled

with general slow growth and iraturity suggest that a direct

linear, stock-recruit relationship exists in elasnobranch popula-

tions and in this genus in particular (Holden 1973; Holden 1977;

Waring 1980). Parameters arid equations for these four juvenile

stock-recruit functions are shown in (Table 21).

Prey Population Dynamics

The Xl bianass represents three different prey types that are

the available focx sources for the five catipeting fishes (Fig 56).

This sutriodel does not address prey population dynamics



Table 21: Equations and parameters for stock-larval recruitment

functions utilized in the Shallow assemblage model.

1. Yellowtail flounder: Beverton & Ilolt
XL(2)=(1.ø/(b(63)(b(64)/XA(2))))

2. Longhorn sculpin: Ricker
XL(3)b(65)*XA(3)*(exp(b(66)*XA(3)))

3. Windowpane flounder: Beverton & Holt
XL(5)=(1.ø/b(67)+b(68)/XA(5))))

4. Skates: Direct
XL(6)=b(69)*XA(6)

where:

b(63)=3.385E-09

b(64)=4.730E-05

b(65)=2.01E04

b(66)=-1 . IØE-04

b(67)=1 .6EE-ø8

b(68)=3.741E-ø5

b(69)=6.9667E03
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specifically, but utilizes ts potential turnover rate machanisms

to update yearly estimates of prey bianass. The three general prey

sources can be thought of as representing (a) amphipods, (b) poly-

chaetes, and (c) a small shrimp, such as Crangon sp., Mysids or

euphausiids. Pnnual turnover rates for (a),(b), and (c) were

estimated to be 5.0, 2.0, and 1.5 respectively. These were con-

verted to instantaneous rates and used to update prey bicnass on a

yearly basis by using equation (6). These turnover rates can be

thought of as cxiprctnise values that were obtained by consulting

the general macrobenthic literature (Sanders 1956; Cohen 1979;

Warwick 1980). Benthic biomass for this simplified system was

estimated using standing crop values from (Wigley and Mclntire

1964). This analysis yielded an estimate of approximately

l.0*10**6 rut of available prey bicznass of which the percentage

breakdown was 40%, 40%, and 20% respectively.

A prey bicmass sutirodel then was constructed based on these

turnover rates and within this order of magnitude for the three

standing crops. Turnover rates were either constant or density

dependent and are illustrated for (a), the anphipod cciiiponent, in

(Fig 67). The appropriate turnover rate as well as an estimate of

prey specific nortality over the seven rronth productive season was

used in equation (7), except the age structure factor was rerroved.

Yearly changes in prey bianass were therefore based on average

values of prey and competitor bianass updated through equation (7)

with a constant rrortality applied to the prey over the remaining

portion of the year.



Figure 67. Amphipod prey turnover rates under constant and density
dependent conditions
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Overall Model Organization

The basic logical structure of the Georges Bank Shall' assern-

blage rrodel is displayed in Fig 68. In this schematic diagram the

sutxcdel structure as previously discussed is coupled through

dynamic processes that are in operation over the yearly interval.

The nodel was progranmed to simulate asseithiage events on a yearly

basis. It was designed so that the various caitinations of n-

petition, predation, predator preference and prey turnover rates

could be investigated with simulation experiments. he nodel was

interfaced with SIX)N, a multipurpose simulation rrodel processor,

that was originally developed at the University of British Colum-

bia by Hulborn et al. (1973). Fig 69 shis a sintlifled flci

diagram that generally traces nxxlel events that occur over a year.

Cathinations of mechanisms were set at the beginning of each

simulation and evoked in the various subiodels as shcin in the

figure. A typical run with predation u1d involve taking the

first left branch in Fig 69. A choice of density dependent or pre-

dator selection is made and predation rrortality is calculated and

added to the other sources of natural nortality. The nodel

branches back to the subadult subiodel, updates the age structure

of each species based on grcith and riortality and proceeds to the

adult subiodel (Fig 69). Adult bicnass is updated through new

recruitment, and total nortality is applied and species are up-

dated for the year. Prey biomass is then updated based on 1 of 2

annual turnover rates (Fig 69). This ccmpletes a year and the

ndel cycles back to the beginning of the next period (Fig 69).



Figure 68. Georges Bank Shallow assemblage logical structure diagram
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Figure 69. Georges Bank Sha110 assIt)1age ncdel f1oi diagrain
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SinLilatioü Results

The Georges Bank shallow assemblage nt1el was used to investi-

gate several different interspecific response scenarios with the

idea of explaining trends that were observed over the interval

1963-1978. The iriDdel design, based on previously noted conceptual

hypotheses, was such that it was only necessary and desirable to

investigate a small subset of the 210 possible combinations of 2

coupetitiori, 3 predation and 2 prey turnover rates. The canpeti-

tive nets#ork sho.n in Fig 58 between the five species, yellc'dtail

flounder. . . skates, was an invariant feature of the rrodel. Since

capetition was a formal part of the inzxiel structure, the simula-

tion experiments were performed first with canpetition only, then

the other mechanisms were switched on and added to the experi-

ments. Under these circumstances it was possible to exclude many

of the potential combinations of mechanisms. Fourteen simulations

were deemed enough to investigate relevent Trodel response

boundaries.

Simulation experiments with this ncdel provided sane interest-

ing insights into possible interspecific interactions that occur-

red in the shallow assemblage. Table 22 lists, the various experi-

merits and results of the 14 simulations that were errployed to exa-

mine the effects of different catbinations of interspecific inter-

active mechanisms. The predicted time trends of each of the four

species, yellowtail flounder, longhorn sculpin, windpane

flounder, and skates were correlated with observed trends that are

3-year rrovirig averages of minimum bianass estimates fran the

research vessel surveys 1963-1978. The r**2 values shown in Table

22 provide a coarse measure of I much variation in the inter-
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specific trend was explained by the ncdel. Rigorous statistical

treatment and hypothesis testing is impossible with this type of

rrodel because the underlying probability distributions associated

with medel parameters are unknon. Consequently only rough

measures of mxIel goodness of fit are possible. The total r**2

colunn in Table 22 represents a measure of overall imxel perfor-

iiance based on total variation explained by the four species fits

under a specific set of mechanisms. For a sinlation experiment

that had the rtoderate canpetition mechanism in place the r**2

values for yellcx&tail flounder and longhorn sculpin were very 1CM,

while those for windCMpane flounder and skates were mederately

high to high respectively (Fig 70). These results contrast to a

sinulation including predation (Fig 71) that explained a rmich lar-

ger percentage of the total variation for the former two species.

This trial confirms what was shcn in other experiments (Table

22), that when predation is coupled with canpetition a much better

overall fit results. bst of the cases where sane cathiriation of

cc*rpetitiai and predation was involved resulted in the best

overall nodel fits (Fig 72). The exception occurred in three cases

under constant prey turnover rate conditions where the r**2 value

for skates was extremely 1CM and one case under density dependent

prey turnover conditions where the total r**2 value was 0.04 less

than the mean value (Fig 72).

GrCMth, the principal dynamic feedback pathway for canpetition

and to a lesser extent predation, shcwed species specific changes
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t'igure 70. Observed vs predicted trajectories for species Yellawtail
flounder, Longhorn sculpin, Windowpane flounder, and Skates, for a
simulation under itoderate ccznpetition (Cl) and density dependent
P/B conditions
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Figure 71. Cbserved vs predicted trajectories for Ye11cxitai1 flounder,Longhorn sculpin, Windcipane flounder, and Skates, for a sin1ationunder nx1erate caiç'etition-intense predation (C1P2) and densitydependent P/B conditions
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Table 22; Coefficients of vartatton (r2) for various simulation
experiments using Georges Bank shallow assemblage
model. Observed minimum intraspecific biomass (3 year
moving average) correlated with predicted
intraspecific biomass.

Density
Constant Dependent

Prey Prey *
**Competltion* Turnover Turnover Predation Predator Yellowtail longhorn Windowpane

Flounder Skates
Total
(R2)

2 Rate Rate 1 2 Preference Flounder Sculpin

x .265 .017 .812 .300 1.394x x .434 .268 .719 .071 1.492x x x .431 .205 .792 .346 1.774x x x .576 .346 .743 .408 2.073x x x .563 .311 .636 .066 1.576x x .667 .327 .521 .049 1.564x x x x .679 .316 .368 .050 1.413

x .027 .016 .848 .489 1.380x x .150 .003 .839 .445 1.437x x .199 .236 .815 .491 1.741x x x .424 .381 .744 .491 2.040x x x .359 .158 .808 .452 1.777x x x .541 .297 .745 .458 2.042x
x .67 .243 .789 .458 2.057

*
1 nioderate
2 intense

** Accross column sum of (r2s) for a particular experiment, a course measure of best model fit.

-a



Figure 72. Georges Bank Shallow assemblage simulation summary
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over the simulation time series. Fig 73 shows the different basic

responses of the 5 species, yellowtail flounder. . . skates , with

age 3 simulated weight presented for cc*nparative purposes . Had-

dock and yellowtail flounder showed the greatest range in mean

weight change, followed by longhorn sculpin, skates and windowpane

flounder (Fig 73). Windowpane showed strong increases and

decreases in growth 'Jhile skates showed a fairly steady increasing

trend (Fig 73). Growth trajectories for haddock and yellowtail

showed similar rapid declines in the early 1960's, but yellowtail

weights at age 3 remained low throughout the decade, then showed a

general increasing trend (Fig 73). Longhorn sculpin and windowpane

experienced very rapid increases in weight during the early

1960's, but windowpane growth peaked much earlier than longhorn

sculpin (Fig 73).

Growth, under cc*Tpetition, showed dynamic responses, dependent

on the particular experiment. Fig 74 ccanpares simulated growth

trends for yellowtail flounder...skates under conditions of node-

rate and intense capetition with prey bicmass responding via con-

stant turnover rates. Under iroderate catetition the four species

show increased size at age with time, but windowpane growth did

begin to decline slightly after reaching a niaximu in the period

1965-1970 (Fig 74). A decline in Haddock bicxnass coupled with in-

creasing prey resources initiated the increases in size at age for

the four species. Under intense ccmpetition, prey resources

declined and growth patterns for the competing species changed

markedly. Yellowtail weights declined to minimum values and skate

growth showed a steady downward trend (Fig 74). After slight in-
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Figure 74. GrcQ-th responses for species X2,X3X5,X6, under rrcderate can-
petition (dPi) and intense cctrpetition (C2P1) lx,th with rrrxerate
predation (P1) as well as constant 2/8 conditions
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creases in mean weight at age, growth of windowpane flounder

declined steadily and longhorn sculpin size at age stabilized (Fig

74). This figure shows the effect of declining food resources,

(Fig 85), under intense cctnpetition, on the growth responses of

the four species.

Adding predation to the ntxel caused growth changes especially

in the later years of the time series. Fig 75 traces divergent

growth responses for yellowtail flounder under states of rroderate

canpetition and to levels of predation. The addition of predation

to the inxlel caused increased growth in age 3 fish by reducing in-

traspecific ccztipetition, or irore directly by increasing the %

ration that the age 3 yellowtail bianass obtained. Trends in yel-

lowtail flounder growth (Fig 75) can be cc*iipared to skate growth

trajectories found in Fig 76. As the figures show, yellowtail

growth responses occurred earlier in the tine series and were of a

larger magnitude (Figs 74,75). Both species showed similar direc-

tional changes (increases) in growth when predation was included

in the simulation (Fig 75, 76)

Growth trajectories were sanewhat different for simulations

that utilized density dependent prey turnover rates. Yellowtail

flounder growth under rroderate cctripetition showed the same pattern

of increased growth with increasing predatory intensity (Fig 74;

76). Additional runs with ccxnpetition at a nore intense level

resulted in a nore pronounced decline in growth during the early

1960s. with a slower recovery period that lasted for the rest of

the decade, followed by an increase that converged with the tnde-



figure 75. Yellcitail flounder age 3 grcith responses under nrderate can-
petition (Ci) (Cl) and iroderate predation (C1P1),intense predation
(C1P2) conditions with constant P/B
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Figure 76 * Skate age 5 grcwth responses under itoderate ccrrpetition and
rrcderate predation (dPi) and intense predation (C1P2) conditions
with constant P/B
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rate canpetition trends in the late 70's (Fig 77). Windowpane

flounder showed consistent trends between runs and little range in

growth except that intense ccsiipetition produced a slight downward

trend in the 70's (Fig 78). These responses are only slightly dif-

ferent than that shown in (Fig 74) for windowpane in terms of

range, but do differ sharply fran the precipituous drop that was

experienced in the late 70's. Longhorn sculpin growth maintained

the same general pattern shown in (Fig 74), but the rate of in-

crease for xth levels of ccrrpetition was rru.ich steeper (Fig 79).

Differences between noderate canpetition and intense canpetition

were expressed in the 60 's, with the former competitive level pro-

ducirig the largest increases in growth. Both levels converged to

maximum values during the 1970's (Fig 79). Trends in skate growth

were saihat different fran the gradually increasing trend in

(Fig 74), a riore asymptotic response was observed (Fig 80). In-

tense canpetition resulted in a substantial drop in growth during

the early 1960's and continued low levels until the late 7015

while noderate cc*npetition simulations showed a sharply increasing

trend through the 60's with growth reaching a maximum in the

decade of the 1970's (Fig 79).

Growth studies typically deal with the intraspecific effects

of population density, oceanographic factors, or environmental

perturbations (Jones 1979; Clark et al. 1982; Kreuz et al. 1982).

Simulations fran this rrodel suggest that interspecific interac-

tions may also have sane dynamic effects on growth rates of can-

peting dernersal fishes. Predation too seems to haye potential for

growth nodification through reductions in density that release



Figure 77. Yellcitai1 flounder age 3 grcth under several ccetition and
predation conditions with density dependent P/B
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Figure 78. WindcMpane flounder age 3 growth responses under nxDderate cam-
petitior (Ci) , intense cczrpetition (C2) and nxderate predation
(dPi) conditions with density dependent P/B
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Figure 79. Laghorn sculpin age 3 grcth responses under noderate catç)et.i-
tiOn (C1),intense ocripetition (C2) conditions with density
dependent P/B
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Figure 80. Skates age 5 graQth responses under several ccxtpetition and
predation ccnditions with density dependent P/S
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available prey resources, resulting in increased rations for sur-

vivors. Specific responses seem to depend on the growth plasticity

of the particular species in question. yler (1976) showed that

fish, for exanple winter flounder, have strategies of growth and

reproduction that are coupled directly with ration levels. Simula-

tions fran this shallow assemblage nxdel link interspecific inter-

actions, growth responses and corresponding reproductive

capabilities.

cruitmant

Fig 81 shows simulated recruitment tima tracks that were pro-

duced with the shallow assemblage rrodel for the four species. With

the exception of longhorn sculpin, it aears that recruitment

trends under constant P/B rates were fairly consistent regardless

of the ocnipetitive intensity. Yellowtail flounder recruitment

changed little with increasing cctnpetition while windowpane

flounder showed a diverging response during the 70's. Of these

species, skates showed the largest response when canpetition in-

tensity was varied (Fig 81) This is reflected in the r**2 values

of (Table 22). Patterns of recruitment for longhorn sculpin showed

alrrost reversed trends depending on competitive state, the intense

competition nchanism producing a pronounced and steady decline

(Fig 81). The recruitment trajectories for the three aforemen-

tioned species necessarily match patterns for total stock bicxnass

shown in (Fig 71).

Simulated recruitment trends , under several competition and

predation hypotheses, are displayed in Fig 82. All species tended



Figure 81. Recrujtert responses for Ye11cithi1 flounder, Longhorn scul-pin, Wirxk,rpane flounder, and Skates under nderate caripetitiori
(C1P1),jnterise ccxnpetition (C2P1) and iroderate predation conditions
with constant P/B
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Figure 82. Recruitnent responses for Yellcitail flounder, LonghDrn scul-
pin, windcpane flounder, and Skates, under several caretition and

predation conditions with density dependent P/B
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to show divergent ranges of response with time, but these trends

were highly species dependent. YellcMrtail flounder recruitment

showed a variety of responses to caupetition and predation in-

tensity, with znx3.erate ccinpetition and mederate ccttpetition-

intense predation acting as a bound on this particular set of ex-

periments (Fig 82). It appears that intense cCIT!petitiofl and preda-

tion acted to daxIpen oscillations in recruitment in the late 60's

and throughout the 1970's. Longhorn sculpin shows similar changes

in trends with increasing time and intensity of ocinpetition and

predation such that alnost a 400 mt difference in recruitment

bicinass resulted depending on the experiment (Fig 82). Responses

in recruitment for windowpane flounder were such that only dif-

ferences in scale resulted fran the experiments. Trends remained

similar although sctrewhat damped by intense ccznpetition and both

levels of predation (Fig 82). Recruit bicinass at age 3 varied by

alnost 800 mt at the end of the time series under this set of ex-

periments for this species. Skate recruitment also showed no

changes in trends under the various experiments, but did show sane

scale changes (Fig 82). zx1erate canpetition, iroderate canpetition

and predation, and rrcxlerate catpetiticn-intense predation preduced

the higher magnitude trajectory while intense ccnipetition and in-

tense ccitpetition-noderate predation the lower.

Predation by dogfish and squid

Driving variable trajectories of spiny dogfish and squid

bianass were used to sirrulate the effects of predation on the

early life history stages of the 5 carpeting species. The
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responses generated by these predation trends are shown in Fig 83.

Constant and density dependent P/ rates produced similar ts,

but only the constant case is covered graphically. Trends for

tn:xerate and intense predation were similar for spiny dogfish, but

intense predation produced bicmass flows of a higher magnitude,

ahout to times as large (Fig 83). Spiny dogfish constption

responses reflect the increasing abundance of this species in the

shallow assenblage during the 70's.

The bianass of long-finned squid also increased dramatically

in this assenbiage during the late 60's and remained high

throughout the 1970's. Simulated consumption by this species,

therefore, also followed predictable trends, at least for the

rrEderate predation cases (Fig 83). Since consurrç)tiOfl by spiny dog-

fish and squid was sequentialized with equation (3), the flow of

bictnass fran the five ccIeting species into squid via function

g(7), was tied directly to skate intake.

The rrechanism of predation acted to nxxlify the siznilated

denrsa1 fish com-nunity in several ways. As previously mentioned

growth rates increased in response to decreased density hen pre-

dation was initiated. 4ore importantly predation influenced

recruitment levels in the 1970's by affecting the survival rate of

the, early life history stages of yellowtail flounder, longhorn

sculpin, windowpane flounder, and skates. Fig 82 stresses the

point that recruitment bianass varied inversely with predation in-

tensity, thus decreased survival of recruits determined stock

trends for yellowtail flounder, longhorn sculpin, and windowpane
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flounder and influenced skates indirectly through feedback on

grith. Fig 83 shcis that as prey consumption reached higher

levels under intense predation circumstances, intake by squid

varied inversely with spiny dogfish ingestion. This in effect

represents canpetition between the two predators for a scarce

resource with spiny dogfish being the better caçetitor through

nodel design. Since predator dynamics were rt explicitly nodeled,

predator responses are rt the important issue here. Fig 84 shcms

total predator consumption, 1963-1978, for both predation in-

tensities. An increase in total predation intensity resulted in a

corresponding increase in total consumption by the two simulated

species (Fig 84). This was accc*tlished by changing nodel

parameters, which ultimately resulted in the two predators obtain-

ing a higher percentage of their ration fran the yellztail

flounder.. . skates species ainplex.

Evaluation of Model Behavior

To gauge whether this trodel produced meaningful results it was

necessary to investigate the behavioral properties of the various

interactive mechanisms and driving variables. It is useful to

study inxlel responses under several conditions so that a descrip-

tion of general nodel performance and behavior is available

(Overton 1977). Systatic approaches such as factoral designs

Yates Algorithm's and other incremental change methods are

available to study trodel trends, but often the required nunber of

runs to establish nodel directions is uneconcmical or unnecessary,

especially in larger nodels (Overton 1977; Box et al 1978). This



Figure 84. Total predator consunption under mierate predation (dpi) and
intense predation (C1P2) conditions with constant P/B
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nrxlel was evaluated under several different assunptions and

changes in ccznpetition, fishing nrthlity trajectories and haddock

and predator bicmEss. The effects of these changes in system forc-

irig vectors and mechanisms were appraised by observing trends in

the ccnçeting species with correlation analysis. This provided a

qualitative method for determining hci sensitive the various

species were to dnange in these potentially iuortant factors. It

was inpossible to attribute the anount of variation explained to

the particular mechanism or forcing function of interest, since

the effects were not strictly additive.

In any irodel behavior experiments with ctuplex analytical,

mechanistic nodels, it is difficult to design and judge the out-

cs. Only qualitative methods are useful for evaluation purposes

because nxxlel mechanisms tend to be synergistic and unseparable.

The whole process of nodel evaluation is highly nodel specific.

Yellaqtail flounder was perhaps the nost responsive species in

the shall assent)lage nrxlel. It appears that the cctnpetitive

hierarchy as well as the haddock and fishing nortality trajec-

tories were all inportant in determining trends for this species.

Poor correlations resulted in all cases where ccmpetition or the

haddock trajectory were eliminated or neutralized, and the same

outgcxie occurred when several trajectories of constant fishing

nortality were implemented. Also, poor correlations resulted when

all but one mechanism or driver was nullified. The best fit was

obtained when the haddock trajectory, cczrpetition and fishing

nortality were all present in the nodel.
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Longhorn sculpin was also responsive to all the drivers and

canpetitive mechanisms, but a combination of ccztipetition and the

haddock trajectory yielded the best overall results. The two other

cases of one neutral cxztponent resulted in positive correlations,

but the former accounted for iaich iore variation. Experiments that

tested the sensitivity of the one factor cases suggested that no

one driver or mechanism was overly important in determining

longhorn sculpin directions.

Windowpane flounder appear to have been only slightly in-

fluenced by trends in driving variables and cc,etition. The best

correlations were obtained under conditions where only canpetition

or the haddock trajectory were in effect, but these differed only

slightly fran the case where several constant fishing nortality

trajectories were implemented.

Skate bianass was influenced by the haddock and fishing

nortality trajectories and competition variables, but the fishing

nortality trajectory seems to have been nost influential. Canpeti-

tion and the haddock trajectory, though, also appeared to in-

fluence trends in the skate dynamics. In cases where all can-

pcnents except one were neutralized the r**2 values were similar

albeit slightly higher for the fishing nortality trajectory. Cases

where pairs of factors were evaluated also yielded similar posi-

tive trends.

Skate trends were definitely responsive to the different prey

turnover rate scenarios utilized in the model. Under intense can-

petition and constant prey turnover the r**2 for skates dropped
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precipitously due to declining prey resources arid increased had-

dock ccupetiticn (Table 22; Fig 85). Yel1tail flounder trends

were sensitive to prey turnover rate. Longhorn sculpin did not

appear to be quite as sensitive to prey turnover rate as yellow-

tail flounder. Windpane flounder also appears to be less sensi-

tive to prey turnover rate, but distinct decreases in r**2 did

result under prey limiting ariditions.

Predator trajectories appear to have been iuportant influences

on the trends of the four species yellaitail flounder, longhorn

sculpin, windowpane flounder, and skates. Sensitivity analysis

suggested that the time sequence of these trajectories was im-

portant for determining species responses. For instance if the

time trend in predator biaass is reversed, a poor ntxlel fit

results. The donor-recipient equations damped the effect of high

intensity predation because parameter changes in these equations

are not strictly rruitiplicative (Fig 84). For example a 3-fold in-

crease in bj in equation (2) wuld not necessarily result in a

3-fold increase in bianass consumed. The effects of intense preda-

tion are diminished scxnefnat by the assymtotic nature of these

equations (Fig 59). This means that the effect of depensatory pre-

dation in the 70's was sanewhat diminished, the large predator

biauass did not have quite the expected high impact.

The responses of the particular species under m:xlerate com-

petition, without predation, occurred for different reasons.

Windowpane flounder correlations remained high under )xth prey

turnover hypotheses because this species consistently obtained en-

-
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ough food resources to maintain an increasing trend over the time

series. This occurred primarily because of its place in the can-

petitive hierarchy dnich insured this increasing trend. Skate

trends on the other hand were very closely tied into prey dynamics

suggesting a rrore direct link to prey density. Skate bianass

showed a slower tendency to respond to changes induced by inter-

specific ccietition, due to limited ability to respond via growth

and its prolonged recruitment time lag. Yellowtail flounder and

longhorn sculpin responded similarly in that poor r**2 values

resulted because of increasing trends in stock bicmass in the lat-

ter years of the sinulated time span. The nideled food resource

was expanding rapidly, which resulted in increasing trends for

these to species that were opposite to the actual observed

phenanenon.

Under intense caipetition without predation, prey resources

were unable to maintain sufficient density under the constant P/B

state. This prey decline caused a poorer ncdel fit for windowpane

flounder and skates and a better trend for yellowtail flounder an}

longhorn sculpin. The cç,osite occurred under the density

dependent prey turnover rate hypothesis (Table 22).

The addition of predation to the basic nodel results in nore

variation being explained and stable trends in all the species

(Table 22). This mechanism acts primarily on the latter years of

the series by dampening bianass increases in yellowtail flounder

and longhorn sculpin with the resulting effect of slightly in-

creasing r**2 for windowpane and skates. Predation in this rrodel
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has a slight effect on growth rates of the four species, but itore

inportantly results in a positive feedback on windowpane and Skate

stock biaass and negative feedback on yellowtail and longhorn

bicznass. These bictnass responses ultimately cause time-lagged

changes in recruitment of the four species. Predation on the yel-

lcxtail flounder. . . skates species catplex caused a positive feed-

back on prey biavass in the latter years of the series. With in-

creasing predation intensity, prey bicnass shows a corresponding

increase, causing slight increase in skate bicxass due to in-

creased prey availability that occurred because of declines in

haddock, yellovttail and longhorn sculpins. This nchanism then

when coupled with the cczipetitive effects induced by large year

classes of haddock in the early years of the time series, yields

more realistic simulated trends. Better model fits are obtained

under both prey turnover rate hypotheses when predation is added

to the model (Table 22). In all four cases where only predation

intensity is varied, a fairly robust model fit results, the best

being under intense predatory conditions (Table 22). Intense cati-

petition, when coupled with predation under constant P/B results

in parallel, but sharper, system states changes than produced by

intense ccitpetition only. The same scenario under density

dependent P/B results in model fits similar to the above moderate

cc*npetition and predation and intense predation cases. These bet-

ter fits were obtained because yellowtail flounder trends fit

observed behavior much more closely. The best yellowtail fits are

obtained under conditions of predator preference irrespective of

turnover rates.



The influx of squid into this assemblage may be related to

general warming trends as well as stock increases (Davis 1977);

Lange et al 1980). The reasons for substantial increases in in-

dices of spiny dogfish catch/tog in the shal1oi assemiblage are not

obvious, but probably relate to distributional shifts, since net

increases in bicinass of this species requires considerable time

periods (Wood et al. 1979). One possible explanation might involve

the general warming trend noted above as well as declines in

primary food resources of this species in other locations. This

highly migratory species depended heavily on herring stock which

were depleated in the late 60's and early 70's (Anthony and Waring

1978).

i'kxlel Implications

Studies of cc*mnity structure in the general ecological

literature typically address the subject of interspecific interac-

tion by studying the effects of canpetition and predation on

species coexistence and density (Caswell 1976; hastings 1977;

Caswell 1978). These investigations necessarily center on ques-

tions of evolutionary time and hence do not contribute nuch to our

understanding of perspectives in the short-term or ecological time

scale. Of interest in the shorter term is the influence of preda-

tioi and octipetition on species density. Although field studies

have examined the incidence of these two mechanisms in the natural

setting, (Paine 1974; Hairston 1980; Larson 1980), they have not

focused on how system hanaostasis occurs nor on dynamic change

within the studied populations. It is of great interest to fishery
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ecologists and managers to kncM hq fishery systems will respond

when perturbed by fishing and environmental change and what inter-
specific interactions will result. Up to no we have observational

evidence to support the hypothesis that interspecific mechanisms

can serve as organizers of cctanunity structure for exploited

marine fishes (Dann 1980).

Car!petition has long been recognized as an inortant inter-

specific regulatory mechanism in freshwater environments.

Liniio1ogists and fishery biologists have observed over many years

that canpetitive interactions may cause profound changes in

nortality and grith of fishes. Sairronid ccmtLinities in particular

shcw the effects of ccrnpetition for space and food. (Borgeson

1966) stated unequivocally that " the factor that nost profoundly

effects trout survival and groath is canpetition". Other studies

have affirmed the inpDrtance of cc*npetition in determining spatial

segregation and affecting grci.rth rates of freshwater fishes (Smith

1970; Bennett 1971; Connell 1975; Svardson 1976 and Stewart et al
1981).

Terrestrial canpetitive relationships in floral arid faunal

coimunities have been investigated in numerous locations. Catipeti-

tion appears to be an inportant controlling agent in successional

stages of plant and animal ccxrruunities (Connell 1977). Most field

experiments have necessarily centered on vegetation or small

vertebrates because of the difficulty in manipulating large rrobile

vertebrate populations (Connell 1975). One such study on

salainanders of the genus (Plethodon) spanned several years. shc-
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ing that canpetition on an altitude gradient in several fountain

ranges was an irrportant determinate of interspecific distribution

(Hairston 1980). Studies of canpetition in the marine environment

have focused on the intertidal and subtidal zones of several

oceans. Barnacle cartpetition was observed by (Connell 1961 ), the

subordinate species being excluded fran areas of mutual pre-

ference. A controlled field experiment confirmed that ccznpetition

for food occurred between two starfish (Menge 1972). Paine (1974)

sha'ed that populations of mussels and barnacles were ccxupeting

for space in the intertidal. One very interesting recent study

dealt with interference canpetition between two fishes of the

genus Sebastes. This controlled field experiment demz)nstrated that

interspecific territorality was responsible for the separation of

two rockfish with a high degree of dietary overlap (Larson 1980).

The cctrpetitive daninant excluded its congener fran the sha11

productive region. Potential marine fish cal!petitive interactions

were reviewed by (Dann 1981), but all the proposed stock interac-

tions were based strictly cc-i observational evidence. Circurnstan-

tial evidence suggests that canpetitive interactions nay be

responsible for major bicznass oscillations in pelagic and demersal

fish populations off the California coast, New England and in the

North sea (Riffenburgh 1969; Sherman et al 1981 and Hempel 1978)

respectively.

Predation as a carmunity haneostatic mechanism has been in-

vestigated in both theoretical and field experiments. It is

recognized that predation effects may range fran sinpie rexnvals

of available prey by opportunistic predators to near extinctions
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induced by large populations of selective predators. Many studies

have centered on the predator mediated coexistence theme with pre-

dators acting as a stablilizing element between caipeting species

((Hastings 1977; Caswell 1978; Hairston 1980). Zooplankton can-

munities in freshwater lakes are strongly influenced by the addi-

tiori of planktivorous fish, which quickly drive the larger

daninant species to low levels (Hall et al. 1970; Caswell 1976).

Intertidal invertebrate predators can greatly influence their prey

populations and piscivorus fish can control or even deplete their

forage base (Dayton 1971; Paine 1974; Stewart 1981). Size specific

predation serves as the mechanistic infrastructure for an ecosy-

stem ndel of the North Sea (Anderson and lrsin 1977).

The Georges Bank shallow assemblage nodel suggests that at

least part of the observed change in interspecific bicziiass in this

asseithiage fran 1963-1978 may be explained by interspecific inter-

actions. These sinLilations provide only circumstantial evidence

and hence should be interpreted cautiously, because other

plausable explanations or hypotheses may also have utility and be

equally useful in explaining the observed change. It appears,

I-xever, that sa inferences may be drawn fran the results of

these experiments.

,Table 22 suggests that canpetition alone cannot, for the nost

part, explain nuch of the long-term fluctuations observed in this

assentlage. This is to be expected since the bianass responses of

the yellowtail flounder. . . skates catplex are tied directly into

the Xl prey source. Regardless of prey turnover rate, after had-
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dock were reduced in the assemblage, prey bianass responded by

showing uard trends. Essentially no effective ccliipetition was

occurring in the latter years of the time series because the

daninant ccwpetitor, haddock, was no longer exerting much in-

fluence on the assemblage. The dynamic responses of yellowtail

flounder, longhorn sculpin, windowpane flounder and skates during

the early years suggest that ccmpetition did effectively reduce

the growth and reprcxluctive capabilities of the four demersal

fishes, and intense predation by the five fish cctietitive network

caused a short term reduction in benthic invertebrate prey resour-

ces. Although no time series of quantitative benthic data exists

for the region, the prey responses, with the exception of intense

canpetition under constant P/B conditions, seem reasonable under

the regime that existed in the early 60s. Since haddock bianass

was high prior to 1963 (Clark et al 1982), the downward trend in

prey bianass that the nodel predicts seem plausible. Prey bianass

responses, at least under density dependent turnover, appear con-

sistent with findings that suggest that demersal fish may cause

only short term declines in benthic prey populations (Arntz 1980).

Canpetition could not serve as a plausable mechanism for explain-

ing the total long-term changes in species abundance that occurred

in this assemblage, but it may have served as a catalyst that

allciwed subsequent assemblage transformations to occur. The sug-

gestion here is that caipetition has little influence unless large

year classes of demersal fish ccxnpetitors are present. If so intra

and interspecific canpetitive effects may help initiate direc-

tional changes in growth, stock biciiss and recruitment of can-
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petitors.

To explain the maximum amount of variation with this nodel

design, canpetition must occur in the early years of the tinQ

series and short term seasonal predation in the latter. Observed

trends in haddock bicznass suggest that canpetition between this

species, and the other denrsal fish modeled, occurred in the

early 60' s. Several authors have inplicated ccinpetition as a pos-

sible source of change of haddock and yellowtail flounder density

(Royce et al. 1959; Pitt 1970). This may explain the short term

increase in yellowtail flounder catch/tow indices that occurred in

the mid to late 60's.

Subsequent release of prey resources, coupled with a fairly

intense fishery on yellowtail flounder and seasonal predation,

allowed species such as windowpane flounder and skates to ex-

perience steady increases in bianass in the late 70' s. Seasonal

predation acted as a depensatory mortality source Qnich had a

direct inpact on yellowtail flounder and longhorn sculpins, and

indirect feedback on windowpane flounder and skates. This is the

sane type of predatory effect observed in simulations of salnonid

predators on their alewife prey resource in Lake Michigan. Preda-

tion intensity was independent of prey density resulting in large

potential changes in prey bianass (Stewart 1981).

Results fran this nodel suggest that cciupetition between had-

dock and the other demersal fish in this assemblage occurred in

the early 60's. Release of prey resources after haddock declined,

coupled with a fairly intense fishery on yellowtail flounder and
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seasonal predation, allowed species such as windowpane flounder,

little skate, and winter skate to experience steady increases in

biomass in the early 1970's. I think that investigating these

types of hypotheses could be an inportant link in resolving mul-

tispecies and ecosystem issues.
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Prey Biculass

The food resource or prey of the five competing yellowtail

flounder...skates showed several different bianass responses

depending on the prey turnover rate and the combinations of com-

petition and predation that were used in a particular sinulation.

Under constant prey turnover rate conditions prey bianass ex-

perienced a steadily declining trend when intense catetition was

sinulated (Fig 85). This downward progression was not ameliorated

even with the addition of intense predation on the Yellow-

tail...Skate ccirplex, the t&o trajectories being only slightly

different (Fig 85). Under the same prey turnover provisions, prey

bicmass showed an increasing exponential tendency when ccnipetition

was mx1erate (Fig 85). When rroderate cctnpetition alone or noderate

and intense predation were coupled with this mechanism, prey

bianass increased (Fig 85). In the latter years of these three

trajectories a disparity in bianass results through release of

prey bianass that occurs through predation effects on the yellow-

tail flounder...skates complex (Fig 85). This allows prey bianass

to increase proportionately faster with intensifying predation

(Fig 85). Both of these prey responses seen to indicate sarwhat

aberant trends since the former leads to extinction while the lat-

ter represents unchecked growth (Fig 85). General benthic

macrofaunal studies suggest that bth of these responses may be

uncharacteristic of small benthic invertebrates who not only

maintain stable numerical densities under predation, but also show

population growth limits when densities are at a maxirrurn (Rowe et

al 1975; Warwick 1980). Other studies conclude that although



Figure 85. Xl,prey biaiiass, trajectories under several cc*npetition and
predation cc*xlitions and constant P/B
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macrobenthic invertebrate prey bicim3ss may be reduced on a short

term basis by predation fran demersal fish population trends did

not appear to be influenced by demersal fish density (Arntz 1980).

Sinulation responses suggest that the prey bicxnass nodel

sinulated a logistic growth function under the density dependent

turnover rate hypothesis (Fig 86). Figure 86 shows invertebrate

prey responses that occurred under conditions of density dependent

prey turnover rate. As in the previous exanpies trajectories for

intense and noderate carptition showed different trends, but in

this case the bic*nass levels converged at the end of the time

series. Intense canpetition did not result in near extinction of

prey bicznass as occurred under a constant prey turnover rate (Fig

86). Prey bianass declined steadily in the first several years of

the time series under the intense ccinpetition situation

represented by intense canpetition and intense canpetition and

predation in Fig 86. This period of decline was foliwed by a rapid

increase in bianass and unlike the constant P/B case, predation

pressure under intense ccnipetition and predation allowed a steeper

rate of increase to occur (Fig 86). The three experiments that

simulated noderate canpetition resulted in fairly similar trends

with a smell arrount of divergence as time increased in the sinula-

tions (Fig 86). These runs produced a classic logistic response

curve within the 16 year time span of the simulation. (Arntz 1980)

discussed several response hypotheses that could be utilized for

explaining observed trends in marine benthic populations that

result fran interspecific interactions with demersal fishes. The

curves generated by using a density dependent prey irodel appear to



Figure 86. Xl, prey bicxtss, trajectories under several caripetition and
predation conditions and density dependent P/B
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be nore useful for describing prey responses to the 5 carçeting

species.

Xl Prey Bic*nass Flow

In this rrodel of the shallow assemblage demersal fish system

the flow of bianass frc*rt the invertebrate prey food resource, Xl,

ultimately determines the daily ration of the 5 ccnpeting species.

This is acccxtplished through the g functions which link density

changes to consumption by the ccxnpetitors. This primary channel

then couples available food resources to growth of the caeting

fish fish and partially determines the direction of recruitment

and stock biQnass. Fig 87 tracks the various intraspecific

g-function responses under constant prey turnover rate circum-

stances and is representative of sinulated behavior under xtoderate

caipetition and intense carpetition and all predation choices. Un-

der intense conpetition the declining prey biarss situation, all

species with the exception of windcripane flounder, showed a

steadily declining trend in metric tons of intake of the prey

resource. This can be explained by observing the haddock trajec-

tory, g (3), which shows the degree of difference of bicmss

utilization that results by varying canpetition intensity. Under

intense caetition nore prey bicaiass is funnelled into haddock

pre1ecruits, in the early 60's, resulting in decreased flow to the

other species (Fig 87). This intense drain on prey resources in

the initial years of the series could not be canpensated for under

a constant prey turnover rate (Fig 85), thus under intense can-

petition (C2P1), prey intake declined with time (Figs 87).



Figure 87. g responses under nxerate ccrrpetition (dPi) and intense cam
petition (C2P1) ccnditioris with constant P/B
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Simulations that investigated noderate cctnpetitive effects

produced g-function responses with increasing trajectories cor-

responding sanednat to prey bicmass increases produced under this

catpetition scenario (Figs 72; 87). Haddock, g(3), was the excep-

tion, but predictably so since the dynamics of this species were

controlled bj inputting yearly estimates of numbers at age. Yel-

lowtail flounder,Longhorn sculpin, and Skates showed initial

declines in prey intake due to canpetition with haddock for prey

resources. Yellowtail and longhorn sculpin increased intake

slowly, after this initial period, while skate consumption bon-

tinued to decline and then hovered at 1963 levels until 1971 when

prey intake began to increase (Fig 87). Windowpane consumption

remained constant frciit 1963-1964 and steadily increased over the

remaining years of the simulation.

Density dependent prey turnover rates caused significant scal-

ing changes in canpetitor consumption and slight nodifications in

trends for yellowtail flounder and longhorn sculpin in the 1970's

(Fig 88). Considerable differences in prey consumption resulted

for Yellowtail flounder,Longhorn sculpin, and Skates, when intense

ccnpetition was simulated and the magnitude of the decrease was

much nore pronounced (Fig 88). These responses are echoed in Fig

88, which shows the rapid initial decline in prey bianass that

occurred via intense ccnipetition in the early years of the tima

series. Trends for buth the noderate canpetition and intense can-

petition cases were actually very similar to the rroderate catpeti-

tion case in Fig 87, except that the latter years reflected the

haiostatic effects of density dependent prey turnover rate for



- Figure 88. g responses under several cciiipetitiOn and predation conditions
with density dependent P/B
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Yellowtail flounder and Longhorn sculpin (Figs 86; 88). Prey

bicinass consumption by the 5 competitors showed declines for all

species during the early 60' s under bDth rioderate competition and

intense canpetition conditions. Windowpane flounder showed the

nDst rapid recovery followed by longhorn sculpiri, yellowtail

flounder, and skates. Yellowtail consumption reached s tit:ilar

levels in the late 70's under buth competitive hypotheses, but

differential responses occurred for longhorn sculpin and skates

during the sane period (Figs 88).
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C S$$*$***S********s**$** MODEL )ISF'(CES ******s*s*****t$**$*S*4
C CONCEPTUAL FRAMEUORK AND MODEL BY BILL OVERHOLTZ AND Al TYLER
C PROGRAM BY BILL OVERHOL1Z
C A REPRESENTATION OF A MULTISPECIES DEMERSAL COMMUNITY FROM
C THE SHALLOU ASSEMBLAGE ON GEORGES BANK
C THIS MODEL CONTAINS SEVERAL SUITCHES THAT ARE USED TO EVONE VARIOUS
C COMBINATIONS OF COMPETITION, PREDATION, PREDATOR PREFERENCE ANO
C PREY TURNOVER RATES.
C

C

SUBROUTINE UMODEL (IT)
C UXX

COMMON D(IOO),BAA(1O),BAR(IO.IOT,BFA(IO(.BG((O.10).BK(lO).PMRYIO)
COMMON BMA(IO) ,B112010, ID) ,BNt ((0,10) ,0N2( tO, tO) .BSR( 10.10) .BV( 10)
COMMON BU()O),DZA()O),BZRI(IO).BZR5(tO. IO),BZR7CTO.tO),G(1O)
COMMON X0,t0A,XA(.lO),XBAR(1O,IO),IDARTflO),XC(lO).XEA((0)
COMMON XPLOU(1O),XL(lOI,XN(tO.1O),XP(IO),XPR(IO.IO),XFREYflO)
COMMON OR(lO,lO),XT(IO),XTENP(IO),XTN1 (I0),XU(tO,1O),XUDARO)
COMMON OIJG(tO,tO),00TMI(1O,lO),000(IO),TEMP1 (l6).TEMP2(16)
COMMON TEMP3(16),TEMP4(16(,TEMPS(16),TEMP6((6),TEMP7(I6.3)
COMMON XPER(t0,tO),XFERB(10,101,K.XRECO),XTOTAL(10(
KMOD(I1-1q63.t61+l
CALL PRED
CALL SUBAPLY
CALL ADULT
CALL RECRUIT
CALL FRET
RETURN

END

C

C

C

C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES )IUPREIIATIOH MORTALITY) ANY' 112
C (NATURAL BACKGROUND MORTALITY). THE PREDATORS X7.XO ACT AS A PULSE,GEKCRAPIRG

C ALL 111 MORTALITY OVER A SHORT TIME INTERVAL. 112 IS GENERATED BY RESIDENT

C PREDATORS SUCH AS COD.000SEFISI4 0111' SEA RAVENS 0)41) APPLIED AS A CONSTANT

C RATE OVER THE YEARLY INTERVAL. NO PREDATION MORTALITY (Ml) OCCURS ON 06-SKATES.

C

SUBROUTINE FRED
C ZZXX

COMMON B(100) .BAA( tO) .DAR( 10.101 .BFA(I0) .B6( TO, tO) ,B0) IO),I'ART 10)
COMMON BMA(lO).PM2(t0.TO).BNI (lO.1O).8N2(lO,IO).PSR(1O.IU),BcfotO(
COMMON BU(I0).BZAflO),PZR1 (l0).BZRS(1O,tO),BZR7(1O.l0).G(1O(
COMMON 0(10.10) .00(10) ,XBAR(IO, fO).XBARTO100,XC()O),XEA) 10),
COMMON OFLOU( TO) .01(101 ,XN(IO, to) ,XP(lO),IPR(lO.lOJ,XPRET()O)
COMMON OR) TO. IO),XT)IO).XTEMP(IO),XTMI (1O),XU(I0.T0).XDDAR(1O(
COMMON 006C)O.lO),00TMI(IO.IO),XUO(l0).TEMPT (16).TEMP2()6)
COMMON TEMP3CT6).TEMP4((6),TEMP5(16).TEMP6(16).TEMP7(t6.3)
COMMON XPER(I0.I0).OPERD(IO.IO),K.XREC(I0),XTOTAL(1O)
RN(4. I )rTEMP7(0.( I
XVI 4 2) TEMP7(K, 2)
ON) 4 . 3) TEMP 7)0. 3)
OF)?) TEMP1(K)
XP(8)TEMP2(K)

TOTAL PIOMASS FOR EACH SPECIES IN METRIC TONS

20 I2,5
XT)I((RN(I.l tXU)I.) )+ON(I.2)XU(I.2)+XN(I.3)*OU(I,3))f1O00.O

I CONTINUE

0101)453 PLOD FROM PREDATION. THE PARAMETERS D(53-56,5?62) ACT AS
SUITCHES THAT EVOKE PREDATOR PREY PREFERENCE RESPONSES.

G(6)O(SI )*XP(7)*(l-EXPI (B(52)4((B(531*XT(2) )(M(4)*XT(3))
I (D)S3)4XJ(4))+)?(56)*XTIS)))/XPI7)))
G)71B(5?)sXP(8)*(I_XPt(B(58I.((B(S?)*XT(7)),1B(0O)*ZT(3))+

I)B(61)sXT(4)('(B(62)*XT4S))-G(6))IXP(8))t
ETOTALII )P(S3)*XT(2),P(D4).OT(3)+Bl55)*XT(4)+BI6)*OT(5)

1+B(5,).OT(2)+PUO)*XT(3).P)6l )*XT(4)+B(62)*XT(5t
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C TOTAL FLOU IN MT FOR EACH SPECIES

XFLOU12)(B(S3)*XT(2l,6(6)+Dl59)*XT(21MGC7l1/XTO1AL(f)
UFLUU13)r(B1S4)4XD(31G(61(6Ol*XT(31G(7l1/XTOTAt(1)
XF10U(4>Illl55t .XT(4)*D(6)+B16 )*XT(4I*D(71)/XTOTALI I)

XFLOU)(D(6XT(5)1Gl6)Ul62)SXT1S)*C171),'XTOTAL1I)
C

C PERCENT DIONATS AT AGE

C

110 2 12.
110 3 Jt.3
XfER(I.J)((Xlfl1,J)XA(I.J))/I000.Ol/XTlI1

3 CONTINUE

2 CONTINUE

C

C PERCENT rILLED AT AGE ANT PREDATION flORTALIRY AT AGE

C B(O7tA PREDATION SUITCN 0.0 NO.1.0 YES

C

DO 4 I.5
1)0 0 Jt.3
OPEROC I.ilXFLOU(I) XPER1I,J) I/OTt!)
pNl(!.j)' X!.JEPERDU.JI1/XNC1.J1IU(87l

S CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE

C

C TOTAL INSTANTANEOUS MORTALITY DURING 7 PROL1UCTZVE 1IOIITHS

C CALCULATED FROM CONDITIONAL MORTALITY RATES.
C

110 6 I2.5

DO 7 .frI,3

BM21I.J)(BMR(I)/12.0)*?.O
9N211,J)r(1_EOPI-11M211J)l)

DARt! ,J)(DN1 (I, J)+11N2(j.J) )-(UNI (I .J) *011211 J) I

BSRtI,J)I-PAR(I,J)
BZR7II.J)-ALOGtBSR(I,J) I

7 CONTINUE

6 CONTINUE
C

C FIND TOTAL INSTANTANEOUS MORTALITY RATE FOR 16
C

DO B 11.5
D11216.I)rIDtIR(6)f 12.0) *7.0

1120716.1) PIi216. I)

I CONTINUE

C

C INSTANTANEOUS TOTAL MORTALITY FIR S UNPRODUCTIVE MONTHS

C SPECIES X2,...X0
C

00 9

DO 10 JI,3
BZ000I,J)*IBIIRII)/T2.0)*5.0

10 CONTINUE

CONTINUE

C INSTANTANEOUS TOTAL IIIRTALITY RATE FOR 5 UNPRODUCTIVE

C MONTHS SPECIES 16

DO Ii Irt.5

BZR5)6.I)1B11Rl6),'I2.0)*0.0

II CONTINUE

RETURN

END

C

C

C THIS SLI1100UTINE CALCULATES AVERAGE HIO1IASS AND USES IT IN

C SEVERAL SEOI)ENTIALIZEP COMPETITIVE RECIPOANT CONTROLLED DYNAMIC

C FIOA EQUATIONS TO OQTAIN A TEARIT RATION FOR EACH SPECIES. THIS

C THEN IS CONVERTED TO CR00111 AN!) USED TO UPDATE DIO1IASS DURING

C 11 210 DAY PRODUCTIVE SEASONIIIAT-NOV).
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SUBROUTINE SU040L'
22T0

C0000N D )0U) ,BA(I0) .BARHO. 10).LFA( 1D),06(1Q.)Q) .B1O),00R) 10)
dONOR ONA)IO),002(1O,l0),00I 0)0, (01,002) (0, lO),BSR(IO.100.B0'(lO)
CaNNON PU) I0),BZA(I0),02RI0IO).BZRS(1O,IO),81R7(IO,lOI,6(IO)

C00000 0010,10) .00)10) ,XBAR( 10,10) ,0000T( IO),XC(I01,XEA( 10)

C0000N UFL000l0) ,xL0,XM0,lO ,XPUO) ,00R(10,10),XPRET<l0)
C0000N 000(0, lO).XT(lO),XTEMP(I0).XTIIIOIOI,000TO,I0i,X004R0101

C001ION XWGUO. IO).X%l1NI 110.tO.XUOIO),TEMPI 116).TEMP2(16)

COMMON TEMP36' .1E0P4U6(.TEOPSU6I,rC816161 ,TEti?7016,3)
CaNNON TFER(1O, 0) .XPERB( IO.tO),K.XREC(IO) ,XTOTAI(1O)
00 1 1'2.6

I'O 2

0040(1. .1) 20.0

00401) I) '0.0

CRC I. .1) 2

OUT) 1. J) '0 .0

XP001.J)'O.O
2 CONTINUE
I CONTINUE

C

C C4LC)JL4TC 0EU S1OS4SS AT AGE, USING RICCEE 1075 FF231
C 0)4.0) OUST BE RECALCULATED BECAUSE IT (lUST AGREE UITN
C TUE XN(4.1; DRIVING VARiABLE

06 5 i2,3
0)4,1 'tXRC4,I)*XIl(4. 11)1)000.0

25 CONTiNUE

00 2) 122.6

XCI,U'(0001.U'XU001))/l000.6
2) CONTINUE

00 3 I'2.6
00 4 J' 1.3

XP#0(1.J)'(XU.J)(1 EXF(DG)l,J)-OZ07(1,J)))),'2.O
4 CONTINUE

3 CONTINUE

00 26 124.5

X0400á.I)200(8.Z)s()#EXF006(6,I)-BZR7(6,I>fl 1/2.0
6 CONTINUE

CALCULATE TOTAL DIOMASS FOR LACK SPECIES

00 S 1'2.6

X0#RTU'xP#RU. 1)TP4E(1,2;X1AR(l.3)tI9#R(l,4+U0AR)I,S)
S CONTINUE

SEOUENTIALIZEB OTNAJIIC PiCA EPV#T100S

6(3)2B(1l)*XBART(4)*ol_EXPI(B(I2)*(XBAOT())/180RT(4)))l
6)S)2B(l3*XPART(6)s()_EXPtP(l4.uXP0RTu1_G3nIXBARTI6H
G(4)B(1S)*XPPRT)S)*ol-EXP1(P1l6)*o(XPART)l)-6)3)-O(S))/
TXBART(5))))

GIl )BC7)sXBART(2)s(l-EXP)(B(8)*((XBART(l I -G(3)-G(41-6(i! (1
IXBARI(2))))

(2)B()*XBART)3)so1-EXP1(p(1O)*) )00001(1 )-O)3)-U)41-005)-
(61)) )/XBART(3) I I I

CALCULATE RATION AllOt PERCENT RATION TO DETERMINE 3RONTO

110 0 122.6

Q 9 J'l.3

XR(I.J)'(G(I1 )'000AR)I,J)/0000T(U) 11/210.0
UPR(I.J)001I,J)/XBAR(I,J)
IF(XPR(I.J) .LE. .0)) XPR)I.J)=.O1
IF)XPR(I.i) .GE. .00) XPR(I.J)'.OS

9 CONTINUE

S CONTINUE

DO 22 ('4,5

00(6,! )2(0150t)XEtAR(6.I)/0000IU)) (/2)0.0

XFR(6,I)'XR(8,I)I004R)6, I)
22 CONTINUE

00 24 ('4.0

IF(XPR(6.I) .LE. .01) IPR(6,!)'.Ol
1F(TPR)6.IJ .GE. .00) XPR(6,I)'.O5

24 CONTINUE
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C FINO UEIGHT GAINEI' AND UFOATE 0(1601 AT AGE

COUN1l7
00 10 I2.6
DO Ii J'l.3

XUG(t.J)T(COUNT1'O1COUTlTI 1sUPRI.J))
C0UNTCCUNT '2

II CONT1000

70 CONTINUE

0061 6. 4) 'BI 47) +1 DC 48) *XPR( 6. 4

006(6.S)rB(49)e(BCSO)*XPR(6,S) I

00 (2 I'2.6
XCI) I.)) XU0( 1) 4006(1. 1)

(2 CONTIN1IE

DO 13 I2.6
DO 14 J2.3
XII(I,J1-XUT(1C1.J-1 )+XUG(I,i)

II CONTINUE

(3 CONTINUE

XU(6.S)XUTNl (6.4)+XUG(6,3)

XU(6.4)'XUTNI (6.3)+XUG(6,4)

C

C UPDATE NUNBER AT AGE

DO 15 2.6

DO 76 .l.3
XN(I.JIr(XK(1.i)SEXP(.DZR7(I,J)))

KU TN 7' I. J I 'XIII I. .1)

IA CONTINUE

IS CONTINUE

110 23 I'4,S

0N18,1)'(XNC6.II*EXP(-.BZR7(6,OC) I

XUTMI (6.1 )'XU(ó,l)

23 CONTINUE
C

C

c TOTS ENDS THE 000XICICTISE PURl OF THE YEAR, OUT NORTALITT
C $1111. OCCURS DURING INC RENA1NING 5 ?IONTNS.001CATE NUNDERS AT AGE
C

C

110 7 I'.A
110 II J'(3
L'S-1

XNU,L)'XNU.1-()*EXP-BZR5(7.L-l))
18 CONTINUE

(7 CONTINUE

XNC6.6)'XN(A.S)EXP(DZRSCA.S))
XN(6.S1XN(6.41*EKP(-BZRS(6.4)1

C

C UPDATE 0100.TSS AT AGE

C

DO IN I'2.3
00 20 J'1,3

L'S-J
XI 1.1) I. 1-11* XCI( I.LI)/t 000 .0

20 CONTINUE
19 CONTINUE

0(6.6) 'XN(a.S) '(0(6.51 /(000 .0

066.5) 'XN(6.4JsXU(6.4 (1)000.0
1;

C P107) TOTAl. SPECIES SPECIFIC DIONASS

C

110 27 I'2.S

XIOTALI1I'X(I,l) 'XC 1.2) +0(1,3) .58(I)

27 CONTINUE

XIOTAL(X)'X(6.l)40(6.2),X(6.3)4I(6,4)+o(6.5)4X6(6)
RETURN

END
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THIS SUDROUTINE USES EOUATION 4 FROM 0ERIS0.CJF.S T9,H3?.PP260
TO NOVEL THE 010(1055 OF EACH ADULT STOCK.

TilE NOVEL TEAR OR 02.03. CALCULATE Z.4,LI.Ii.CATCH.ESCAFE)IENT

SUDROUTINE ADULT
2200
COMMON BAIOO).BOA(l0).VAR)10, l0).BlA)lO),00(10.10).BK)l0) .0(10) 0)
COMMON DMA(l0J .Bl1?(T0,I0),BNT (10.10) .0N2(l0,1O),BSR(IO, to) ,0V(I0)
COMMON 001)0) .0201)0) .BZRI(I0l.0105)10,1O.BZR7(tO.lO).6)l0)
COIIIION 0(10.10) ,XA)10) ,000R( 10, lOT ,00AP.T( (0) ,XCI t0).XEA( 10)
COMIION XFLOU(l0).XL()0),XN(t0. tOt .XP(10).XPR(l0. )0).EPKEY(t0)
COMMON XL) (0,10) .XT(IO),XTEMP(10),XTN1 (10),XUO.l0).XUBAR)l0)
COMMON XU6(l0,tO).XUTMI(lO.l0),XUO(1O) .TEHP1 (16),TEMP2)16)
COMMON TE315),TEMP4IIO.TEMPSI6,TENP6(16).TEHP7(t6.3)
COMMON XFER( tO,t0),XPERD 10,10) .K.XREC(tO),XTOTAL)10)
PFA(2(TEflP3(E)
BF 013) T C HP 41 K)

BFA)5)TEMP5)K)
BEA)6)TENR6)K)
DO I 12,3

0 )9FA) I )+0l)j4( I)
BAA) I) ( I -EKP( -BZA( I)))

B VI I) 0(10)!) *000) I) I I BlAt I)
XC)I)BU(I)*XA) I)
XEA) I IXA) ((-XCII)

I CONTINUE

UPDATE X2.X3 DIOMASS BASED 00 DERISO EQUATION

00 2 12.3
(I DE(I) )*Ut-(BU(()+DV)j)7 )*EEA(I)fl-

I(VK(I)*(1--1VU1l)+Bli(l))**2*1XEA(I)/XA(1fl*XTH1)i)),
100EC( I)

CONTINUE

START OF NOVEL YEAR FOR XS.XA. CALCVLOTE Z.0,U,V,CATCH.ESCOPEIIEQT

00 3 I-5,6
0201!) BFA( ((+0(1011)
8AA(I)(l-EXP(-DZA)I) I
D)J)I))0F4IO)sPA0)J))/BZA(I)
BV(I))BMA(!)*BAA)I) (/020(1)
XCII) BU( 11*00) 1)
XEA(I)XA) I (-XCII)

3 CONTINUE

UPDATE 05 000MASS BASCO 014 DERISO EQUATION.

0A(5)((14BK(0))*) (I-(BUIS)+BV(5))).XEA(5)I)-
I(SK(5)*(1-)(80(5)+BR(5)).s2))s(XEA(5)/XA(5))*XTMl (5)1+
I IRECI5)

UPDATE X6 BIOHASS BASED ON DCRISO EQUATION

X0(6)((*BI((6)Tt(I I-(PU(4),BV(6)))*XE*))))-
t(DK(6)*(1-I(DU(6)+BV(6))**2,)*(XCA(61/XA)6))*XTM1)6))+
10DEC16)

REINVEX ESCAPEMENT AND RECRUITMENT AT T-I(Xt(lICt) FOR NEXT TEARS NW

DO S 1r2.3
01(1)11 )*XEA)I)

S CONTINUE
00 6 (5.6
0TH))! )*XEAU)

6 CONTINUE
XREC(2)*X)2.0
XREC(3)XI3,4)
XREC(S)X)5.4)
XREC(6)X(6.6)
RETURN

END

THIS SUDRDUTIIE CALCULATES LARVAL IECRUIIII($T FOR X2,X,X5.I6
BASED ON ADULT STOCK SIZE N0 N SPECIES SPECIFIC STOCN RECRUIT
RELNTZONS#IZP.
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SUBROUTINE RECRUIT
zzxx

COMMON P(100).84A4lO),P6Rflo, 1O),BFA( IO).B&) 1O,)O),VE)1O) ,U$R()O)
COMMON Bn#10.8M2(lO, IO,BN 1)0, IO).81f2(7O, 7O),DSR)7O. 7O1,3V(1O)
CO$NON

COMMON X(lO,lO),XA()O).XBAR(JQ, ?O).XRT(1O),XC()O).XEA()O)
COMMON XFLOU(l0),Xt(1O).xj4(Io, 7O,XP(7O).XPR(10, lO),XPREY)70
COMMON XR(1O, 10J.XTUO),XT PUO),XTNU1O),XU(?cJ lO).XUBAR(7O)
COMMON XUG(10, lO),XUTMtuO, IO),ruOuo;.TEMP1( )4),TEMP2()6)
COMMON TEMP3( rd;, TEMP4(16).1EHPO( 16), TEMP6( 76) TENT?) 763)
COMMON XPERC1O,0,KPERP(IO,1O)'.XREC(lO).XTOT#L()O)

BEVERTON 4NL HOLY FUNCTION FOR PT FIB

IF(XA(2 .GE. 20000.0; kL(2l2.00Eo8
RN)?. I

RICHER FUNCTION FOR LOKGKORNED SC(JtPfTl

RL(3I8(6S)*XA(3Ia(EXPCI(66J*XH($J, I
RN(3,I )XI(3)*.S0

BEVEFTON ANP HOLY FUNCTION FOR VINDOWANC FILl

XL(Z))I .0/(P(67)#(B(681/XA(51 Ii)
1F(XA(S) .GE. 8000.01 ZL(514.84C07

DIRECT FUNCTION FOR SKATES

IL(6)B(6?)*IA(6)
IF(XA(6) .GE. 30000.0) XI(6)2.O?O0
XN(6,l)X1(6)s.50
RETURN

END

C

C

C

C THIS SUBROUTINE UPDATES PREY BIONASS (El) AFTER FEECIIN6 BT
C THE 5 COMPETITORS (X2....X6). 3 GROUP SPECIFIC S'S
C (INSTANTANEOUS POTENTIAl. TURNOVER RATES) ARE ((SELl TO CONVERT
C BIOMASS AT (TI TO THE NEU BIOMASS AT (Tli. S'S ARE EITHER
C CONSTANT OR DENSITY DEPENDENT.
C

C

C

SUBROUTINE PREY
C ZZXX

COMMON B(1O0),BAA(10),8ARO,tO),8FAu01,BG(l0,IO),BKUO(.Bl1R((0)
COMMON BMA(l0).8M2(10,I0),BN1 (IO,)0),SN2(lO,lOJ,BSR(IO.101.BVUO)
COMMON 8U)l0),BZA(10),BZRI(IO),pZR()Q,I0),BZR7(IO,O),G0)
COMMON x(to.1o),XA(Ib).X8AR(Io.lO1,XBART(lo;,XCIIOJ,rEo()o)
COMMON IFLOU(10),XUIO),XN(I0,lO),XP(I01,XPR(I0.10),ZPREP(lO)
COMMON XR(.l0.lO),XT(l0),XTEMP(lO),XTIII(l0t.XUuO,lO),KUSARuO)
COMMON XUG(lO.lO) ,XUTH1(1O,IO,XUOuO),TEHPI(16),FENP?<t6)
COMMON TEMP3(16).TEMP4(I6),TEMPO(16),TEIIP6(161,TEMP7(16,3)
COMMON XPER(tO.10.XPERB(lO,IO,K.xRECuO).XIOTAL(1O
CT'O
DO I

YPRE1(I)XBART(1 )'D(CT)
CT rC I + I

I CONTINUE

XFIOU(I)6(t)6(2).6(3)'G(l)+G(5)
18101 XDART(I) -IFLOU( I
CT17O
DO 2 1l,3
XTEMP(I)IB1O1sP(CTt)
CTICTl+l

2 CONTINUE
IF(ITEHP(lI .61. 5.0E05) XTENP(I)S.OEO
IF(XTEMP(2) .GT. 5.0E0) XTEMP(2)5.OEO5
IF(XTEMP(3) GT. 2.1E05) XYEIIP(3).2.S(O5

C ESTIMATE OF MORTALITY BY GROUP

80 3 II3
flit (I1-AL0G(XTEMP(I )/XPRE't'( I))

3 CONTINUE
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C

C CALCULATE INSTANTANEOUS TURNOVER RATES
C BC?3,74,7,7O,8I,O2) ARE SIUTCHES USEB TO OPERATE VARIOUS TURNC'PER RATES.
C

BOIl ,I )(R(73T*l .61 )4(B(?41*(B(?5)+D(?6)*XTEMP(l II)

,Z)(P(77)*O.69J+(B(7BIs(B(7TI+D(8Q)*XIEMP(21?)
BG(l.3)(fi8?)*O.4l)+I82)*(SY93)D(841*XTEflPf3,))

C

C AVERAGE BIOMASS TOR EACH GROUP

C

DO 4 I1.3
XDAR(T ,I)(XPRET(t)*(l+EXP(BG(l.I)-tZRlCIl 11)12.0

4 CONTINUE

C

C UPDATE PREY BIOMASS (Xl) AND APPLY MORTALITY FOR REST OT THE YEAR
C

XDART(I )XDAR(l ,l )GXDAR(I ,2)+X8AR(l,3)

XBART(I )XBART(l )*.9O

RETURN
END

C THIS SUBROUTINE INITIALIZES THE PARAMETERS AN) STATE
C VARIABLES FOR THE GEORGES BANK SNALLOU ASSEMBLAGE NOSEL.
C

SUBROUTINE UTNIT
C CZXX

COMMON B(lOO),BAA(lO),RAR(lO,IO),BFA(1O),06(lQ,10),)K(1O),DNR(1O)
COMMON DMA(lO),BN2(IO,1O),BN1 (lO,lO),8N2(IO,lO),SSR(IO,1O),BV(lO)
COMMON PU(1O),DZA(IO),DZR1 (lOT,BZRS(lO,lO),8107(IO.lO1,G(IO1

COMMON X(fO,lO),XA(tO),X800(IO.lO),00ART(lO),ZC(lOI,XEA(lO)
COMMON IFLOUUO).XL(lO),XN(lO,1O),XP(lo),xPa(lo,lo),XPREY(lo)
COMMON IR(lO,lO,XT(lO),XTEMP(lO),XTMlO),XU(tO,lO,XUBARt1O)
COMMON XU6(lO,lO),XUTMI(lO,lO),XUO(tO),TEMPI(16),TEMP2(16)
COMMON TEMP3(l6),TEMP4(16),TENP5(16),TEIIP6(16),TE1IP7(16,3l

COMMON XPER(1O,tO),XPERB(lO,1O),K,00EC(lo),XTQTAL(lOT
REUIMD 44

READ(44,*)(8(I),Il,87)
BX(2).6OO
DEC 3) 500

DEC 5) . 400

BK(6).SOO
BMA(2).2OO

III AC 5) 200
$NA(6).2OO

BMR().6OO
-PNR(3).4OO
BMR(4).60G

400

BMR(4).40O
XA(2)692S.B
INC 3)I322.l

IA C 5I2O7. I

INCA) I858'. V

ETMI C2)7OON.O

liNT (3)T 104.0

XTMI(5)lRl.0
XTIIT(6)r6530.O

XU0C2). 002

TOO) 3) . 002

XUO'4). 002
X)JO(51. 032

XUO(3i'. 001

XUBAR'1).3lE03
XUOAR(2)2.2OE-0
XUBAR)3)S.00E O2

XREC(2)5O00.O
YREC(31r753.?

XREC(S)rl 75.?

XRECC6)65t4.'
C

C DRIVING VARTABLES,ITENPlXP(7),ITEMP2XP(S) ,TEMP3PFA(2),TCNP4'DFA(3l
C TEMP5.)FA(5).TEPlP6BFA(6),TENP7XN(4,J)
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C

RATJ(44.$)(TEliPl ( ),II .16)

READ144.*)1TE1iF2(I).l,16)
READ 44, TEMRJ Il, T1, Ia)

RE)44.*)cT(MP41I),I1,l6)
READI44,*1 (TE11F5(I),Il ,16)

READ(44.*l(TEMF8II) ,!l .16>

ID 1 iI,16
REALI(44. *> (IEMP?) I .J> , J I, 3)

1 CONTINUE

C

C TWO DIMENSIONAL STATE ARRAYS

C

DO 2 I2,3
READ(44.*) (XN(I.J) .Jl .0)

2 CONTINUE

00 3 1r5.6

READ( 44 , t)( ON) I, , JI, 5>

3 CONTINUE
DO 4 1r2.6

4 CONTINUE

NO 6 I2.6

6 CONTINUE
DO 0 I2.6
RE*0144,*))XUl1.J).Jrl,S)

8 CONTINUE

00 10 X2.6
RER1I(44,*)(XUTM1C1,J1,J1,0)

10 CONTINUE
X8ARt(tIS.0E05
ITt URN

END

SUDIOUTONE CCON
COMMON B(l0O1,IAW(lO>,DAR(lO,101.OFW(lO>.86(I0,IG>,BN(I01,DNRflI)
COMMON DMA> tO) .0112(1O,lO),BNI(I0.I0),NN2(l0.1O1,BSR(tO,lO),PV(TO)
COMMON BU(l0l.BZA(I0),BZR1(I0),8ZR(lO,lO1,0ZR?(t0,l0),011,)
COMMON T(1O,IO>.OA(IO).XDAR1IO,lO),XDARTIIO),OC(iO),XEA(1O)
COMMON XFLOU(I0),XL(IO),XN1IO,l0>,OP(lO) ,XFR(I0,IOI,XPREYIIO)
COMMON XR(1O,1O) .01110) ,X1EP1P1.0) ,XTMI 1101,00(10. 10) ,XUBARCIOI

COMMON XUO(l0.lO1.XUTNI(lO.tOl,XUO(I0),TEMPItI6),TEMP2(16)
COMMON TEIIP3(I6),TE$F4(16).TENPS1 16).TEMP6(16) ,TEMP7(1A,3>
COMMON XPERIIO,IO),XPERD(1O, lO),K,XREC(lO) ,XTOIAL( tO)

RETURN
END

C

C
FUNCTION EXPI(A1

C

C COP OF -9.2.O0OI, A SUFFICIENILT SMALL MUMMER

C

EXPlO.0
IF(A .11. -?.21 RETURN

LOP) EXP (A)

RETURN

END




